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!University!of!Sussex!!Sarah!Parry=Morris!Doctor!of!Philosophy!Biochemistry!!High=throughput!screening!technologies!for!identification!and!expression!of!functional!domains!of!proteins!of!biomedical!importance!!Summary!!The!ability!to!produce!multi=milligram!quantities!of!a!recombinant!‘target’!protein!in! a! proteolytically! stable,! soluble,! and! functional! form! is! often! necessary! for!subsequent!biochemical,!biophysical!and!structure=based!analyses.!Sub=constructs!expressing! only! part! of! a! large! target! protein! can! often! be! useful.! Combinatorial!Domain!Hunting!(CDH)!is!a!methodology!that!allows!the!rapid!production!of!sub=constructs!via!a!random!DNA!fragmentation!technique.!One!particular! issue!with!CDH! is! that! it! can! be! used! to! identify! globular! regions! or! domains! of! a! target!protein,! but! does!not! take! account! of! the! functional! properties! of! such!domains;!therefore!some!‘hits’!are!not!useful,!because!they!exclude!these!functional!regions.!Here,! we! have! attempted! to! enhance! the! CDH! methodology! by! including! an!additional! screening! step! that! could! specifically! identify! those! constructs!expressing! functional! protein! domains.!! However,! whilst! rigorous! testing! of! this!functionality! screen! proved! it! to! be! successful! under! selective! conditions,! it!was!not!considered!suitable!for!inclusion!in!the!CDH!method.!!CDH!was!also!used!to!identify!highly!expressed,!proteolytically!stable!regions!of!a!previously! largely!uncharacterized!protein,! and! to! investigate! their! functionality.!Human! Claspin! is! a! large,! highly! charged,! S=phase! specific! ‘molecular! scaffold’!protein,! with! no! identifiable! sub=domains! or! enzymatic! function(s).! However,!Claspin! is! known! to! make! multiple! different! protein=protein! interactions! at!replication! forks! during! the! intertwined! processes! of! DNA! replication! and! DNA!replication=coupled! repair.! CDH! successfully! identified! a! number! of! N=terminal!
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1.1!Overview!This! introduction!serves!as!a!reference!point! for! the!other!chapters!presented! in!this!thesis.!It!starts!with!a!description!of!the!practical!approaches!currently!used!to!overcome!the!difficulties!of!recombinant!protein!expression!in!heterologous!hosts,!especially! as! many! of! the! so=called! ‘difficult! to! express’! proteins! are! actually!considered! as! highly! attractive! targets! for! therapeutic! intervention! in! the!treatment! of! disease! (Littler,! 2010).! A! number! of! different! approaches! have!therefore!been!developed,! to!enable! the!production!of! (recombinant)!proteins!at!sufficient!quantity,!quality!and!purity!to!allow!downstream!structural,!biochemical!and! biophysical! studies,! as! well! as! drug! discovery! efforts.! Therefore,! specific!details! have! been! provided! for! the! construction! of! high=throughput! DNA!fragmentation!and!protein!expression! libraries!as!a!means!of! identifying!optimal!expression!constructs.!A!particular!emphasis!has!been!placed!on!the!Combinatorial!Domain! Hunting! (CDH)! technique,! which! is! used! and! referred! to! in! subsequent!chapters.! The! second! part! of! the! introduction! focuses! on! the! human! protein!Claspin;! a! target! selected! for! the! aforementioned!CDH!methodology.! Claspin! is! a!large!151!kDa!protein! required! for! the! intertwined!processes!of!DNA!replication!and!replication=coupled!repair.!Finally,!this!chapter!culminates!with!a!description!of!a!number!of!biochemical!and!biophysical!techniques!(again!used!in!this!thesis)!for! the! characterisation! and/or! determination! of! the! structure! of! a! recombinant!protein.!
1.2!Recombinant!protein!expression!
1.2.1!Traditional!approaches!to!recombinant!protein!expression!!Typically,!recombinant!proteins!are!expressed!in!the!heterologous!host!Escherichia#








protein!expression![e.g.!IPTG!(Isopropyl!β=D=1=thiogalactopyranoside),!arabinose].!Co=expression!of!E.#coli!molecular!chaperones!(e.g.!GroEL=GroES,!DnaK=DnaJ=GrpE)!or! a! known! interaction! partner! protein! can! enable! the! correct! folding! of! a!recombinant!protein!or!can!result!in!its!stabilisation.!!During! purification! of! the! recombinant! protein,! the! method! of! cell! lysis,! the!extraction!buffer!and!subsequent!purification!steps!can!all!be!modified!in!order!to!enhance! yields! and! purity! of! the! recombinant! protein.! If! a! protein! can! be!expressed,!but!remains! insoluble,! it! can!be!purified!under!denaturing!conditions.!Downstream!attempts!can!be!made!at!refolding!the!protein,!but!can!be!notoriously!difficult!and!time=consuming,!as!some!form!of!assay!is!generally!required!in!order!to!confirm!that!the!protein!is!now!correctly!folded.!!Many! alternative! heterologous! hosts! are! available! for! recombinant! protein!expression! including! insect! (e.g.! Spodoptera# frugiperda! (Sf9),! High! FiveT)! or!mammalian!cells!(e.g.!HEK293T),!as!well!as!cell=free!expression!systems!(e.g.!E.#coli!or! wheat! germ! lysates).! However,! these! are! often! more! time=consuming! in! the!preparation! of! constructs! and! for! recombinant! protein! expression,! and! more!expensive!due!to!the!more!specialist!equipment!and!medium!required!for!culture.!




amino!acid!residues!at!either!end!can!greatly!affect!the!levels!of!expressed!protein!as!shown!by!Klock!et!al.,!(2007).!!If!any!recombinant!protein!can!be!expressed,!limited!proteolysis!experiments!can!be!used!to!identify!the!presence!of!stable!sub=fragments!of!protein,!the!boundaries!of!which! can! be! ascertained! by! Edman! degradation! (N=terminus)! and! /! or!mass!spectrometry.! This! method! of! construct! design! is! highly! conditional! and! low=throughput!in!nature,!but!can!be!highly!effective.!!!In!recent!years,!there!has!been!a!movement!towards!high=throughput!recombinant!protein! expression! trials,! to! find! both! optimal! expression! conditions! and!expression! constructs,! as! reviewed! in;! Prodromou! et! al.,! (2007),! Savva! et! al.,!(2007),!Littler,!(2010),!Savitsky!et!al.,!(2010),!Yumerefendi!et!al.,!(2011),!and!Hart!and!Waldo,! (2013).!High=throughput!expression!construct!design!methods!either!involves! a! systematic=type! approach! through! bioinformatics,! using! approximate!domain!boundaries!and!nested!construct!design!which!is!described!in!more!detail!in! section! 1.3,! or! can! involve! ‘random’! approaches! by! DNA! mutation! or!fragmentation,!in!order!to!create!a!library!of!random!expression!constructs!and!to!subsequently! identify! domain=containing! constructs,! described! further! in! section!
1.4.!Both!types!of!approaches!use!high=throughput!expression!screening!in!order!to!identify!optimal!expression!constructs.!




For!a!given!protein,!the!secondary!structure!can!be!predicted!from!the!amino!acid!sequence;! such! as! regions! of! α=helices! and! β=strands,! and! regions! of! likely!sequence! disorder,! whilst! the! tertiary! structure! can! be! modelled! to! identify!globular!folded!regions,!by!template=based!methods;!such!as!homology!modelling!and!fold!recognition!/!protein!threading!(Dorn!et!al.,!2014).!Homology!modelling!identifies! sequence! homology! between! a! target! sequence! and! a! sequence! of! a!known! structure,! and! using! the! known! structure! of! the! template! protein,! the!tertiary!structure!of!the!target!protein!is!predicted!(Xu!et!al.,!2008).!For!accurate!modelling! this! requires! high! sequence! homology;! reduced! sequence! homology!results! in! inaccuracies! in! the! predicted! model.! Protein! threading! is! used! for!identifying!folds!in!proteins!for!where!a!homologous!structure!is!not!known.!This!identifies! known! sequence! folds! in! the! protein! sequence! based! on! amino! acid!composition! and! not! on! sequence! homology.! A!model! is! built! based! on! the! fold!template/s! identified! in! the! amino! acid! sequence,! where! confidence! in! the!predicted! structure! is! based! on! the! similarity! of! amino! acids! between! the!sequences! (Marti=Renom! at! al.,! 2000).! Additionally,! the! tertiary! structure! of! a!protein!can!be!computationally!derived!directly!from!the!amino!acid!sequence!by!
ab#initio!/!de#novo!structural!prediction!algorithms.!However,!the!generation!of!ab#




tuned! by! refinement! of! the! encoded! domain! boundaries,! i.e.!with! a! smaller! step!increase! and/or! decrease,! thus! allowing! the! iterative! improvement! of! the!construct! and! domain! boundaries.!More! ‘traditional’!modifications! to! expression!can! then! be! used! to! improve! recombinant! protein! expression,! as! explained!previously!in!section!1.2.1.!!!Although! methods! to! accurately! predict! protein! domain! boundaries! are! being!constantly! improved,!many!eukaryotic!proteins!do!not!have!close!homologues!or!contain! domains! with! known! folds,! making! it! much! more! difficult! to! rationally!design! expression! constructs.! Additionally,! a! particular! domain! may! require!additional!amino!acids!at!either!the!N=!and!/!or!C=terminus!for!soluble!expression!of!a!protein!fragment.!An!alternative!to!the!bioinformatics=driven!approach!is!the!generation! of! a! so=called! ‘random! DNA=fragmentation! library’! approach! as!discussed!in!the!following!section.!




hundreds! of! thousands! of! clones.! Generation! of! such! DNA! libraries! can! be! by!random!sequence!mutation,!or!by!DNA!fragmentation!using!physical,!enzymatic!or!PCR=based! fragmentation! methods! (explained! in! more! detail! in! subsequent!sections).!The!mutated!or! fragmented!DNA!is! then!sub=cloned!into!an!expression!vector! suitable! for! high=throughput! expression! testing.! The! expression! profile! of!the! library! is! then! sampled,! looking! at! expression! levels! and! solubility! of!recombinant!protein!fragments!with!respect!to!a!reporter!fusion!protein.!However,!a! number! of! assumptions! are!made! during! library! screening! including:! that! the!fusion!reporter!is!not!interfering!with!or!affecting!the!solubility!of!the!recombinant!protein,!and!that!the!soluble!recombinant!proteins!are!in!the!correctly!folded!state.!Screening! leads! to! a!number!of! ‘initial!hits’! each!of!which!meets! certain! criteria;!these! are! identified! by! DNA! sequencing.! Selected! constructs! are! subjected! to!rigorous!tests!examining!protein!expression,!solubility!and!proteolytic!stability.!!!Explained! in! more! detail! below! are! a! number! of! different! DNA=fragment! based!methodologies,!each!of!which!have!been! implemented!and!developed! in!order! to!overcome! the! shortcomings! of! recombinant! protein! expression;! some! have! also!been!developed!to!enable!study!of!protein=protein!interactions!(PPIs).!




1.4.2!T&PCR!The!Tagged!random!primer!PCR!(T=PCR)!method,!uses!a!PCR!reaction!to!amplify!a!gene! of! interest,! but! the! primers! are! designed! such! that! they! can! randomly!associate!with!the!DNA!template!(Grothues!et!al.,!1993).!The!primers!are!typically!21!bp!in!length,!with!a!restriction!site!at!the!5’!end,!to!allow!downstream!cloning,!whilst!the!3’=15!bp!are!random!bases!that!do!not!completely!anneal!to!the!gene!to!be!amplified.!These!constructs!are!subsequently!used!to!transform!E.#coli,!to!screen!for! the! phenotype! (section!1.4.3).! This!was! the! first! detailed!method! created! to!identify!soluble!domains!from!large!proteins!(Kawaski!and!Inagaki,!2001).!




four!soluble!domains!that!corresponded!to!the!known!domain!architecture!of!the!protein!(Kawaski!and!Inagaki,!2001).!Furthermore,!this!was!also!used!to!study!the!multi=domain! protein! TERT! (Telomerase! Reverse! Transcriptase)! from!
Tetrahymena# thermophila,! and! this! identified! constructs! that! covered! all! of! the!identified!domains!of!the!protein!(Jacobs!et!al.,!2005).!
1.4.4!Error&prone!PCR!A!similar!GFP=reporter!assay!was!also!developed! for! the!mutation!method! ’error!prone! PCR’! which! incorporates! random!mutations! into! the! DNA,! whilst! using! a!fusion!to!ZsGreen!(reef!coral!fluorescent)!protein!as!the!reporter!protein!(Heddle!and!Mazaleyrat,!2007).!Error!prone!PCR!is!carried!out!using!Taq!DNA!polymerase!with!an!unbalanced!concentration!of!nucleotides,!to!introduce!random!DNA!point!mutations!throughout!the!amplicon.!These!fragments!are!cloned!in=frame!with!an!N=terminal! His6! affinity! tag! and! a! C=terminal! ZsGreen! reporter,! where! highly!expressing!clones!are!selected!by!the!fluorescence!levels!of!the!ZsGreen!reporter.!This!method!was!successfully!used!to!identify!mutant!expression!constructs!for!a!number! of! receptor! tyrosine! kinases! (RTKs)! with! improved! soluble! protein!expression!(Heddle!and!Mazaleyrat,!2007).!




2006).! Additionally,! a! tripartite! split=GFP! fusion! system! was! developed! for! the!examination! of! PPIs! (Cabantous! et! al.,! 2013).! This! system! splits! the!GFP!protein!further,! into!β=strands!1=9!(GFP1=9),!β=strand!10!(GFP10)!and!GFP11.!GFP10!and!GFP11!are!used!to!individually!tag!two!different!proteins,!and!association!of!these!proteins!is!required!for!the!interaction!of!the!three!separate!GFP!components!for!fluorescent!signal!maturation.!This!system!has!been!tested!in!E.#coli!and!has!been!extended! into! mammalian! cells! to! study! both! in# vivo! and! in# vitro# interactions!(Cabantous!et!al.,!2013).!!A! further! modification! to! the! Split! GFP=fusion! was! the! introduction! of! a! ‘bead!screen’! (Lockard! et! al.,! 2011).! Fragment! constructs! were! cloned! between! an! N=terminal! His6! affinity! tag! and! GFP11! at! the! C=terminus.! Recombinant! split=GFP!protein! expression! of! transformed! E.# coli! colonies! is! induced! on! L=agar! plates!containing!IPTG.!The!induced!E.#coli!colonies!were!replica=plated!using!a!Durapore!membrane!(colony!side!up)!onto!agarose!plates!that!contained!Immobilised!Metal!Affinity! Chromatography! (IMAC)! resin! to! bind! the! N=terminal! His6! affinity! tag.!Colonies! were! lysed! and! the! soluble! recombinant! protein! can! pass! through! the!Durapore! membrane! to! bind! to! the! affinity! resin.! Any! tagged! protein! that! was!fused!to!folded!GFP!formed!a!fluorescent!spot!in!the!agarose,!enabling!detection!of!colonies!that!expressed!a!soluble,!in=frame!(at!the!N=!and!C=terminus)!recombinant!protein! (Lockard! et! al.,! 2011).! Additionally,! this! Split! GFP=fusion! bead! screen!method!was! further!developed! to! allow! the! analysis! of!multi=protein! complexes:!the!affinity!tag!is!fused!to!one!protein!and!the!GFP!11=peptide!to!another!and!these!are!co=expressed!with!GFP!1=10.!This!method!was!tested!with!8!different!dimeric!and!trimeric!complexes!(not!subjected!to!library!screening),!and!was!successful!in!identifying!stable!complex!formation!(Lockard!et!al.,!2011).!




of! purines! and! certain! amino! acids! (Chen! et! al.,! 1984).! The! bacterial! DHFR!(bDHFR)! protein! is! essential! for! cellular! viability! and! this! can! be! inhibited! by!trimethoprim! (TMP).! One! method! using! this! system! creates! mutations! by! DNA!shuffling! (section! 1.4.1),! and! constructs! are! ligated! into! an! expression! vector!upstream! of! a! murine! DHFR! (mDHFR)! reporter! gene.! Transformed! E.# coli! are!grown!on!L=agar!plates!containing!IPTG!and!increasing!concentrations!of!TMP;!the!assay! uses! mDHFR! as! the! reporter! protein! as! is! not! inhibited! by! TMP.! Soluble!recombinant! protein! expression! enables! the! survival! of! the! transformed! E.# coli!colony.!This!method!was!used!to!identify!a!number!of!solubilizing!mutations!in!an!acetyltransferase!from!Vibrio#fischerii!(Liu!et!al.,!2006a).!!Recently,! the!DHFR! reporter! assay! has! been! used! for! screening! a! fragmentation!library!using!a!deoxyuridine!triphosphate!(dUTP)=containing!PCR!reaction!created!as!described!below! for!Combinatorial!Domain!Hunting! (CDH)! (section!1.5).!DNA!fragmentation!is!carried!out!using!endonuclease!V![with!manganese!(II)]!to!cleave!double!strand!DNA!3’!to!the!inserted!dUTP.!The!expression!screen!was!carried!out!as!described!above,! and!was!used! to! identify! soluble!domains! from!FLI1! (Friend!Leukaemia!Integration=1)!transcription!factor,!and!the!cytoplasmic!domain!of!the!trans=membrane! protein! Pecam1! (platelet! endothelial! cell! adhesion!molecule=1)!(Dyson!et!al.,!2008).!
1.4.7!Two&body!E.#coli!DHFR!assay!with!split!GFP&fusion!As! with! fusion! to! GFP,! fusion! of! recombinant! proteins! to! DHFR! can! result! in!passenger!protein!solubilisation!effects,! i.e.! false!positives.!Therefore!this!method!requires! downstream! re=cloning! and! expression! testing! to! determine! if! the!fragment! protein! is! soluble! (Dyson! et! al.,! 2008).! In! order! to! circumvent! the!problems!with! ‘false! positives’,! a! “two=body#E.# coli! DHFR”! assay! (Pedelacq! et! al.,!2011)!was!developed!using!a!split!E.#coli!DHFR!gene!(Smith!and!Matthews,!2001).!This!multistep=screen! enables! the! detection! of! ‘in=frame’! expression,! and! due! to!their! small! size! eliminates! /! reduces! passenger! protein! solubilisation.! A! DNA!fragment!library!generated!by!DNaseI!or!Exonuclease!treatment!is!ligated!into!an!expression!plasmid!between!the!two!halves!of!the!E.#coli!DHFR!gene.!Transformed!




colonies! expressing! functional!mDHFR! survive.! These! clones! are! picked! and! the!coding!DNA! is! re=cloned! into! the! split=GFP! system! (section!1.4.5).! Subsequently,!transformed!E.#coli!expressing!a!soluble!GFP=fusion!are!selected.!This!method!was!used! to! study! the! PpsC! (polykeytide! synthase)! multifunctional,! multi=domain!enzyme! required! for! virulence! of! Mycobacterium# Tuberculosis;! this! identified!constructs!expressing!each!of!the!six!domains!of!the!protein,!and!the!X=ray!crystal!structure!was!solved!for!three!of!them!(Pedelacq!et!al.,!2011).!
1.4.8!Nested!deletion!library!The!nested!deletion!method!was!developed! to! ‘fine=sample’! the!5’!and!3’!ends!of!particular!gene!constructs,!and!hence!the!N=!and!C=!terminal!ends!of!the!encoded!protein! (King! et! al.,! 2006).! The! PCR! amplified! gene! is! treated! with! Mung! Bean!nuclease,!which!has!relatively!poor!activity!on!blunt=ended!double=stranded!DNA,!resulting! in! ‘nested’! ends!of! a! particular!DNA! construct.! The! resulting! fragments!are!cloned!into!an!expression!vector!containing!an!N=terminal!His6!affinity!tag!and!a! C=terminal! chloramphenicol! acetyltransferase! (CAT)! fusion.! The! expression!library! is! grown! on! L=agar! plates! containing! chloramphenicol.! Only! E.# coli!transformed!with! in=frame! expression! constructs,! expressing! soluble! protein! are!able! to! grow! on! the! selective!medium.! The! CAT=screening! protocol!was! initially!used!for!the!investigation!of!point!mutations!in!the!HIV!(Human!Immunodeficiency!Virus)! integrase! domain! (Maxwell! et! al.,! 1999).! Additionally,! this! was! used! to!identify! expression! constructs! for! two! Saccharomyces# cerevisiae! (S.# cerevisiae;!budding! yeast)! proteins! essential! for! gene! silencing,! specifically! to! investigate!homodimerisation!of!Sir3!and!the!interaction!of!Sir3!with!Sir4!(King!et!al.,!2006).!




library!is!incubated!with!trypsin,!and!the!barnase!affinity!tag!used!to!capture!any!protease!resistant!fusion=proteins.!As!proof!of!concept,!this!technique!was!applied!to! the!E.#coli! genome,!where! it! identified!a!number!of! compact!globular!proteins!(that!had!already!previously!been!identified).!It!was!also!shown!this!method!could!be!used!to!capture!the! individual!domains!of!a!number!of!multi=domain!proteins!for!which!structures!had!already!been!determined!(Christ!and!Winter,!2006).!!




The! ESPRIT! methodology! was! further! developed! to! enable! the! study! of! PPIs.!Termed! CoESPRIT,! this! method! involves! co=expressing! a! DNA! fragment! library!with! a! N=terminal! FLAG=tagged! ‘bait’! protein! to! identify! complex! formation.!CoESPRIT!has!been!used!to!identify!two!interactions!made!by!PB2,!with!PB1!and!importin!α=1!(An!et!al.,!2011).!
1.4.11!Colony!Filtration!blotting!The!Colony!Filtration!(CoFi)!blot,!screens!a!fragmentation!library!created!through!exonuclease!III!resection!of!the!target!gene!with!a!high=throughput!expression!and!solubility!screen!(Cornvik!et!al.,!2005,!Dahlroth!et!al.,!2006,!Cornvik!et!al.,!2006).!The!DNA!fragmentation!library!is! ligated!into!an!expression!vector!encoding!a!C=terminal!His6!affinity!tag!and!used!to!transform!E.#coli,!plated!on!L=agar!medium.!The!expression!is!sampled!by!colony!lift!onto!L=agar!plates!containing!IPTG,!and!in#
situ!colony!lysis!(section!1.5.3),!is!carried!using!a!‘CoFi!blot!sandwich’!where!only!soluble! protein! passes! through! the! filter! paper! to! the! nitrocellulose! membrane.!The! CoFi! protocol! was! initially! used! to! successfully! identify! soluble! expression!constructs!for!a!number!of!higher!eukaryotic!proteins!termed!“hard!to!express”!in!
E.# coli! (Cornvik! et! al.,! 2006).! This! technique! was! used! to! identify! optimal!expression! constructs! for! the! C=terminal! cytoplasmic! domain! of! the! membrane!protein! rotavirus! nsp4! (non=structural! protein! 4)! from! feline! coronavirus,! and!enabled!determination!of!the!X=ray!crystal!structure!(Manolaridis!et!al.,!2009).!!An!adapted!CoFi!protocol!had!also!been!shown!to!be!suitable!for!screening!random!mutagenesis! libraries,! created! by! polymerases! with! a! mutator! phenotype,! for!expression!of!membrane!proteins!in!E.#coli!(Martinez!Molina!et!al.,!2008).!A!further!adaptation! of! CoFi,! termed! Screening! Colonies! of! ORFeome! Pools! (SCOOP)! was!used! to! screen! in! E.# coli! all! of! the! open! reading! frames! (ORFs)! of! the! KSHV!(Kaposi’s! sarcoma! associated! herpes! virus),! this! identified! a! number! of! soluble!expression! constructs! (Dahlroth! et! al.,! 2009).! Yet! another! adaptation! to! CoFi!termed! ‘Hot=CoFi’,! investigates! the! random! high=throughput! mutagenesis! of! a!target! protein! as! an! approach! to! engineer! more! thermally! and! proteolytically!stable! recombinant!proteins,! specifically! for!drug!development!pipelines.!Briefly,!‘Hot=CoFi’! involves! testing! the! aggregation! status! of! proteins! in! response! to!
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increasing!temperature,!as!indicated!by!a!reduction!of!protein!diffusion!through!a!filter!membrane.!This!method!was! found!to! improve! the!stability!of!a!number!of!unnamed!“biotechnological!important!proteins”!(Asial!et!al.,!2013).!


































1.5.2!Cloning!of!DNA!fragments!!Details!in!this!section!have!been!redacted!for!reasons!of!confidentiality.!!The!DNA!fragments!are!ligated!into!a!specially!designed!TOPO=cloning!expression!vector! series! (pDXV4;! proprietary! technology! of! Domainex).! The! vector! series!provides!three!translation!starts!in!three!different!reading!frames,!each!with!a!C=terminal!His6!affinity! tag!and!stop!codons! in! three!different! reading! frames.!This!allows! capture! of! every! generated! fragment,! with! a! probability! of! 1/18! of! a!fragment!ligating!correctly!in!frame!(Figure!1.3).!The!His6!affinity!tag!is!used!for!expression!screening!in!order!to!identify!recombinant!protein!and!to!significantly!reduce!any!passenger=protein!solubilisation!effects!often!seen!with!larger!affinity!tags,! which! are! typically! highly! soluble.! This! can! result! in! the! artificial!solubilisation! and/or! stabilisation! of! recombinant! protein! fragments! that! are!unstable!or!unfolded.!Removing!the!solubility!tag!from!these!fragments!identifies!the!true!properties!of!these!fragments,!thereby!identifying!‘false=positives’!clones.!!










!induced! colonies! are! lysed! in# situ! on! the! membrane.! The! recombinant! protein!expression! is! assessed! by! a! colony! blot! using! a! monoclonal! anti=His! primary!antibody,!with! colourmetric! detection! using! an! Alkaline=phosphatase! conjugated!secondary! antibody.! Colonies! expressing! high! levels! of! recombinant! protein! are!ranked!and!selected!for!the!next!stage!of!CDH.!
1.5.4!Expression!screening:!Small!scale!cultures!Typically!750! colonies! are!picked!and! then!used! in! small=scale,! high=throughput,!expression! studies.! Transformed! E.# coli! are! grown! in! auto=induction! medium,!enabling! both! high=density! culture! and! spontaneous! induction! of! protein!expression!without!the!addition!of!IPTG!(Studier,!2005).!The!harvested!cell!pellets!are!lysed,!and!recombinant!protein!purified!in!a!96=well!plate!batch=format!using!a!one=step! IMAC!purification.!Eluted!protein!samples!are! resolved!by!SDS=PAGE! to!identify! highly! expressed! recombinant! proteins.! The! identified! proteins! are!subjected!to!a!solubility!screen!(by!centrifugation)!to!pellet!any!insoluble!material,!and! the! soluble! sample! fractions! are! reanalysed! by! both! SDS=PAGE! and!western!blotting.! These! steps! are! used! to! identify! highly! expressed,! soluble! and!proteolytically!stable!recombinant!proteins,!which!are!verified!as!containing!the!C=terminal!His6!affinity!tag.!Selected!constructs!are!identified!by!DNA!sequencing!to!determine!the!location!of!the!DNA!fragment!with!respect!to!the!original!full=length!sequence.!These!preliminary!constructs!are!termed! ‘initial=hits’!and!the!fragment!clones!of!interest!can!be!taken!forward!for!further!characterization!for!structural!and/or!biochemical!and!biophysical!analyses.!




advantage!of!two!different!affinity!tags!that!are!encoded!by!each!expression!vector!(probed!with! antibodies! against! both! tags).! Subsequent! affinity! chromatography!purification! (for! the! tag!of! the! fragment!protein)! and!a!western!blot! for! the! two!affinity!tags,!confirms!interaction!of!the!expressed!proteins.!The!technique!is!then!reversed,!in!order!to!ascertain!the!minimal!interaction!regions!/!interfaces!of!the!two! proteins.! A! proof=of=concept! study,! used! the! previously! characterised!interaction! between! the!molecular! chaperone!Hsp90β! (Heat! shock! protein! 90β),!and! the! Hsp90β! co=chaperone! Cdc37.! CDH2! successfully! identified! the! known!minimal! interacting! regions! for! both! proteins! (Maclagan! et! al.,! 2011).!Subsequently,! this! technique! was! used! to! investigate! a! number! of! further! PPIs!(Littler,!2010).!
1.5.6!Assessment!of!the!recombinant!library!Subsequent! to! the! identification!of! the! ’initial!hits’,! these!require!verification!and!assessment!to!ascertain!whether!the!individual!constructs!are!viable!(Savva!et!al.,!2007).! The! protein! can! be! identified! by! Edman! degradation! (N=terminal!sequencing)! and! by!mass! spectrometry;! this! verifies! the! recombinant! protein! is!expressed! from! the! clone! sequence! and! identifies! if! there! are! any! further!modifications!to!the!sequence!(e.g.!protein!truncations).!Recombinant!protein!can!be!treated!with!protease!to!determine!the!protease!resistance,!which!can!indicate!the! stability! of! folding.! Globular! proteins! are! typically! protease! resistant,! whilst!unstructured! regions! are! typically! protease! sensitive;! flexible! regions! can! cause!difficulties!for!the!determination!of!the!atomic!resolution!structure!of!the!protein.!If!smaller!protein!fragment!are!identified!as!being!protease!resistant,!these!can!be!identified! and! the! expression! level! of! the! smaller! recombinant! protein! can! be!tested.! Thermal! denaturation! of! the! recombinant! protein! can! determine! the!‘folded=ness’!and!the!thermal!stability!of!the!protein.!Circular!dichroism!(CD),!used!for! assessment! of! the! secondary! structure! of! proteins,! can! be! used! to! identify!folded! proteins! and! the! relative! secondary! structure! content.! Size! exclusion!chromatography!(SEC),!analytical!ultracentrifugation!(AUC)!and/or!dynamic! light!scattering!(DLS),!can!be!used!to!determine!the!molecular!mass!of!the!recombinant!protein!and!the!sample!dispersity.!Additionally,!NMR!can!be!used!to!determine!the!‘folded=ness’!of!the!recombinant!protein!in!solution.!These!analyses!aim!to!identify!
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the!most! optimal! clones! to! take! forward! for! further! investigation,! such! as! drug!discovery!efforts!and!structural!studies,!but!these!are!dependent!on!the!target.!
1.6!Protein!Kinases!Protein!kinases!are!traditionally!difficult!to!express!in!the!heterologous!host!E.#coli!and! have! been! the! subject! to! much! study! by! domain! hunting! technologies! to!identify! optimal! expression! constructs.! In! recent! years,! structures! of! a! large!number!of!protein!kinases,! from!different!kinase!families,!have!been!determined.!The!SGC!alone!have!solved!over!75!unique!protein!kinase! structures,!using! their!bioinformatics=led!approach!to!expression!construct!design!(section!1.3).!!Protein! kinases! are! the! key! mediators! of! signal! transduction! pathways! in!eukaryotic!cells,!regulating!a!large!number!of!essential!cellular!processes.!Careful!control!is!therefore!required!in!order!to!maintain!cellular!stability,!with!alteration!or! aberrations! of! kinase! activity! in! particular! networks! linked! to! cancer! and! a!number! of! other! diseases.! Protein! kinases! are! defined! by! their! catalytic! activity;!the! reversible! transfer!of! the! γ=phosphate! from!adenosine! triphosphate! (ATP)! to!the!hydroxyl!side!chain!of!serine,!threonine!or!tyrosine!residues!of!a!target!protein!(substrate).! This! can! cause! a! change! in! the! behaviour! of! the!modified! substrate!protein,!either!through!conformational!alterations,!changes!to! its!enzyme!activity!or!changes!in!interaction!with!its!cognate!macromolecular!partner(s)!(Endicott!et!al.,!2012).!!Sequencing! and! subsequent! analysis! of! the!human!genome,! identified!518! genes!which!express!a!protein!kinase,! compromising!~1.7%!of! the!genes! in! the!human!genome;! this! is! referred! to! as! the! ‘kinome’.! The! kinase! domain! or! the! ‘catalytic!core’!of!protein!kinases!(~290!amino!acids)!is!highly!conserved!both!in!amino!acid!sequence! and! in! tertiary! structure.! The! majority! of! these,! based! on! amino! acid!sequence!homology,!can!be!classified!into!seven!different!groups!(AGC,!CAMK,!CK1,!CMGC,!STE,!TK!and!TKL).!The!remaining!proteins!kinases!are!classified!as!‘atypical’!and!whilst! having! low! amino! acid! sequence! homology! to! other! protein! kinases,!these!retain!activity!(Manning!et!al.,!2002).!N=!and/or!C=terminal!extensions!to!the!
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determination!of!the!tertiary!structure!of!a!particular!kinase!domain,!has!enabled!a!more! rational! design=led! approach! to! developing! inhibitors,! tailoring! particular!molecular! interactions! that! are! highly=specific! to! a! particular! kinase! or! kinase=family! (Grant,! 2009).!However,! for! a!number!of!desirable!protein!kinase! targets,!determination!of!a!tertiary!structure!remains!elusive.!
1.6.1!The!‘pan&kinase’!inhibitor!Staurosporine!Staurosporine!(STU),! is!a!microbial!alkaloid!originally! isolated!from!Streptomyces#
staurosporeus!in!1977!(Omura!et!al.,!1977).!STU!is!a!highly!potent!broad=spectrum!protein!kinase!inhibitor,!which!binds!with!an!affinity!in!the!nanomolar!range!to!the!ATP=binding! site! of! many! different! protein! kinases;! this! renders! it! as! highly!unsuitable! for! use! in! disease! treatment,! due! to! the! large! number! of! off=target!effects!resulting!in!cellular!toxicity!(Ruegg!and!Burgess,!1989).!STU!binding!occurs!through!an!induced=fit!model,!resulting!in!a!number!of!structural!alterations!to!the!ATP! binding! site;! there! is! concomitant!movement! of! the! activation! segment! and!rigidification!of!the!normally!flexible!glycine=rich!loop!upon!binding!(Lamers!et!al.,!1999).!!This! following! part! of! this! introduction! focuses! on! the! human!protein! Claspin,! a!target!selected!for!the!aforementioned!CDH!methodology.!
1.7!Cell!cycle!The!eukaryotic!cell!cycle!can!be!sub=divided!into!four!distinct!phases.!The!first,!G1=phase!is!a!so=called!‘gap’!phase.!The!second!is!S=phase!where!the!majority!of!DNA!replication! occurs! resulting! in! the! duplication! of! the! DNA,! forming! sister!chromatids.! Next! is! a! second! gap! phase,! G2=phase,! which! ensures! that! DNA!replication!has!been!completed!and!any!residual!DNA!damage!repaired.!The!final!phase! is! M=phase,! in! which! sister! chromatids! are! separated,! and! distributed!equally!into!two!daughter!cells,!before!cytokinesis!separates!them!(Nurse,!1997).!

































































later!point,! to!remove!the!RNA!primers,!and!seal! the!nicks! in! the!DNA!backbone.!The! enzymatic! action! of! the! MCM2=7! helicase! (for! unwinding)! and! the! DNA!polymerases! are! highly! coupled,! in! order! to! promote! efficient! replication,!contained!within!the!replisome.!Progressive!DNA!replication!requires!a!number!of!additional!proteins!that!include!Claspin!(refer!to!section!1.10.1),!with!the!obligate!Tim! (Timeless)! =Tipin! (Timeless=interacting! protein)! complex!with! And1! (Acidic!nucleoplasmic!DNA=binding!protein!1)! (refer! to! section!1.10.5).!DNA! replication!terminates!on!the!meeting!of!two!replication!bubbles!on!a!length!of!DNA.!


























!and!ATR!(ataxia=telangiectasia!mutated!and!RAD3=related).!ATM!is!predominantly!activated!at!DSBs,!whilst!ATR!is!activated!as!a!result!of!the!detection!of!regions!of!exposed! ssDNA,! including! those! caused! directly! by! DNA! damage! and/or! by!replication! fork! stalling.! The! transducer! signal! is! carried! forward! through! the!activities! of! the! downstream! effector! protein! kinases,! Chk1! and/or! Chk2!(Checkpoint! kinase! 1! /! 2).! This! action! requires! the! so=called! ‘mediators’,! which!physically!connect!the!transducers!and!effectors!together,!often!through!complex!sets!of!highly=regulated!PPIs.!Such!mediators!include!53BP1!(Tumour!suppressor!p53=binding! protein! 1),! MDC1! (Mediator! of! DNA! damage! checkpoint! protein! 1)!and!BCRA1!(Breast!cancer!type!1!susceptibility!protein),!TopBP1!(topoisomerase=binding! protein=1),! and! Claspin! specifically! for! ATR! mediated=checkpoint!signalling!during! the!activation!of! the! replication! checkpoint.! Signalling! from! the!downstream!effector!kinases!results!in!arrest!of!the!cell!cycle.!
























Hus1! (9=1=1)! complex,! loaded! onto! DNA! by! the! Rad17=RFC! clamp=loader,! in! an!event!independent!of!ATR!function;!and!TopBP1,!which!is!directly!recruited!by!the!phosphorylated! C=terminus! of! Rad9! (9=1=1! complex).! This! complicated! set! of!requirements! is! thought! to! be! necessary,! in! order! to! prevent! unnecessary!signalling!from!the!low!levels!of!RPA=coated!ssDNA!found!at!normal!(non=stalled)!DNA!replication!forks.!!Downstream! signalling,! after! ATR! activation,! is! initiated! through! the!phosphorylation! of! the! effector! protein! Chk1! (section! 1.9),! which! requires! the!mediator!protein!Claspin!(Zhao!and!Piwnica=Worms,!2001,!Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2000,! Kumagai! et! al.,! 2004).! The! function(s)! of! Claspin! during! the! replication!checkpoint! is! described! in! section! 1.10.3,!while! the! interaction!between!Claspin!and!Chk1!is!described!in!section!1.10.4.!Once!activated,!Chk1!phosphorylates!the!phosphatase!Cdc25A!(thereby!targeting! it! for!degradation)!(Sanchez!et!al.,!1997)!and! the!protein!kinase!Wee1!(resulting! in! its!activation)! (O’Connell!et!al.,!1997);!thereby!the!activation!of!Chk1!inhibits!the!CDK!(cyclin!dependant!kinase)!required!for!entry!into!mitosis,!and!results!in!a!slowing!of!S=phase!progression.!
1.9!Chk1!protein!kinase!The!protein! kinase!Chk1!was! originally! identified! in!Schizosaccharomyces#pombe!(S.#pombe;!fission!yeast)!as!being!essential!for!cell!cycle!arrest!in!response!to!DNA!damage! (Walworth! et! al.,! 1993).! Subsequent! to! this,! homologues! of! Chk1! were!identified!in!other!species!(Kumagai!et!al.,!1998).!The!roles!of!Chk1!and!Chk2!have!swapped! over! from! yeasts! to!metazoans,! where! Chk1! in! S.# pombe! (Cds1)! is! the!sequence!homologue!of!metazoan!Chk2!but!functional!homologue!of!Chk1!(Rhind!and! Russell,! 2000),! the! same! is! also! true! for! Chk1! in! S.# cerevisiae! (Rad53);! for!clarity!these!are!labelled!as:!spCds1Chk1!and!scRad53Chk1!throughout.!!The!regulation!of!Chk1!kinase!activity! in#vivo! is!complex,!with! interplay!between!auto=inhibition,! phosphorylated! and! de=phosphorylated! states,! and! protein!interactions! is! not! yet! fully! understood! [reviewed! in!Tapia=Alveal! et! al.,! (2009)].!However,!its!function!is!critical!in!ensuring!correct!cell!cycle!regulation.!!
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1.10!Claspin!The!protein!Claspin!was!originally!identified!through!a!replication!stress=induced!Chk1!interaction!screen,!using!Xenopus!egg!extracts!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2000).!Human!Claspin! is! a! large,!highly!acidic!protein,!1339!amino!acids! in! length! (151!kDa),!which!is!highly!conserved!amongst!Metazoans!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2000),!but! apparently! absent! in! prokaryotes.! Homologues! of! Claspin,! called! Mrc1!(Mediator!of!replication!checkpoint!1)!have!been!also!been!identified!in!the!yeasts,!although! the! overall! amino! acid! sequence! conservation! is! relatively! poor!(Alcasabas!et!al.,!2001,!Tanaka!and!Russell,!2001).!Mrc1!was!itself! identified!in!S.#
cerevisiae# (scMrc1)! screens! for! mutants! under! chronic! replication! stress!conditions!(Alcasabas!et!al.,!2001),!and!in!S.#pombe!(spMrc1)!by!Hydroxyurea!(HU;!DNA!replication!inhibitor)!sensitivity!with!replication!stress!(Tanaka!and!Russell,!2001).!!Claspin! contains! no! known! amino! acid! sequence! motifs! or! regions! of! sequence!homology!to!any!previously!determined!structures!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2000).!It! is!predominantly!acidic! in!nature!(pI!=!4.5),!but! it!does!contain!four!conserved!basic!patches!(BP),!termed!BP1!(aa!265=331),!BP2!(aa!470=600),!BP3!(aa!721=783)!and!BP4!(aa!1157=1285)!(Lee!et!al.,!2005).!There!are!also!a!number!of!SQ/TQ!sites!located! throughout! the! protein,! which! are! typically! substrates! of! ATR! and! ATM!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2000).!The!only!structural!information!available!to!date!for!the! human! protein! is! a! low=resolution! Electron! Microscopy! (EM)! image,! using!rotary!shadowing,!which!indicates!that!Claspin!has!a!ring=shaped!structure!when!bound!to!branched!DNA!(Figure!1.8)!(Sar!et!al.,!2004).!The!N=terminal!part!of!the!protein! interacts! with! DNA! (Sar! et! al.,! 2004,! Lee! et! al.,! 2005,! Serçin! and! Kemp,!2011,! Uno! and! Masai,! 2011,! Yilmaz! et! al.,! 2011),! which! is! described! in! section!
1.10.2,!whilst!the!C=terminus!contains!a!Chk1!binding!site!that!is!required!for!the!activation! of! Chk1! (Kumagai! and! Dunphy,! 2003,! Jeong! et! al.,! 2003),! which! is!described!in!section!1.10.4.!
































Polymerase! ε! and! the!MCM2=7! helicase! (Katou! et! al.,! 2003,! Osborn! and! Elledge,!2003,!Calzada!et!al.,!2005!Gambus!et!al.,!2006,!Komata!et!al.,!2009,!Lou!et!al.,!2008,!Tsai!et!al.,!2015).!The!central!region!of!scMrc1!is!required!for!interaction!with!the!MCM2=7! helicase! (Komata! et! al.,! 2009),! whilst! two! regions! (at! the! N! and! C=terminus)!of!scMrc1!are!required!for!an!interaction!with!the!scPol2!subunit!of!DNA!polymerase!ε!during!unperturbed!replication!(Lou!et!al.,!2008).!The!interaction!of!scMrc1!with!scPol2!is!changed!during!replication!stress,!by!phosphorylation!of!the!N=terminus! of! scMrc1,! resulting! in! loss! of! the!N=terminal! interaction! (Lou! et! al.,!2008).! Furthermore,! this! interaction! with! scPol2! appears! to! have! a! role! in!regulating!cellular!replicative!senescence!from!telomere!shortening!(Deshpande!et!al.,! 2011).! Additionally,! as!with! Claspin,!Mrc1!makes! interactions!with! the! yeast!homologues!of!Tim!and!Tipin!(Katou!et!al.,!2003,!Hodgson!et!al.,!2007,!Tourriere!et!al.,! 2005,! Calzada! et! al.,! 2005,! Tanaka! et! al.,! 2010),! described! further! in! section!
1.10.5.!!As! with! Metazoan! Claspin,! a! number! of! post=translational! modifications! (PTM)!have! been! identified! on! Mrc1.! scMrc1! and! spMrc1! are! regulated! by! Hsk1Cdc7!phosphorylation,! the!orthologue!of! Cdc7!kinase,! and! this! can!be! reconstituted! in#
vitro! (Shimmoto! et! al.,! 2009,! Matsumoto! et! al.,! 2010).! Furthermore,! scMrc1!interacts!with!Hsk1Cdc7,!and!the!interaction!has!been!identified!as!being!mediated!by!the!central!segment!of!scMrc1!(Shimmoto!et!al.,!2009).!




down!assays.!A! region! termed! the!DNA!Binding!Domain! (DBD;! aa!149=340)!was!identified!as!being!sufficient!for!the!DNA!binding!functionality!(Sar!et!al.,!2004).!!spMrc1! was! identified! as! interacting! with! chromatin,! where! phosphorylation! of!Ser604!was!found!to!enhance!chromatin!association!(Zhao!et!al.,!2003).!Similarly,!spMrc1!has!been!shown!to!have!DNA=binding!activity,!which!has!been!mapped!to!a!150! aa! region! at! the! N=terminus! of! the! protein! (aa! 160=317).! It! was! found! that!deletion!of!this!region,!lead!to!HU!hypersensitivity,!and!an!associated!impairment!in! the!activation!of! the!replication!checkpoint! in! response! to!DNA!damage! (Zhao!and! Russell,! 2004).! Furthermore,! the! DNA! binding! activity! of! spMrc1! was!diminished!with!mutation!of!Lys235!and!Lys236!(Zhao!and!Russell,!2004,!Tanaka!et!al.,!2010).!!Both! Claspin! and! spMrc1,# in# vitro,# have! a! consistent! preference! for! double=stranded!DNA!(dsDNA)!over!ssDNA,!and!an!overall!preference!for!branched!DNA!structures! including!overhangs,! Y=shaped,! and! fork=like! structures,!whilst! having!no! sequence! specificity! (Sar! et! al.,! 2004,! Zhao! and! Russell,! 2004,! Tanaka! et! al.,!2010,!Serçin!and!Kemp,!2011,!Uno!and!Masai,!2011!and!Yilmaz!et!al.,!2011).!It!has!also! been! reported! that! there! is! a! preference! for! binding! of! Claspin! to! DNA!containing!bulky!adducts!(Yilmaz!et!al.,!2011).!Sequence!conservation!analysis!of!Claspin! and! spMrc1! identified! a! potential! HTH! (Helix=turn=helix)! motif! (human!Claspin;! aa! 279=313,! spMrc1;! aa! 204=244)! within! the! identified! DBD! of! both!Claspin! and! spMrc1! (Zhao! and! Russell,! 2004);! these! motifs! are! commonly!associated!with!DNA!binding!functionality!(Brennan!and!Matthews,!1989).!
1.10.3!Claspin!and!the!DNA!replication!checkpoint!As!well! as!being! required!during!DNA!replication,!Claspin!has!been! shown! to!be!required! for!activation!of! the!DNA!replication!checkpoint,! through!mediating! the!activation!of!Chk1!in!response!to!replicative!stress;!this!interaction!is!described!in!section!1.10.4.!In!Xenopus!egg!extract,!the!immuno=depletion!of!Claspin!prevented!Chk1!activation!and!the!subsequent!cell!cycle!arrest!in!response!to!DNA!damaging!agents! (Kumagai! and! Dunphy,! 2000,! Kumagai! and! Dunphy,! 2003).! This! was!subsequently!shown!in!human!cells!and!human!cell!free!systems!(Chini!and!Chen,!
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2003,! Lin! et! al.,! 2004,! Clarke! and! Clarke,! 2005,! Chini! and! Chen,! 2006,! Liu! et! al,!2006b),!and!has!been!reconstituted!in#vitro!using!purified!proteins!(Lindsey=Boltz!et! al.,! 2009,! Lindsey=Boltz! and! Sancar,! 2011).! The! depletion! of! Claspin! induced!DNA!damage!in!human!cells!(Liu!et!al.,!2006b).!During!DNA!replication!stress,!the!presence!of!Claspin!on!chromatin!was!found!increased!(Lee!et!al.,!2003,!Lee!et!al.,!2005),!and!this!localisation,!but!not!retention!on!chromatin,!was!required!for!the!efficient!activation!of!Chk1!(Lee!et!al.,!2005).!However,!Claspin!maintained!a!pan=nuclear! localisation! during! replication! stress,! as! was! identified! during! DNA!replication!(Liu!et!al.,!2006b).!Claspin!recruitment!to!stalled!replication!forks!has!been!identified!to!occur!via!an!interaction!with!Tipin,!as!part!of!the!obligate!Tim=Tipin!complex!(Errico!et!al.,!2007,!Yoshizawa=Sugata!and!Masai,!2007,!Kemp!et!al.,!2010),!which!is!described!in!section!1.10.5.!Furthermore,!Claspin!interaction!with!Rad9!(9=1=1!complex)!(Sierant!et!al.,!2010,!Liu!et!al.,!2012b)!or!Rad17!(=RFC!clamp!loader!complex)!(Wang!et!al.,!2006),!have!also!been!implicated!in!the!localisation!of! Claspin! during! replication! stress.! Additionally,! phosphorylation! by! Cdc7! has!been! shown! to! be! required! for! the! chromatin! association! of! Claspin! during!replication!stress!(Kim!et!al.,!2008).!!In! response! to! replicative! stress,! Claspin! becomes! hyper=phosphorylated! (Chini!and! Chen,! 2003),! in! particular! a! region! at! the! C=terminus! of! Claspin! termed! the!Chk1! binding! domain! (CKBD),! which! enables! the! transient! association! of! Chk1!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2003,!Lee!et!al.,!2005,!Jeong!et!al.,!2003,!Clarke!and!Clarke,!2005,!Chini!and!Chen,!2006,!Lindsey=Boltz!et!al.,!2009);!this!interaction!is!required!for! the! efficient! phosphorylation! of! Chk1! by! ATR,! and! is! described! in! section!








1.10.4!Claspin&Chk1!interaction!The! effector! kinase! Chk1! acts! downstream! from! ATR,! through! an! interaction!mediated!by!Claspin!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2000).!Previously! it!has!been!shown!that!Chk1!binds!to!Claspin,!in!a!phosphorylation!dependent!manner,!to!a!sequence!region! termed! the! CKBD! (aa! 847=903)! (Kumagai! and! Dunphy,! 2003,! Lee! et! al.,!2005,! Jeong!et!al.,!2003,!Clarke!and!Clarke,!2005,!Chini!and!Chen,!2006,!Lindsey=Boltz! et! al.,! 2009).! The! CKBD! was! identified! from! experiments! in! Xenopus! egg!extracts!and!was!shown!to!be!both!necessary!and!sufficient!for!Chk1!binding!and!its! activation!by!ATR! (Kumagai! and!Dunphy,! 2003).!However,! for! recovery! from!the!replication!stress!checkpoint!a!somewhat!larger!129!amino!acid!region!termed!the!Chk1!activation!domain! (CKAD;!aa!776=905)!was! required! (Lee!et! al.,! 2005).!The! basic! patch! BP2! has! also! been! shown! to! enhance! the! activation! of! Chk1! in!
Xenopus,!but!through!an!unknown!mechanism!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2003,!Lee!et!al.,! 2005).! The! CKBD! is! composed! of! a! highly! conserved! region! of! amino! acids,!containing!a!10!aa!repeat! termed!a!Chk1!binding!motif! (CKB),!conforming! to! the!motif:!ExxxLC(S/T)GxF!(where!x!is!any!amino!acid)!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2003).!The! CKB!motif! is! repeated! twice! in! the!Xenopus! protein,! and! is! located! between!residues!858=867!(xCKB!motif!1)!and!889=898!(xCKB!motif!2),!whilst!in!the!human!protein,!there!are!three!CKB!motifs,!located!between!residues!910=919!(CKB!motif!1),! 939=948! (CKB! motif! 2)! and! 976=985! (CKB! motif! 3)! (Kumagai! and! Dunphy,!2003).!This!motif!is!found!in!other!Claspin!homologues,!but!interestingly!it!is!not!found!in!the!yeast!proteins!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2003).!!Phosphorylation!of!the!CKBD!is!essential! for!the!interaction!of!Claspin!with!Chk1!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2003,!Chini!and!Chen,!2003,!Clarke!and!Clarke,!2005,!Chini!and! Chen,! 2006,! Lindsey=Boltz! et! al.,! 2009);! where! phosphorylation! has! been!identified! for! Xenopus! Claspin! at! Ser864! and! Ser895! for! xCKB! motif! 1! and! 2!respectively,!and!for!human!Claspin!at!Thr916,!Ser945!and!Ser982!for!CKB!motif!1,!2!and!3!respectively!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2003,!Clarke!and!Clarke,!2005).!This!was!subsequently!shown!in!human!cells!and!human!cell!free!systems!(Clarke!and!Clarke,!2005,!Chini!and!Chen,!2006)!and!was!reconstituted!in#vitro!(Lindsey=Boltz!et! al.,! 2009).! In! Xenopus! egg! extracts,! mutation! of! the! phosphorylation! sites! to!either! non=phosphorylatable! or! phospho=mimetic! residues! prevented! interaction!
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with!Chk1!and!its!subsequent!activation!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2003,!Jeong!et!al.,!2003),! this! was! also! found! in! a! human! cell=free! system! (Chini! and! Chen,! 2006,!Lindsey=Boltz! et! al.,! 2009).! In! the!human! cell=free! system,! it!was! shown!a! single!peptide! corresponding! to! a! phosphorylated! composite! CKB! motif! was! able! to!directly!interact!with!Chk1,!but!could!not!activate!it!(Clarke!and!Clarke,!2005).!For!Chk1!activation!and!autophosphorylation,! it!was! found!that! two!phosphorylation!sites! where! required,! specifically! at! Thr916! and! Ser945,! in! CKB! motif! 1! and! 2!respectively! (Clarke! and! Clarke,! 2005).!Whilst! the! third! CKB!motif! also! has! the!propensity! to!be!phosphorylated!at!Ser982,! this! region!of!Claspin!has! the! lowest!conservation! at! the! amino! acid! sequence! level! and! its! phosphorylation! does! not!appear! essential! for! activation! of! Chk1! (Clarke! and! Clarke,! 2005).! Recently,! the!Drosophila! protein! kinase! Gish! was! identified! from! an! RNA! interference! screen!from! cell! extracts! that! had! reduced! levels! of! Chk1! phosphorylation! –! this! was!verified! by! the! specific! inhibition! of! Gish! kinase.! The! human! equivalent! of! Gish!kinase!is!CK1γ1!kinase,!and!this!was!shown!to!phosphorylate!Claspin!on!the!CBK!motifs;!however!this!does!not!rule!out!the!possibility!that!other!kinases!may!also!be!responsible!(Meng!et!al.,!2011).!CK1γ1!kinase!has!a!strong!preference!for!acidic!residues! around! the! phosphorylation! site,! as! found! in! the! Claspin! CKB! motifs!(Meng!et!al.,!2011).!!Chk1! can! interact! with! the! phosphorylated! CKB! motifs! through! its! N=terminal!kinase!domain,!whilst!the!C=terminal!region!is!thought!to!enhance!the!interaction,!but!does!not!seem!to!make!a!direct!interaction!itself!(Jeong!et!al.,!2003).!The!X=ray!crystal!structure!of!the!Chk1!kinase!domain!(PDB:!1IA8)!(refer!to!Figure!7.9A)!has!a! positively! charged! pocket! formed! from! four! highly! conserved! residues! Lys54,!Arg129,!Thr153! and!Arg162,! close! to! the! catalytic! centre! of! the! kinase,!which! is!bound!to!a!sulphate!ion!(Chen!et!al.,!2000).!Sulphate!ions!are!often!found!bound!to!phosphate! binding! sites! in! crystal! structures,! as! they! are! iso=structural! with!phosphate! ions,! and! ammonium! sulphate! is! a! common! component! of! mother!liquors!used!in!crystallisation.!In!Xenopus,! individual!mutation!of!each!of!the!four!residues!of!Chk1!prevented!its!stable!association!with!phosphorylated!Claspin,!and!there!was!a!concomitant!reduction!in!the!level!of!phosphorylated,!active!Chk1!and!associated! downstream! phosphorylation! events! (Jeong! et! al.,! 2003).! The! bound!
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replication!checkpoint,!for!replication!restart,!HR!is!required.!scMrc1!release!from!DNA!may! enable! the! assembly! of! HR! centres! to! complete! repair! (Alabert! et! al.,!2009,!Prado,!2014).!
1.10.5!The!Fork!Protection!Complex!Claspin! has! been! shown! to! interact!with!Tipin,! Tim! and!And1,! forming! the! ‘fork!protection! complex’! (FPC)! [also! termed! the! replication! pausing! complex! (RPC)].!The! FPC! complex! is! found! associated! with! chromatin,! and! is! required! for!replication! fork! stability! during! unperturbed! replication! and! during! replication!stress,! thereby! preventing! replication! fork! collapse,! as! reviewed! in! Errico! and!Costanzo,!(2012).!The!obligate!Tim=Tipin!complex,!travels!with!the!replisome!and!is! required! for! ‘normal’! DNA! replication! progression.! Additionally,! this! complex!stabilises!stalled!replication!forks,!enhances!the!activation!of!Chk1!signalling,!and!furthermore! enables! the! resumption! of! DNA! synthesis! after! inactivation! of! the!DNA! replication! checkpoint! (Gotter! et! al.,! 2007,! Errico! et! al.,! 2007,! Yoshizawa=Sugata!and!Masai,!2007,!Unsal=Kacmaz!et!al.,!2007,!Errico!et!al.,!2009,!Smith!et!al.,!2009,!Urtishak!et!al.,!2009,!Kemp!et!al.,!2010,!Leman!et!al.,!2010).!And1!is!required!for!‘normal’!progression!of!DNA!replication!(Errico!et!al.,!2009,!Yoshizawa=Sugata!and!Masai,!2009,!Tanaka!et!al.,!2009).!However,!as!with!Claspin,!the!proteins!Tim!and! Tipin! have! no! apparent! enzymatic! functions! or! sequence! homology! to! any!other!structurally!characterised!proteins!–!this!has!made!it!particularly!difficult!to!dissect!and/or!assign! individual! functions! to! the!protein!within! the!FPC!complex!(Leman!and!Noguchi,!2012,!Smith=Roe!et!al.,!2013).!!The!FPC!has!shown!to!interact!directly!with!the!replisome!and!during!unperturbed!replication!has!been! found! to! translocate!with! the!replication! fork,!and!has!been!proposed!to!link!the!replicative!CMG!helicase!complex!with!the!DNA!polymerases!(Chou! and! Elledge,! 2006,! Zhu! et! al.,! 2007,! Errico! et! al.,! 2009,! Cho! et! al.,! 2013);!whereby!Claspin!and!Tim!interact!with!the!leading!strand!DNA!polymerase!ε!(Cho!et! al.,! 2013,! Aria! et! al.,! 2013),! And1! and! Tipin! interacts!with! RNA! primase!DNA!polymerase! α! (Zhu! et! al.,! 2007,! Errico! et! al.,! 2009,! Cho! et! al.,! 2013),! and! Tim!interacts!with!the!lagging!strand!polymerase!DNA!polymerase!δ!(Cho!et!al.,!2013).!These! interactions!are! thought! to! coordinate! the!activities!of!DNA!unwinding!by!
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the! CMG! helicase,! with! DNA! polymerase! activity! through! modulation! of! their!activities!(Cho!et!al.,!2013,!Aria!et!al.,!2013).!!The!loss!of!Tim!or!Tipin!resulted!in!replication!stress,!prevented!the!accumulation!of!Claspin!at!a!stalled!replication!fork,!the!inability!to!efficiently!activate!Chk1!and!a! down! regulated! replication! checkpoint! activation! (Chou! and! Elledge,! 2006,!Gotter!et!al.,!2007,!Errico!et!al.,!2007,!Unsal=Kacmaz!et!al.,!2005,!Unsal=Kacmaz!et!al.,!2007,!Yoshizawa!and!Masai,!2007!Smith!et!al.,!2009).!An! interaction!between!the! FPC! and! RPA! was! shown! to! occur! via! Tipin,! which! may! recruit! Claspin! to!stalled!and/or!stressed!replication!forks!with!RPA!coated!ssDNA!(Unsal=Kacmaz!et!al.,!2007,!Gotter!et!al.,!2007,!Nakaya!et!al.,!2010,!Kemp!et!al.,!2010).!!Additionally,!Claspin!and! the!Tim=Tipin!complex!also!appear! to!have!roles! in! the!stability!of!difficult!to!replicate!DNA!tracks!or!fragile!sites!during!DNA!replication.!Knockdown! of! the! Claspin! protein! in! cells,! caused! an! increase! in! fragile! site!instability,!resulting!in!a!number!of!chromosomal!aberrations;!this!was!especially!prevalent!at!tri=nucleotide!repeats!(Focarelli!et!al.,!2009,!Chou!and!Elledge,!2006,!Liu!et!al.,!2012a).#!The!FPC!complex!is!highly!conserved,!and!in!yeasts!is!composed!of!the!orthologues!spMrc1,! spSwi1Tim,! spSwi3Tipin! and!spMcl1And1! in!S.#pombe! and! scMrc1,! scTof1Tim,!scCsm3Tipin! and! scCtf4And1! in! S.# cerevisiae.! In! the! yeasts,! the! proteins! of! the! FPC!have! similar! identified! functionality! as! identified! in!Metazoa! (Katou! et! al.,! 2003,!Noguchi! et! al.,! 2004,! Calzada! et! al.,! 2005,! Tourriere! et! al.,! 2005,! Hodgson! et! al.,!2007).!These!proteins!associate!with!the!replication!fork!(Nedelcheva!et!al.,!2005,!Bando!et!al.,!2009,!Shimmoto!et!al.,!2009,!Uzunova!et!al.,!2014,!Tanaka!et!al.,!2010),!and!a!similar!organisation!is!found!to!connect!the!replicative!helicase!and!the!DNA!polymerases,!and!translocate!with!the!replication!fork!(Katou!et!al.,!2003,!Noguchi!et!al.,!2004,!Gambus!et!al.,!2009,!Tanaka!et!al.,!2009,!Nedelcheva!et!al.,!2005,!Bando!et!al.,!2009).!scMrc1!associates!with!scTof1Tim!and!scCsm3Tipin!in!the!nucleus,!and!this!is!required!for!the!chromatin!association!of!scMrc1,!and!this!complex!has!been!reconstituted!in#vitro!(Bando!et!al.,!2009,!Uzunova!et!al.,!2014,!Tanaka!et!al.,!2010).!spMrc1!makes!a!direct!interaction!with!spSwi1Tim!and!spSwi3Tipin!in#vitro,!and!this!
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is! required! for! a! high! affinity! interaction!with!DNA;! specifically! to! complex!DNA!structures! (i.e.! arrested! fork! structures)! (Tanaka! et! al.,! 2010).! Furthermore,!mutation!of!Lys235!and!Lys236,!which!are!required!for!DNA!binding!functionality!(refer!to!section!1.10.2)!(Zhao!and!Russell,!2004,!Tanaka!et!al.,!2010)!also!show!a!reduced! interaction!with! spSwi1Tim!and! spSwi3Tipin! in#vitro! (Tanaka!et! al.,! 2010).!Additionally,! as! found! in! Metazoa,! Mrc1! and! the! FPC! are! identified! as! being!required!to!prevent!instability!during!DNA!replication!through!fragile!sites!such!as!tri=nucleotide! repeats,! microsatellite! sites! and! secondary! structure! forming!sequences!(Freudenreich!and!Lahiri,!2004,!Razidlo!and!Lahue,!2008,!Voineagu!et!al.,!2009,!Alver!et!al.,!2012,!LeClere!et!al.,!2012).!









identified!as!being!activated!by!ATR!phosphorylation!(Zhu!et!al.,!2014,!Zhang!et!al.,!2006),! and! with! knockdown! of! these! proteins,! cells! had! S=phase! defects! and!impaired! the! activation! of! the! replication! checkpoint,! whilst! overexpression!increased! the! levels! of! Claspin! protein! (Zhu! et! al.,! 2014,! Martin! et! al.,! 2014).!Furthermore,! during! replication! stress,! Claspin! has! been! identified! as! a!phosphorylation! target! of! Chk1! and! this! has! been! proposed! to! enhance! the!stability! of! Claspin,! thereby! enabling! further! Chk1! activation! (Chini! et! al.,! 2006,!Mamely!et!al.,!2006,!Bennett!and!Clarke,!2008).!!For!replication!checkpoint!recovery!and/or!for!entry!into!G2=phase!of!the!cell!cycle,!the!levels!of!the!Claspin!protein!are!again!reduced!(Mailand!et!al.,!2006,!Mamely!et!al.,! 2006,! Studach! et! al.,! 2010).! In! this! phase! of! the! cell! cycle,! Claspin! is!phosphorylated! by! Plk1! (Polo=like! kinase)! protein! kinase! and! targeted! for!degradation!by!the!SCFβ=TrCP!ubiquitin!ligase!(Peschiaroli!et!al.,!2006,!Mailand!et!al.,!2006,!Mamely! et! al.,! 2006,! Studach! et! al.,! 2010).! The! Polo=box! domain! (PBD)! of!Plk1! has! been! found! to! interact! with! the! C=terminus! of! Claspin! (Mamely! et! al.,!2006).!Claspin!contains!a!DSGxxS!phospho=degron!sequence!at!the!N=terminus!(aa!29=34),!which!is!phosphorylated!by!Plk1!kinase!(Peschiaroli!et!al.,!2006,!Mailand!et!al.,! 2006).! The! phosphorylated! degron! provides! a! binding! site! for! the! β=TrCP!subunit!of!the!SCFβ=TrCP!ubiquitin!ligase,!which!ubiquitinates!Claspin,!and!targets!it!for!proteasomal!degradation!(Mailand!et!al.,!2006,!Mamely!et!al.,!2006,!Peschiaroli!et! al.,! 2006).! Mutation! of! the! Claspin! phospho=degron! motif,! to! inhibit! Plk1!phosphorylation,! or! depletion! of! the! Plk1! kinase! in! human! cells,! prevented!phosphorylation! and! resulted! in! stabilisation! of! the! Claspin! protein,! as! well! as!prolonged!activation!of!Chk1!and!delays! in!cell! cycle!progression! (Mailand!et!al.,!2006,!Mamely!et!al.,!2006,!Peschiaroli!et!al.,!2006).!Similar!findings!were!reported!for!experiments!in!Xenopus!(Yoo!et!al.,!2004),!where!additional!phosphorylation!of!








Of!note,!in!a!recent!study!in!S.#cerevisiae,!scMrc1!was!identified!as!being!localised!to! an! ‘intranuclear! quality! control! compartment’! (INQ),! which! required! Dia2!interaction.! This! compartment! may! play! a! role! in! the! recovery! from! genotoxic!stress! through! the! sequestering! and! turnover! of! PTM! replication! stress! proteins!(Gallina!et!al.,!2015).!
1.10.8!Claspin!and!Cancer!There!have!been!a!number!of! studies! that!have!mentioned!Claspin! in! regards! to!cancer,! in! particular:!where! increased! levels! of! the! protein! or!mRNA! have! been!detected!(Lin!et!al.,!2004,!Tsimaratou!et!al.,!2007,!Verlinden!et!al.,!2007,!Benevolo!et!al.,!2012,!Choi!et!al.,!2014,!Ganzinelli!et!al.,!2011,!Allera=Moreau!et!al.,!2012);!a!few!mutations!of!the!Claspin!gene!have!been!found!(Erkko!et!al.,!2008,!Zhang!et!al.,!2009b);! and!Claspin!has!been!used!as!a!proliferative!marker! for! specific! tumour!types!(Tsimaratou!et!al.,!2007,!Verlinden!et!al.,!2007,!Benevolo!et!al.,!2012,!Zhang!et!al.,!2009b,!Allera=Moreau!et!al.,!2012).!However,!the!relationship!of!Claspin!with!cancer! has! yet! to! be! determined,! but! speculation! would! indicate! S=phase!progression,!which!would!enable!cancer!progression.!
1.11!Biochemical!and!Biophysical!Techniques!The! subsequent! part! of! this! introduction! culminates! with! a! description! of! a!number! of! biochemical! and! biophysical! techniques! (used! in! this! thesis)! for! the!characterisation!and/or!determination!of!the!structure!of!a!recombinant!protein.!
1.11.1!Fluorescence!polarisation!Fluorescence!polarisation!(FP)!or!fluorescence!anisotropy!(Perrin,!1926),!enables!the! study! of! an! interaction! in! solution! and! determination! of! an! equilibration!dissociation!constant!(Kd)!for!that!interaction!(Lea!and!Simeonov,!2011);!however,!the!stoichiometry!of!the!interaction!is!not!determined!as!FP!assays!are!carried!out!in! sub=stoichiometric! conditions,! in! order! to! enable! accurate! Kd! determination!(Huang,!2003).!!FP!requires!one!macromolecule!(such!as!DNA!or!a!synthetic!peptide)!to!be!labelled!with!a!fluorophore.!Excitation!of!this!fluorophore!causes!an!electron!to!move!up!to!
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a!higher!energy!state,!and!after!a!short!period!the!electron!drops!back!to!the!lower!energy! state! and! the! absorbed! energy! is! re=emitted! as! a! photon! but! at! a! longer!(emission)! wavelength.! In! FP,! the! fluorophore! is! selectively! excited! with! plane=polarised! light;! only!molecules!with! their! fluorophores! correctly! orientated!with!respect! to! the! incoming! light!absorb!a!photon.!Un=liganded!or! ‘free’! fluorophores!tumble!rapidly!and!randomly!in!solution!and!therefore!any!re=emitted!photons!are!randomly!emitted! in!all!directions! (loss!of! coherence).!However,!when!bound!by!an! interacting! macromolecule,! the! rate! of! tumbling! is! decreased! (larger!hydrodynamic! radius)! and! photons! are! re=emitted! in! the! same! plane! as! the!incoming!light!(coherent).!The!use!of!two!photomultiplier!tubes!to!detect!emitted!photons!in!the!same!plane!(parallel)!or!perpendicular!planes,!allows!the!use!of!the!following!formula!to!calculate!FP!in!millidegrees;!as!shown!in!Equation!1.1;!where!P!=!fluorescence!polarisation,!and!F&'!and!F⊥!=!fluorescence!intensity!parallel!and!perpendicular!to!the!excitation!plane!respectively!(Lea!and!Simeonov,!2011).!!
!
Equation!1.1!
















estimated! by! deconvolution! of! the! measured! spectrum.! This! process! uses!algorithms!that!match!the!experimental!spectrum!to!those!of!proteins!with!known!tertiary! structure.! The! web=based! server! DichroWeb! (Whitmore! and! Wallace,!2004,!Whitmore! and!Wallace,! 2008)!uses! a! number! of! separate! algorithm=based!programs!such!as!SELCON!(Sreerama!and!Woody,!1993),!CONTIN!(Provencher!and!Glockner,! 1981)! and! CDSSTR! (Johnson,! 1999)! to! deconvolute! the! experimental!data! using! specific! reference! datasets! for! spectra! comparison! (Sreerama! et! al.,!2000a,!Sreerama,!et!al.,!2000b,!Sreerama!and!Woody,!2004).!


























durations! and! measures! the! sample! distribution! after! reaching! equilibrium!(Figure! 1.11B).! This! method! also! enables! the! determination! of! hydrodynamic!properties! for! a! macromolecule! as! well! as! the! stoichiometry! and! strength! of!interaction!of!any!complexes!in!solution.!
1.11.4!Biological!Small!Angle!X&ray!Scattering!Biological!Small!Angle!X=ray!Scattering!(bioSAXS)!is!a!method!that!can!be!used!to!analyse! biological! macromolecules! in! solution! (Jacques! and! Trewhella,! 2010,!Mertens!and!Svergun,!2010).! For!bioSAXS,! a!highly! collimated!and! focused!x=ray!beam! (typically! from! a! synchrotron! source)! is! used! to! irradiate! a! sample!containing! a! given! macromolecule! and! any! scattered! x=rays! (at! small! angles,!typically! 0.1! –! 10! degrees)! are! detected.! As! the! X=rays! pass! through! the! sample,!some!will!interact!with!the!macromolecules!and!result!in!elastic!scattering,!which!is!detected!as!a!‘ring’!of!varying!intensity.!bioSAXS!is!intrinsically!a!low=resolution!structural!technique;!macromolecules!are!randomly!orientated!in!solution,!which!results! in! a! rotational! averaging! of! the! scattered! X=rays! and! thereby! limits! the!amount!of!information!gathered!from!an!experiment.!However,!the!data!collected!can! be! used! to! analyse! the! size! of! the! macromolecule,! including! the! molecular!mass,!the!radius!of!gyration!(Rg),!the!volume!of!the!macromolecule,!and!maximum!diameter! of! the! macromolecule.! Furthermore,! shape! and! conformational!alterations!of!a!macromolecule!can!be!monitored.!!In! recent! years! a! number! of!ab# initio! algorithms! have! been! developed! to!model!bioSAXS! data! as! low=resolution! ‘bead=models’,! these! include! DAMMIN! (Dummy!Atom!Model! Minimization)! (Svergun,! 1999)! and! DAMMIF! (Dummy! Atom!Model!Minimization!Fast)!(Franke!and!Svergun,!2009).!These!data!can!enhance!or!clarify!the!details!of! structures!determined!by!X=ray! crystallography!or!NMR,! especially!where! crystal! artefacts,! structural! anomalies! or! flexible! regions! are! suspected!(Jacques! and! Trewhella,! 2010,! Mertens! and! Svergun,! 2010).! bioSAXS! can! also!provide! insights! into! the! structures! of! large! proteins! and! protein! complexes,! in!addition! to! monitoring! conformation! changes! as! a! result! of! interactions! with! a!partner!molecule!or!protein.!
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1.11.5!Nuclear!Magnetic!Resonance!NMR! Spectroscopy! is! an! ‘in! solution’! structural! technique! that! enables! the!determination! of! the! tertiary! structure! of! both! molecules! and! macromolecules!(Poulson! 2002,! Marion,! 2013).! Protein! NMR! studies! typically! requires! isotope!labelling!of! the!protein,! i.e.! those! that!have!detectable!nuclear! spin! (NMR=active)!when!placed!in!magnetic!fields.!Such!isotopes!include!those!in!natural!occurrence;!such!as! 1H!and! 31P,! or! those! that! can!be! incorporated! into!a!protein!by! labelling!methods;! 13C! and! 15N! (note:! 12C! and! 14N! isotopes! are! not! active! by!NMR).!NMR=active!isotopes!have!two!energy!levels!and!the!nuclei!flip!to!the!higher!energy!state!when!exposed!to!electromagnetic!radiation!(radio=wave!frequency).!Return!of!the!nuclei! to! the! lower! energy! state,! results! in! in! the! emission! of! a! pulse! of!electromagnetic!radiation,!which!can!be!detected.!The!resonance!frequency!of!the!emitted!pulse!(the!chemical!shift)!is!dependent!on!the!chemical!environment!of!the!nuclei! from! the! surrounding! electrons.! For! large!molecules! such! as!proteins,! the!recorded! chemical! shifts! can! overlap,! and! therefore! become! complicated! to!interpret.! For! a! 1H=! and! 15N=labelled! protein,! there! is! a! coupled! transfer! of!magnetism!between!1H!and!15N!nuclei,!which!can!be!recorded!in!a!hetero=nuclear!single=quantum!correlation!spectroscopy!(HSQC)!experiment.!Each!observed!peak!represents!a!coupled!1H=15N!nuclei!from!an!amino!acid!in!the!backbone!of!a!protein!sample! (with! the! exception! of! proline).! HSQC! plots! can! also! provide! an! initial!indication! as! to! the! ‘folded=ness’! of! a!protein.!The! tertiary! structure!of! a!protein!can!be!determined!by! the!assignment!of!all! the!chemical! shift!peaks!on!an!HSQC!plot;! however! full! and! correct! assignment! of! a! spectrum!can! take!many!months.!Typically!proteins!with!a!molecular!mass!below!20!kDa!are!suitable! for!study!by!NMR,! although! proteins! up! to! 30! kDa! can! also! be! studied! with! protocol!modifications,! such!as!using! three! isotope! labelling!and!stronger!magnetic! fields.!As! the!molecular!mass!of!a!protein! increases! the! tumbling! rate!decreases,!which!causes! broadening! of! the! NMR! signal,! resulting! in! difficulties! in! spectrum!assignment!(Kay,!2005).!




method! requires! crystals;! orderly! repeating! lattices! of!molecules,! which! are! not!held! together! by! covalent! interactions.! These! are! typically! grown! using! purified!proteins! (in! aqueous! buffer)! by! vapour! diffusion! (controlled! evaporation! in! a!closed!system)!in!either!a!sitting=!or!hanging=drop!format.!Matrix!solutions!(buffer,!salt,!precipitant!and/or!additives)!are!used!for!the!controlled!precipitation!of!the!protein,! which! if! the! conditions! are! optimal,! result! in! crystal! growth.! X=ray!diffraction!uses!monochromatic!X=ray!electromagnetic!radiation!produce!by!either!an! ‘in=house’! rotating! anode! or! at! a! synchrotron! source.! Protein! crystals;!specifically! the! electron! cloud! surrounding! each! nuclei! of! the! protein! molecule;!interact!with!and!diffract!the!incident!x=ray!beam,!resulting!in!a!diffraction!pattern!(reflections)! that! can! be! detected! and! measured.! Each! reflection! results! from!constructive! interference! to! produce! an! ‘in=phase’! wave! (termed! coherent!scattering)! from!the!crystal! lattice!at!angles!which!satisfy!Bragg’s! law!(Equation!
1.2);!where!λ!is!the!incident!wavelength!(nm),!dhkl!is!the!interplanar!spacing!(nm),!n!is!an!integer!and!sinθ!is!the!angle!of!scatter!(degrees).!! nλ!=!2dhklsinθ!!




















Auto&induction!medium!6%! (w/v)! powered! Overnight! Express! Instant! TB!Medium! (Novagen),! 1%! (v/v)!glycerol,!pH!6.9!±!0.2.!!
NMR!non&inducing!starter!(NMR!NI)!medium!0.5%! (v/v)! OnEx! solution! 3,! 1%! (v/v)! OnEx! solution! 4,! 1%! (v/v)! OnEx! NMR!solution!5,!1%!(v/v)!OnEx!NMR!solution!6,!1%!(v/v)!OnEx!solution!2![Overnight!Express!Autoinduction!NMR!Medium!kit!(Novagen)].!!





2.2.1!Plasmid!and!construct!DNA!Protein!expression!plasmids!and! construct!DNA!were! sourced! from:!MEK1!4F11!(MEK1=KD),! NF=kB! p65,! NF=kB! p65! RHR! (Rel! homology! region)! and,! C/EBPβ!(CCAAT/enhance!binding!protein!beta)!containing!plasmids!were!from!Dr!Stefanie!Reich! (Domainex);! Chk2=KD! containing! plasmid! was! from! Dr! Antony! Oliver!(University!of!Sussex);!full=length!Chk1!(His=Chk1)!construct!was!from!Prof!Keith!Caldecott!(University!of!Sussex);!GST!was!from!the!‘in!house’!p3E!vector!created!by!Dr!Antony!Oliver!(University!of!Sussex);!His=BRaf!V600E!containing!plasmid!from!Dr! Sigrun! Polier! (University! of! Sussex);! His=p50! (Hsp90! co=chaperone! Cdc37)!containing!plasmid!from!Dr!Chrisostomos!Prodromou!(University!of!Sussex);!full=length!Claspin,!Chk1=KD1=270=His!and!Chk1=KD1=289=His!constructs,!and!the!GST=NIK!(kinase!active!/!kinase!dead)!and!His=NIK!(kinase!active!/!kinase!dead)!constructs!were!synthesized!(GenScript);!the!Claspin!fragment!constructs!were!created!from!the!full=length!Claspin!construct.!








2.2.3!Restriction!endonuclease!digest!Restriction! endonucleases! were! used! to! create! complementary! ends! for!subsequent! ligation!of! the! insert! into! the!vector.!Typically,!40!µl! of!purified!PCR!DNA! product! or! 40! µl! of! <5! µg! of! vector! DNA! was! cleaved! in! double! digest!reactions!containing!2.5!µl!each!restriction!endonuclease!(New!England!Biolabs)!in!1x! NEB! Buffer,! to! a! final! volume! of! 50!µl.! These!were! incubated! at! 37! °C! for! 2!hours,!and!the!reactions!were!terminated!by!a!brief!incubation!at!60!°C.!The!DNA!was!purified!by!agarose!gel!electrophoresis.!



























resolved! against! HyperLadder! 1kb! I! DNA! marker! (Bioline).! Agarose! gels! were!visualized! and! imaged! using! a! UV! transilluminator! station! (Syngene)! with!GeneSnap!software!(Syngene!InGenious!system).!For!DNA!extraction,!agarose!gels!were! visualized! using! a! UV! transilluminator! and! the! respective! bands! were!extracted.! In=gel!DNA!samples!were!purified!using! the! illustra!GFX!PCR!DNA!and!gel!band!purification!kits,!following!the!manufacturers!instructions.!
2.2.5!DNA!ligation!Ligation!of!the!digested!PCR!DNA!inserts!and!vectors!was!by!Clonables!2x!ligation!premix!(Novagen).!Ligation!reactions!were!carried!out!typically!at!a!3:1!and!4:1!of!insert:vector! ratio! (to! 5!µl)! as! determined! from! the! DNA! concentration! (section!
2.4).!Ligation!reactions!of!5!µl!ligation!mix!with!5!µl!Clonables!2x!ligation!premix,!incubated! at! room! temperature! for! between! 15=60! minutes,! prior! to! E.# coli!transformation! (section! 2.3.1).! Claspin! DNA! fragments! were! ligated! to! pDXV4!vector! (Domainex),! His=Chk1! were! ligated! into! ‘in! house’! p2B! vector! based! on!pFastBac!created!by!Dr!Antony!Oliver!(University!of!Sussex),!and!Chk1=KD1=270=His!and!Chk1=KD1=289=His!were!ligated!into!pFastBac1!(Life!Technologies).!
2.3!DNA!plasmid!propagation!
2.3.1!Transformation!of!E.#coli!XL10!Gold!competent!cells!Ultracompetent!E.#coli!XL10!Gold!cells!(Agilent)!were!used!for!the!propagation!of!plasmid!DNA.! Typically,! 5!µl! of! the! ligation! reaction! or! 50=200!ng/µl! (1=2!µl)! of!plasmid!DNA!was!incubated!on!ice!for!30!minutes!with!12=25!µl!E.#coli!XL10!Gold!cells! that! had! thawed! on! ice.! Cells! were! heat=shocked! for! 45! seconds! at! 42! °C,!returned! to! ice! for! 2! minutes,! resuspended! with! 150! µl! LB! medium! (no!antibiotics),! and! incubated! shaking! at! 37! °C! for! 30=60!minutes.! The! culture!was!plated!onto!a!L=agar,!and!incubated!overnight!at!37!°C,!then!inspected!for!colonies.!




Individual!colonies!were!picked,!resuspended!in!the!bead!solution,!and!re=streaked!on! a! L=agar! plate.! For! purified! DNA,! ~20! ng! DNA!was! resuspended! in! the! bead!solution.! PCR! conditions! were! as! in! section! 2.2.2,! but! with! an! extension! of! 2!minutes/kb!DNA!to!be!amplified.!DNA!was!resolved!by!agarose!gel!electrophoresis!(section!2.2.4).!
2.3.3!Amplification!and!purification!of!plasmid!DNA!Plasmid!DNA!was! amplified!by! the! inoculation!of! 5!ml! LB!medium!with! a! single!colony,! and! incubated! shaking! overnight! at! 37! °C.! Cells!were! harvested! the! next!day!by!centrifugation!at!4000!rpm!for!5!minutes.!Plasmid!DNA!was!extracted!and!purified! from! the! cell! pellet! using! the! QIAprep! Spin! MiniPrep! kit! (QIAgen),!following!the!manufacturers!instructions.!
















2.5!Sodium!dodecyl!sulphate!polyacrylamide!gel!electrophoresis!Sodium!dodecyl!sulphate!polyacrylamide!gel!electrophoresis!(SDS=PAGE)!was!used!to!resolve!protein!samples,!using!pre=cast!10=!or!15=well!1!mm!NuPAGE!Novex!4=12%! Bis=Tris! gels! (Invitrogen).! Protein! samples! were! prepared! in! 4x! NuPAGE!Lithium! Dodecyl! Sulphate! (LDS)! Sample! Buffer! (Invitrogen)! with! 5%! (v/v)! β=mercaptoethanol! (LDS=LB),! at! a!2:1! ratio! (protein:LDS=LB).!These!were!boiled!at!95! °C! for! 5!min! and! briefly! centrifuged.! Gels!were! resolved! in! a! XCell! SureLock!Mini=Cell! Electrophoresis! System! (Invitrogen)! in! 1x! NuPAGE! MES! SDS! Running!Buffer! (Invitrogen),! at! 200! V! for! 40! minutes.! Protein! samples! were! resolved!against! SeeBlue! Plus2! Pre=stained! Protein! Standard! (Invitrogen).! For! Figures!
6.9B,!7.1A,!7.11,!and!Appendix!3.4C!these!used!Unstained!Protein!Ladder,!Broad!Range! (10=250! kDa)! (New! England! Biolabs).! For! Figures! 6.9B! and! 6.9C,! these!used!10=well!RunBlue!Precast!Gels!4=20%!Tricine!gels!(Expedeon)!in!1x!RunBlue!SDS=PAGE! running!buffer! (Expedeon),! at! 160!V! for!60!minutes.! For!Figure! 7.11!this!used!a!12=well!TruPAGE!Precast!Gels!4=20%!gels! (Sigma)! in!Tris=MOPS!SDS!running!buffer![1.2!M!Tris,!0.6!M!MOPS,!2%!(w/v)!SDS],!at!180!V!for!45!minutes.!
2.5.1!SDS&PAGE!Staining!Resolved!SDS=PAGE!gels!were!stained!in!Instant!Blue!protein!stain!(Expedeon),!a!Coomassie!base!gel!stain,!by!microwaving!in!stain!for!30!seconds!and!rocking!for!10!minutes.!Gels!were!destained!in!dH2O!until!the!background!stain!was!minimal.!Protein!gels!were!imaged!using!GeneSnap!software!(Syngene!InGenious!system).!




were! blocked! with! Phosphate! Buffered! Saline! (PBS)! with! 0.1%! (v/v)! Tween=20!(PBST)!and!5%!(w/v)!milk!powder!(Marvel),!for!5!minutes.!The!6xHis!Monoclonal!Antibody!(Clontech)!primary!antibody!(1/3000!dilution)!was!added!and!incubated!rocking! for!30!minutes!at! room!temperature.!The!membranes!were! rinsed! twice!with! PBST.! Subsequently,! Anti=Mouse! IgG! (H+L)! Alkaline! phosphatase! Conjugate!(Promega)!secondary!antibody!(1/5000!dilution)!in!PBST!was!incubated!with!the!membrane!rocking!for!30!minutes!rocking!at!room!temperature.!The!membranes!were!rinsed!three!times!with!PBST.!These!were!developed!using!SIGMAFAST!BCIP!(5=bromo=4=chloro=3=indolyl! phosphate)! /! NBT! (nitroblue! tetrazolium)! alkaline!phosphatase!substrate!(Sigma),!until!purple!bands!were!visualized!(~5!minutes),!and! the!membranes!were!washed!with!dH2O.!For! this! colourmetric! reaction,! the!alkaline!phosphatase!conjugate!secondary!antibody!dephosphorylates!BCIP! to!an!“indoxyl”! intermediate,! and! NBT! oxidizes! this! intermediate! to! produce! a! purple!precipitate.!NBT!is!reduced!forming!a!blue!diformazan!precipitate.!Both!coloured!products!precipitate!at!the!secondary!antibody!site,!forming!a!visible!blue!spot.!




2.8!Isothermal!Titration!Calorimetry!Isothermal! Titration! Calorimetry! (ITC)! was! used! to! measure! the! interaction!between! STU! and! MEK1=KD! protein! using! an! ITC! microcalorimeter! (Microcal),!with!a!1.4!ml!cell!volume,!at!30!°C.!Dialysed!MEK1=KD!protein!was!supplemented!with!2%!(v/v)!DMSO!(dimethyl!sulfoxide).!STU!was!prepared! in!MEK1!GF!buffer![20!mM!HEPES! pH! 8.0,! 300!mM!NaCl,! 6%! (v/v)! glycerol,! 0.5!mM! TCEP! (tris(2=carboxyethyl)phosphine)]! used! in! dialysis,! with! 2%! (v/v)! DMSO.! Nine! 13.5! µl!aliquots!of!231!µM!MEK1=KD!were!injected!into!20!µM!STU.!Heats!of!dilution!were!determined! separately! by! titration! of!MEK1=KD! (as! above)! into!MEK1!GF! buffer!with!2%!(v/v)!DMSO.!Corrected!data!were!fitted!using!a!non=linear!least=squares!curve=fitting! algorithm! (Microcal! Origin),! with! three! floating! variables,!stoichiometry,!binding!constant,!and!change!of!enthalpy!of!interaction.!
2.8.1!Protein!dialysis!MEK1=KD! protein! was! dialyzed! using! a! 3.5K! MW! cut=off! Slide=A=Lyzer! dialysis!cassette! (Pierce)! for! buffer! exchange! and! to! remove! buffer! impurities,! following!the!manufacturers! instructions.!MEK1=KD!protein!was! injected! into! the! cassette,!and!incubated!rotating!in!2!litres!MEK1!GF!buffer!overnight,!at!4!°C,!subsequently!MEK1=KD!protein!was!extracted!and!used!for!ITC.!
2.9!Affinity!probe!for!the!Octet!
2.9.1!Modelling!binding!of!the!affinity!probe!The! structure! of! the! affinity! probe! (AP)! was! drawn! using! the! PRODRG! server!(Schuttelkopf! and! van! Aalten,! 2004),! and! modelled! in! PyMol! (The! PyMOL!Molecular!Graphics! System,!Version!1.5.0.4! Schrodinger,! LLC).!The! interaction!of!the!AP!with!streptavidin!(SA)!(PDB:!3RY2)!and!a!protein!kinase!(PDB:!1AQ1),!was!modelling!using!Coot!(Emsley!and!Cowtan,!2004).!!




chloride)! protected! acid! linker! (Fmoc=NH=PEG4=COOH)! [PEG4! (Polyethylene!Glycol)]! (Biomatrik)! were! treated! with! HBTU! [O=(benzotriazol=1=yl)=N,N,N′,N′=tetramethyluronium! hexafluorophosphate]! and! DIFEA! (N,N=diisopropylethyl!amine)! in!DCM!(dichloromethane),! to!give! the!required! intermediate!obtained! in!63%!yield!after! silica! flash! chromatography.! Standard!Fmoc!de=protection!of! the!intermediate! at! room! temperature! in! the! presence! of! piperidine! led! to! the!deprotected!amine!intermediate,!which!was!obtained!in!70%!yield!after!silica!flash!chromatography.! Acylation! of! the! primary! amine! moiety! intermediate! was!accomplished! by! treatment! with! NHS=Biotin! (Acros! Organics)! in! THF!(tetrahydrofuran)!and!presence!of!Et3N!(triethylamine),! to!give!the! final!product!(STU=PEG4=Biotin)! as! a! colourless! oil,! in! 68%! yield! after! silica! flash!chromatography.! This! was! analysed! by! NMR! using! a! VNMRS! Varian! 500! MHz!instrument!by!Michael!Paradowski!(University!of!Sussex).!The!AP!was!provided!as!a! yellow!solid! (21.653!mg).!The!AP!was!dissolved! in!100%!DMSO!and! furthered!diluted!with!the!required!buffer.!






2.11.1!Assay!programming!For!assay!development!of!the!AP!screen!the!ForteBio!Octet!RED96!(ForteBio)!was!used!with!streptavidin!(SA)!biosensors!(ForteBio),!using!kinetics!characterization!software! (ForteBio).! Location! of! the! biosensors,! experimental! steps,! and! timing!were!defined! in! the!assay!set=up!software!(ForteBio)!prior! to!running!any!assay.!The!plate!rotation!speed!was!1000!rpm,!and!all!experiments!were!carried!out!at!room! temperature.! Biosensors! were! hydrated! in! the! AP! assay! buffer! for! 30!minutes! prior! to! use.! Experiments! were! prepared! in! a! 96=well! black! plate!(Greiner),!with! 200! μl! sample! volume! in! each!well.! Purified!MEK1=KD,! Kinase! X!and!NF=kB!p65!proteins,!and!STU!were!prepared!in!the!appropriate!assay!buffer.!For!STU!inhibition!of!MEK1=KD,!1!μM!MEK1=KD!protein!was!incubated!with!1.2!μM!STU!for!15!minutes!on!ice.!The!precise!conditions!for!each!assay!are!described!in!the!individual!figure!legends.!
2.11.1.1!Octet!cellular!lysate!preparation!Bacterial!lysates!were!prepared!from!E.#coli!BL21!(DE3)!cells!transformed!with!the!MEK1=KD! or! an! empty! expression! vector! in! IPTG! induced! expression! cultures!(section! 2.13);! were! lysed! by! lysozyme! lysis! (section! 2.12.13),! and! clarified!(section! 2.15.2.1).! The! supernatant! in! CDH! lysis! buffer! supplemented! with! 2%!(v/v)!DMSO!and!0.05%!(v/v)!Tween=20,!was!probed!using!an!AP=biosensor!on!the!Octet.! For! detergent! screening,! these! lysates!were! supplemented!with! 2%! (v/v)!DMSO!and!varying!concentrations!of!Tween=20.!CDH!lysates!were!prepared!from!





2.11.1.2!Octet!one&step!purified!proteins!For!testing!the!Octet!using!one=step!purified!proteins,!the!proteins!were!expressed!in!auto=induction!medium!(section!2.11.1.1)!and!purified!in!a!96=well!plate!format!as! in! section! 2.12.14.! For! Strep=! or! GST=tagged! proteins,! these! used! 10! μl!Neutravidin! resin! (Pierce)! or! 10! μl! GS! (Glutathione! sepharose)! resin! (GE!Healthcare)!respectively.!The!elution!for!all!proteins!was!in!two!50!μl!and!a!110!μl!steps,!where!the!elution!buffer! for;!Ni=NTA!resin!was!CDH!low!elution!buffer![50!mM!HEPES! pH! 7.5,! 100!mM!NaCl,! 250!mM! imidazole,! 0.5!mM!TCEP,! 10%! (v/v)!glycerol],! for! Neutravidin! resin!was! Strep! elution! buffer! [50!mM!HEPES! pH! 7.5,!100!mM!NaCl,!0.5!mM!TCEP,!10%!(v/v)!glycerol,!2.5!mM!desthiobiotin]!and!for!GS!resin!was!GST!elution!buffer![50!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!100!mM!NaCl,!0.5!mM!TCEP,!10%!(v/v)!glycerol,!25!mM!L=Glutathione!reduced].!All!one=step!purified!proteins!were!supplemented!with!2%!(v/v)!DMSO!and!0.05%!(v/v)!Tween=20.!
2.12!Combinatorial!Domain!Hunting!







































2.13.1!Transformation!of!E.!coli!BL21!(DE3)!competent!cells!Competent!E.#coli! BL21!DE3! cells! (Novagen)!were! used! for! recombinant! protein!expression,!performed!as!described!in!section!2.3,!but!using!50=200!ng/µl!(in!1=2!
µl)!of!plasmid!DNA!and!12=25!µl!E.#coli!BL21!DE3!cells.!






2.13.3!Overnight!pre&culture!of!transformed!E.#coli!BL21!DE3!cells!Pre=cultures! were! prepared! for! large=scale! expression! culture! growth.! For! each!protein,!a!colony!streak!from!a!transformed!L=agar!plate!was!resuspended!in!50=100!ml!LB!medium!prior!to!incubation!shaking!at!37!°C!overnight.!








were! used! to! inoculate! 4!ml! bacmid! transposition!medium! [LB!medium!with!50!μg/ml! kanamycin,! 10! μg/ml! tetracycline,! 7! μg/ml! gentamycin],! and! incubated!shaking! at! 37! °C! at! 250! rpm! for! up! to! 24! hours.! The! bacmid! cultures! were!harvested!by!centrifugation!at!4000!rpm!for!10!minutes,!and!the!bacmid!DNA!was!purified!(section!2.3.3).!Cell!pellets!were!resuspended!in!0.4!ml!Buffer!P1!and!0.4!ml!Buffer!P2![both!from!QIAprep!Spin!MiniPrep!kit],!gently!inverted!and!incubated!at!room!temperature!for!5!minutes.!After,!this!was!slowly!mixed!with!0.4!ml!3!M!potassium!acetate!pH!5.5,!and!incubated!on!ice!for!10!minutes.!Subsequently,!this!was! centrifuged! at! 13,000! rpm! for! 10! minutes! at! 4! °C.! The! supernatant! was!resuspended! in!0.8!ml! ice=cold! isopropanol,!gently! inverted!and! incubated!at! =20!°C!for!10!minutes.!This!was!then!centrifuged!at!13,000!rpm!for!15!minutes!at!room!temperature!and!the!supernatant!was!aspirated.!The!DNA!pellet!was!washed!in!0.7!ml! 70%! (v/v)! ethanol! and! centrifuged! at! 13,000! rpm! for! 10! minutes,! and! the!supernatant! was! aspirated.! The! DNA! pellet! was! air=dried! for! 10! minutes,! and!dissolved!in!40!µl!dH2O.!Transposition!was!verified!by!colony!PCR!(section!2.3.2).!Transposition!occurs!by!Tn7!elements!in!the!plasmid!containing!the!insert!and!the!bacmid!in!the!E.#coli!DH10MultiBac!cell!strain,!this!requires!transposition!proteins!expressed!on!an!additional!plasmid!in!the!E.#coli!cell!strain.!Transposition!into!the!bacmid! disrupts! the! lacZα! gene,! and! prevents! expression! of! the! LacZ! fragment!required!for!active!β=galactosidase!enzyme!to!hydrolyses!Bluo=gal! forming!a!blue!product;! therefore!white!colonies! indicate!a!successful! transposition.!The!bacmid!contains! the! polyhedrin! (polH)! promoter! sequence,! which! is! an! insect! cell!promoter! sequence! for! cellular! protein! expression,! for! recombinant! protein!expression.!
2.14.2!Insect!cell!transfection!and!baculovirus!amplification!




(2002).! During! baculovirus! amplification,! the! cell! pellet! was! harvested! and!analysed! by!western! blotting! (section!2.6).! The! viral! titre! [plaque=forming! units!per! ml! (pfu/ml)]! of! the! Passage! (P)3! baculovirus! for! each! construct! was!determined!by!a!plaque!assay,!as!described!in!Manual,!(2002).!The!highest!P3!viral!titres!for!Chk1!were!obtained!for!P3!baculoviruses!harvested!between!70!and!75%!cellular!viability.!
2.14.3#Sf9!recombinant!protein!expression!and!harvesting!Sf9! recombinant! protein! expression! followed! the! protocol! described! in! Manual,!(2000).!Typically,!between!2!and!9!litres!of!Sf9!culture!(between!1.8!x!105!and!2.4!x!106! cell/ml)! in! Sf=900! II! SFM! medium! (pen/strep)! (Invitrogen),! was! used! for!recombinant!protein!expression!split!as!500!ml!in!2!litre!roller!bottles.!Infected!Sf9!cultures!were! incubated! shaking! at! 28! °C,! at! 150! rpm! for! 62! hours! or! until! the!cellular! viability! dropped! to! 92! to! 95%! viability.! Cultures! were! harvested! by!centrifugation!at!1200!rpm!for!10!minutes!at!4!°C.!Cell!pellets!were!flash!frozen!in!liquid!nitrogen!and!stored!at!=80!°C.!
2.15!Recombinant!protein!purification!During!lysis!and!all!purification!steps,!the!proteins!and!buffers!were!all!incubated!at!4! °C!or!on! ice! throughout.! Fractions! throughout! all! of! these!purification! steps!were!resolved!by!SDS=PAGE!(section!2.5).!





2.15.2.1#E.#coli!cellular!lysis!and!clarification!For! the! lysis! of! E.# coli! pellets,! the! frozen! pellets! were! defrosted! under! running!water,!and!the!pellet!was!resuspended!in!roughly!40!ml!CDH!equilibration!buffer!per! 10! g! cell! paste,! with! an! EDTA! free! protease! inhibitor! tablet.! These! were!sonicated! on! ice,! in! 5! second! pulses! at! 30=40%! amplitude,! interspersed! with! 5!seconds! rest,! until! cells! were! disrupted.! Cellular! lysates! were! clarified! by!centrifugation! at! 20,000! rpm! for! 40! minutes! at! 4! °C.! The! soluble! supernatant!fraction!was!harvested! from! the! insoluble! fraction!and! filtered!using! a!Millex=SV!5.0!μm!filter!(Millipore)!prior!to!further!purification.!
2.15.2.2!IMAC!purification!for!all!Claspin!fragments!The! Claspin! supernatant! was! firstly! purified! using! in! batch! format! using! Talon=IMAC! resin! (Clontech).! Talon! resin!was! pre=equilibrated! in! five! column! volumes!(CV)!of!CDH!equilibration!buffer.!The!supernatant!was!incubated!with!1=8!ml!Talon!resin!(dependent!on!the!culture!volume),!by!rotation! for!40!minutes!at!4!°C.!The!unbound!volume!was!allowed!to! flow=through!by!gravity! flow,!and!the!resin!was!washed!with!10!CV!of!CDH!equilibration!buffer! to! remove!all! unbound!material.!The! proteins! were! eluted! by! resuspending! the! resin! in! two! CV! of! CDH! elution!buffer!and!collecting!the!flow=through,!repeated!six!times.!
2.15.2.3!IEX!purification!for!C&terminal!fragments!A! second!purification! for! the!C=terminal! Claspin! fragments!was!by! Ion!Exchange!(IEX)!chromatography.!For!IEX!purification,!IMAC=eluted!proteins!were!diluted!by!50%!in!NaCl!free!buffer!(50!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!0.5!mM!TCEP),!and!samples!were!loaded!onto!either!a!1!or!5!ml!HiTrap!Q!FF!column,!pre=equilibrated!in!IEX!A!buffer!(20!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!50!mM!NaCl,!0.5!mM!TCEP).!The!column!was!washed!with!two!CV!of!IEX!A!buffer!and!the!proteins!were!purified!by!ionic!charge,!by!elution!over! a! salt! gradient! from!0%! to! 100%! IEX!B! buffer! (20!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,! 2!M!NaCl,!0.5!mM!TCEP)!over!20!CV.!




directly!onto!two!5!ml!Heparin!columns,!pre=equilibrated!in!Heparin!A!buffer!(20!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!150!mM!NaCl,!0.5!mM!TCEP);!if!the!specific!fragment!displayed!weak!binding! to!Heparin! these!were!diluted!by!50%! in!NaCl! free!buffer!prior! to!loading.!The!column!was!washed!with!two!CV!of!Heparin!A!buffer,!and!the!proteins!were!purified!by!ionic!charge,!by!elution!over!a!salt!gradient!from!0%!to!30=80%!IEX!B!buffer!over!20!CV.!
2.15.2.5!SEC!purification!for!Claspin!fragments!The! final! purification! step! for! all! Claspin! protein! fragments! was! by! SEC.! The!fractions!containing!recombinant!protein!from!the!previous!purification!step!were!pooled,! and!were! concentrated!using!VivaSpin! concentrators! if! required! (section!
2.15.4).!C=terminal!protein! fragments! (8=10!ml)!were!resolved!on!a!26/60!SD75!column,! and! N=terminal! protein! fragments! (3=5! ml)! were! resolved! on! a! 16/60!SD200!column;!both!pre=equilibrated!in!Claspin!GF!buffer!(20!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!150! mM! NaCl,! 0.5! mM! TCEP).! N=terminal! Claspin! fragments! used! for! CD,! AUC,!bioSAXS,!and!NMR,!were!purified!in!Claspin!GF!low!buffer!(10!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!150!mM!NaCl,!0.5!mM!TCEP).!
2.15.3!Purification!of!Sf9!expressed!Chk1!
2.15.3.1!Sf9!cellular!lysis!For! the! lysis!of!Sf9!cell!pellets,!SC!equilibration!buffer! [50!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!10!mM! Imidazole,! 1! M! NaCl,! 0.5! mM! TCEP,! 10%! (v/v)! Glycerol]! with! EDTA! free!protease!inhibitor!tablet!and!250!U!Benzonase,!was!added!to!1=2! litre!frozen!cell!paste!(~5!g),!to!a!total!of!45!ml,!and!were!defrosted!under!H2O.!The!cell!paste!was!resuspended!and!the!cells!were!lysed!using!a!pestle!homogeniser!(Sigma),!with!8=10!repeats,!prior!to!lysate!clarification!by!centrifugation!(section!2.15.2.1).!




2.15.3.3!Size!Exclusion!Chromatography!for!Chk1!proteins!The! final! purification! step! for! the! Chk1! proteins! was! by! SEC.! Proteins! were!prepared!as!described!in!section!2.15.2.5;!3=5!ml!for!a!16/60!SD75!column!or!8=10!ml!for!a!26/60!SD75!column;!pre=equilibrated!in!Chk1!GF!buffer![20!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!500!mM!NaCl,!0.5!mM!TCEP,!10%!(v/v)!glycerol].!
2.15.4!Protein!concentration!Protein! elution! fractions! containing! the! recombinant! protein! were! pooled! and!concentrated! using! VivaSpin! concentrators! (GE!Healthcare).! Concentrators! of! an!appropriate!molecular!weight!(MW)!membrane!cut!off!(either!10!kDa!or!30!kDa)!and! volume! (0.5,! 6! or! 20! ml)! were! selected.! The! VivaSpin! concentrators! were!equilibrated! in! protein! specific! buffer! by! brief! centrifugation.! For! protein!concentration!these!were!centrifuged!at!4!°C,!and!were!regularly!resuspended.!
2.15.5!Purified!proteins!Chk2=KD!was!purified!as!described!in!(Oliver!et!al.,!2006).!MEK1=KD!was!purified!as!described! in! (Meier!et!al.,!2012)! in!a! final!buffer!of!MEK1!GF!buffer.!Chk2=KD!and!MEK1=KD!were!both!flash!frozen!in!aliquots!in!liquid!nitrogen!and!stored!at!=80!°C.!NF=kB!p65,!Kinase!X!and!MEK1=KD!(for!ITC;!section!2.8)!were!gifted!by!Dr!Stefanie!Reich!(Domainex),!and!GWL!kinase!was!gifted!by!Dr!Mohan!Rajasekaran!(University! of! Sussex).! The! N=terminal! Claspin! protein! fragments! were! either!immediately! used! or!were! stored! at! 4! °C.! For! bioSAXS,! concentrated!N=terminal!Claspin!protein!fragments!were!flash!frozen!in!liquid!nitrogen!and!stored!at!=80!°C.!




2.15.6!Edman!degradation!Edman!degradation!(N=terminal!sequencing)!was!used!to!identify!the!N=terminus!of!specific!proteins!identified!by!SDS=PAGE.!Gel!samples!were!electro=blotted!onto!PVDF!membrane!(section!2.6),!and!stained!with!Ponceau!S![0.1%!(w/v)!Ponceau!S!in! 5%! (v/v)! acetic! acid]! until! bands! were! visible,! then! destained! in! dH2O.! The!bands!of!interest!were!analysed!by!Edman!sequence!analysis!by!either!Protein!and!Nucleic! Acid! Chemistry! Facility! (PNAC;! Cambridge)! or! AltaBiosciences!(Birmingham).!Edman!analysis!uses!Edman!reagent!(phenylisothiocyanate),!which!in! alkaline! conditions! reacts! with! the! amine! group! of! the! N=terminal! residue!resulting! in!a!phenylthiocarbamyl=amino!acid!(Edman,!1960).!The!cleaved!amino!acid!is!identified!by!high=performance!liquid!chromatography!(HPLC).!
2.15.7!Mass!spectrometry!Mass!spectrometry!was!used!to!identify!breakdown!protein!products!identified!by!SDS=PAGE.!In=gel!tryptic!digest!reactions!were!performed!as!described!by!Zee!and!Garcia,! (2013).! The! peptides! were! analysed! using! LTQ=OrbitrapXL! (Thermo!Scientific)!by!Dr!Steve!Sweet!(University!of!Sussex),!with!peptide!analysis!on!the!Mascot!server!(Perkins!et!al.,!1999)!by!Abubakar!Hatimy!(University!of!Sussex).!
















































Table!2.5!DNA!oligonucleotide!nomenclature.!Composition!of!DNA!oligonucleotide!used!for!assessment!of!Claspin!DNA!binding!functionality,! showing!nomenclature! breakdown!by! assay.! See!Table! 2.4! for! the!individual!oligonucleotide!sequences.!! !









































2.17!Claspin!Peptides!All! peptides! were! purchased! from! Peptide! Protein! Research! Ltd,! and! were!dissolved! in!peptide!buffer![10!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!0.5!mM!TCEP];!refer!to!Table!
2.6.! For! preparation! with! purified! proteins,! a! dilution! of! PhosStop! phosphatase!inhibitor!tablet!(Roche)!was!included!to!prevent!peptide!dephosphorylation.!!
!
!
Table!2.6!Claspin!CKB!peptides.!Where! Flu! represents! fluorescein,! and! [pT]! and! [pS]! represent! a! phospho=threonine!and!a!phospho=serine!respectively.!Y=used!in!the!specified!assay.!!
2.18!Analytical!Size!Exclusion!Chromatography!





Flu2Claspin2T916p* (Flu2T916p) Flu2GGMDELLDLC[pT]GKFTSQ Y 2 2 Y
Flu2Claspin2S945p* (Flu2S945p) Flu2GGMEELLNLC[pS]GKFTSQ Y Y Y Y
Flu2Claspin2S982p* (Flu2982p) Flu2GGMEEALALC[pS]GSFPTD Y 2 2 2
Flu2Claspin2T916* (Flu2T916) Flu2GGMDELLDLCTGKFTSQ Y 2 2 2
Flu2Claspin2S945* (Flu2S945) Flu2GGMEELLNLCSGKFTSQ Y 2 Y 2
Flu2Claspin2S982* (Flu2S982) Flu2GGMEEALALCSGSFPTD Y 2 2 2
Flu2Claspin2M9372* (Flu2M9372) Flu2GGEELLNLC[pS]GKFTSQ Y 2 2 2
Flu2Claspin2L941G* (Flu2L941G) Flu2GGEELGNLC[pS]GKFTSQ Y 2 2 2
Flu2Claspin2L943G* (Flu2L943G) Flu2GGEELLNGC[pS]GKFTSQ Y 2 2 2
Flu2Claspin2C944A* (Flu2C944A) Flu2GGEELLNLA[pS]GKFTSQ Y 2 2 2
Flu2Claspin2F948A* (Flu2F948A) Flu2GGEELLNLC[pS]GKATSQ Y 2 2 2
Claspin2T916p* (T916p) MDELLDLC[pT]GKFTSQ 2 2 2 Y










2.18.2!ASEC!for!the!Claspin!protein!fragments!ASEC!was!used!to!investigate!the!molecular!mass!of!the!Claspin!protein!fragments!and! their! interaction!with!DNA.!Claspin!protein!samples!of!5!and!/!or!10!mg/ml!with! a! sample! loading! volume! of! 100! µl,! were! resolved! on! a! 10/300! SD200!Increase! column,! pre=equilibrated! in! Claspin!GF! buffer.! The!molecular!mass!was!estimated! using! the! calibration! curve! for! the! column.! For! assessment! of! DNA!binding! functionality,! Claspin! protein! fragments! at! 5!mg/ml! were!mixed! with! a!



















1:1.2!(protein:DNA)!ratio!with!either!10,!15,!20!or!30!bp!dsDNA!(section!2.16),!in!a!final!volume!of!100!µl,!and!incubated!on!ice!for!30!minutes!prior!to!resolution!by!ASEC.! Selected! fractions! were! resolved! using! both! SDS=PAGE! (section! 2.5)! and!Native=PAGE!(section!2.26.1).!
2.19!Circular!dichroism!CD! is! a! spectroscopic! technique,! which! enables! the! analysis! of! the! secondary!structure! within! a! protein.! CD! analysis! was! performed! for! Claspin! protein!fragments!in!Claspin!GF!low!buffer!at!concentrations!between!30!and!150!μM.!CD!spectra!(for!proteins!and!their!respective!buffers)!were!measured!using!a!JASCO!J=715!spectropolarimeter!(JASCO),!using! JASCO!spectra!manager!software!(JASCO).!The! temperature! was! controlled! using! a! JASCO! PTC=384W! peltier! temperature!control! system! (JASCO)! at! 20! °C.! Samples! were! analysed! in! a! 0.1! mm! quartz!cuvette! (Starna).! For! sample! analysis! normal! sensitivity! was! used! with! a!bandwidth!of!1!nm,!a!response!time!of!4!seconds!and!with!a!continuous!scan!speed!of!50!nm/minute.!Three!scans!per!sample!were!recorded!from!260!nm!to!180!nm!with! a! data! pitch! of! 0.1! nm,! which! were! automatically! averaged! and! the! buffer!baseline! was! subtracted! from! the! scans.! Data! was! eliminated! when! the! High!Tension!Voltage!(HTV)!was!above!600!mV,!a!measure!of!the!signal=to=noise!ratio!at!which! signals! become! unreliable.! For! CD! thermal! denaturation,! 90! μM! protein!samples!were! incubated! in! the! sample!holder!of! the!spectropolarimeter!at!80! °C!for!3!minutes,!controlled!by!the!peltier!temperature!control!system,!and!then!CD!spectra! were! recorded.! For! CD! measurement! inducing! the! co=solvent! 2,2,2=trifluoroethanol!(TFE),!30!μM!protein!samples!were!incubated!with!40%!(v/v)!TFE!for!3!minutes!prior!to!loading!into!the!cuvette!and!CD!spectra!measurement.!All!CD!spectra!are!reported!in!mean!residue!ellipticity!to!enable!CD!spectra!comparison.!




the!average!percentage!from!deconvolution!using!each!protein!reference!data!set,!when! the!Normalized!Root!Mean! Squared!Deviation! (NRMSD)!was! less! than! 0.1!(Mao!et!al.,!1982).!
2.20!ThermoFluor!ThermoFluor!was!used!to! investigate!the!stability!of!recombinant!proteins,!using!SYPRO!orange!dye!5000x!concentrate!(Sigma)!with!the!LightCycler!480!(Roche),!in!96=well!plates!(Roche).!SYPRO!orange!is!a! fluorescent!dye!that! interacts!with!the!hydrophobic!sites!of!a!protein,!which!are!exposed!during!protein!unfolding.!This!results! in! a! significant! increase! in! the! fluorescence! signal! of! the! dye,! but! the!fluorescence! signal! is! rapidly! quenched! with! water.! The!manufacturer! does! not!reveal! the! exact! concentration! of! the! SYPRO!orange!dye! solution.! SYPRO!orange!dye!was!diluted!to!a!20x!stock!in!the!protein!sample!buffer,!where!15!µl!was!gently!resuspended!with!45!µl!protein!samples!at!1,!2.5!and!5!µM!in!concentration.!The!final!concentrations!were!0.75,!1.9!and!3.75!µM!in!5x!SYPRO!orange.!Triplicate!20!
µl! samples! were! dispensed! into! a! 96=well! plate! (including! controls! with! no!protein),! and! the! plate! was! sealed! with! ThermalSeal! RTS! sealing! film! (Roche).!Thermal! denaturation! used! the! LightCycler! 480,! the! excitation! and! emission!wavelengths!were!set!at!465!and!580!nm!respectively,!and! the! temperature!was!increased!from!20!to!80!°C!by!0.03!°C!s=1,!acquiring!20!data!points!per!second.!The!melting!temperature!(Tm)!was!determined!by!the!minima!of!the!negative!peak.!




2.21!Chemical!crosslinking!Chemical! crosslinking! results! in! specific! amino! acids! in! close! proximity! become!chemically! linked,!which! is! irreversible!by!boiling!or!SDS!denaturation.!Using!the!homobifunctional! chemical! crosslinker! BS3! (Bis(sulfosuccinimidyl)suberate)!(Pierce),!crosslinking!occurs!between!primary!amine!side!groups!of! lysine!or! the!N=terminal! amino! acid.! BS3! crosslinker!was! dissolved! in! dH2O! and! diluted!with!Claspin!GF!buffer.! Crosslinking! reactions! contained!30! or! 60!µM!Claspin! protein!fragments!with!0.5,!5!and!50!µM,!and!0.5,!5!and!50!mM!BS3!crosslinker,!in!a!final!volume!of!20!µl.!Reactions!were! incubated!at! room! temperature! for!60!minutes,!and!quenched!with!2!µl!2!M!Tris!pH!8.0!with! incubation! for!15!minutes!at!room!temperature.!Reactions!were!analysed!by!SDS=PAGE!(section!2.5).!




2.23!Biological!Small!Angle!X&ray!Scattering!bioSAXS!is!an!in!solution!X=ray!diffraction!technique,!of!which!scattering!data!can!be! used! to! study! a! number! of! parameters! of! a! protein,! and! data! can! be! used! to!generate!low=resolution!three=dimensional!bead!models!of!the!protein.!Scattering!data! from!Claspin!protein! fragments!was! collected!on! the!BM29!beamline!at! the!European! Synchrotron!Radiation! Facility! (ESRF),! Grenoble,! allocated! on! the!MX=1603! application.! Purified! Claspin! protein! fragments! were! concentrated! slowly!using!VivaSpin!concentrators!(section!2.15.4)!with!regular!inversion,!with!100!µl!aliquots! taken!during! concentration! at! roughly! 1,! 2.5,! 5,! 7.5! and! /! or! 10!mg/ml.!Protein! samples! were! flash! frozen! in! liquid! nitrogen! and! stored! at! =80! °C,! and!subsequently!prepared!as! in! section!2.15.5.! For!bioSAXS,!protein! and! respective!buffer!samples!were!loaded!into!the!automated!sample!changer,!and!20!μl!of!each!sample! was! aspirated,! and! under! continuous! flow! irradiated! using! 100%!transmission! of! the! X=ray! beam! collecting! 10! frames,! in! a! total! duration! of! 15!seconds,! at! 4! °C.! Automatic! beamline!processing! (ESRF)! averaged! the! 10! frames!and!scattering!from!the!buffer!was!subtracted.!Data!was!presented!using!PRIMUS!software!(Konarev!et!al.,!2006)!using!the!Kratky!and!Guinier!plot!functions.!




hours! at! 20! °C.! Data! collection! and! analysis! (1H–15N! HSQC! spectrum)! was!performed!by!Dr!Iain!Day!(University!of!Sussex).!
2.25!Tryptic!digest!Tryptic! digest! analysis! of! proteins! aims! to! identify! globular! regions! of! proteins,!through!the!identification!of!trypsin!insensitive!fragments.!Tryptic!analysis!used!a!final!concentration!of!10!µM!Claspin!protein!fragments,!resuspended!with!trypsin!(prepared!in!acidic!buffer)!(Promega)!at!a!final!concentration!between!0.01!and!10!nM,!in!a!total!volume!of!35!µl.!Samples!were!incubated!at!room!temperature!and!10! µl! was! removed! from! each! reaction! after! 5,! 10! and! 15! minutes,! and!resuspended!with!LDS=LB.!Samples!were!analysed!by!SDS=PAGE!(section!2.5).!For!tryptic!digests!with!DNA,!proteins!A1G12!and!B2C2!(10!µM)!were!mixed!with!20!nt! /! bp! of! ss=! or! dsDNA! (section! 2.16),! with! a! 1.2:1! ratio! (DNA:protein),! and!incubated!at!room!temperature!for!20!minutes,!prior!to!tryptic!digest.!
2.26!Electrophoretic!Mobility!Shift!Assay!EMSAs! can!be!used! to! identify! an! interaction!between!protein! and!DNA!and! the!stoichiometry!of!the!interaction.!EMSA!binding!reactions!were!prepared!with!final!concentrations!of!2!µM!purified!Claspin!protein! fragments!and!0.2!µM!20,!25,!30!and!35!nt!/!bp!ss=!or!dsDNA!oligonucleotides!(section!2.16),!prepared!in!1x!EMSA!binding!buffer!(20!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!50!mM!NaCl,!5!mM!MgCl2)!to!a!total!volume!of! 10! µl.! These! were! incubated! at! room! temperature! for! 20! minutes,! prior! to!resolution!by!native!polyacrylamide!gel!electrophoresis!(Native=PAGE).!




pre=run!for!60!minutes!at!25!mA!at!4!°C,!in!0.5x!TBE!buffer,!using!a!Mini=PROTEAN!Tetra! cell! system! (Bio=Rad).! Wells! were! flushed! with! 0.5x! TBE! buffer,! and! 4x!loading!buffer![50!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!0.2!%!(w/v)!bromophenol!blue,!40%!(w/v)!sucrose]!was!loaded!into!one!lane!of!the!gel!for!dye!front!detection.!Samples!were!prepared!resuspended!in!EMSA!loading!buffer![20!mM!HEPES!pH!7.5,!50%!(v/v)!glycerol],! at! a! 5:1! ratio! (sample:buffer).! Native=PAGE! gels!were! resolved! in! 0.5x!TBE!running!buffer!at!12!mA!at!4!°C!until!the!dye!front!had!resolved!over!50%!of!the!gel!(~90!minutes).!EMSAs!using!Cy5!fluorescent!oligonucleotides!were!imaged!using!the!FLA=5100!fluorescent!imager!(FujiFilm),!using!the!670!nm!wavelength!at!600! V! (imaging! the! Cy5! emission! spectra).! Native=PAGE! gels! of! ASEC! samples!(section! 2.18)! were! visualized! by! ethidium! bromide! (EtBr)! (Fisher! Scientific)!staining.!Gels!were!removed! from!the!glass!casing!and!placed! in!0.5x!TBE!buffer!containing!50!µg/ml!EtBr,!and!incubated!rocking!for!15!minutes.!Gels!were!rinsed!in!0.5%!TBE!buffer!prior!to!visualization!of!the!DNA!bands!(section!2.2.4).!




2.28!Chk1!activity!ADP&Glo!assay!To! determine! the! kinase! activity! of! recombinant! Chk1! protein! kinase! the! Chk1!ADP=Glo!assay!(Promega)!was!used!in!a!white!384=well!plate!(Corning),!using!full=length! Chk1! (Promega)! and! Chk1=KD1=289=His! proteins.! The! ADP=Glo! assay! was!prepared! as!described! in! the!ADP=Glo!Kinase!Assay!Technical!Manual! (Promega,!2015);! using! 50! µM! ATP! (Promega)! and! a! Chktide! substrate! (Promega)! for!phosphorylation.!Chk1!protein!kinases!(12.5!ng/µl! full=length!Chk1!or!6.25!ng/µl!Chk1=KD1=289=His)! were! incubated! with! Flu=S945p! or! Flu=S945! CKB! peptides!(section!2.17)!at!a!2:1!ratio!(peptide:protein),!and!incubated!on!ice!for!20!minutes!prior! to! preparation! of! 2=fold! serial! dilutions.! Luciferase! luminescence! was!detected! using! a! PHERAstar! FS! (BMG! Labtech)! using! the! luminescence! optic!(BMGLabtech).! For! each!well! 50! flashes!were! collected! and! averaged.! Triplicate!results!were!averaged,!background!luminescence!was!subtracted,!and!data!plotted!using!GraphPad!Prism!V6.0f!for!Mac!OS!X.!A!standard!curve!representing!ATP=to=ADP! turnover!was!performed! to!ensure! the!assay!was!working!within! the! linear!range!(i.e.!signal!not!saturated!at!100%!ADP)!(Figure!2.2).!!
!!
Figure!2.2!ADP&Glo!conversion!curve.!Linear! regression! analysis! for! the! ATP=to=ADP! conversion! curve,! for! the!percentage! conversion!of!ATP=to=ADP,! prepared! in! accordance!with! the!ADP=Glo!Kinase!Assay!Technical!Handbook!(Promega,!2015).!Luciferase!luminescence!was!measured!using!a!PHERAstar!FS!with!a!luminescence!optic.!Each!data!point!is!the!mean! of! three! individual! experiments! and! error! bars! represent! one! standard!deviation.!!
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2.29.1!Sparse!matrix!screening!For!protein!crystallization!screening,!purified!proteins!(section!2.15.5)!were!used!for!sparse!matrix!crystallisation!screening.!Crystallization!screens!were!set!up!as!a!1:1!drop!ratio!(protein!to!well!solution;!final!drop!volume!of!0.4!μl)!in!sitting=drop!MRC! 2=well! crystallization! plates! (Swissci;! Hampton! Research),! with! a! reservoir!volume! of! 50! µl,! using! the! ARI! Crystal! Phoenix! Liquid! Handling! System! (Art!Robbins! Instruments)! or! the! Oryx8! (Douglas! Instruments).! Crystal! screening!plates!were!sealed!using!ClearVue!sheets,!and! incubated!at!either!4,!14!or!20!°C.!Plates!were!inspected!3=5!days!after!being!set!up,!were!routinely!checked!for!the!first! 2! months,! and! were! periodically! checked! for! a! further! 4! months.! Sparse!matrix! commercial! crystallization! screens! included! PEG/Ion,! SaltRx,! Index! and!Natrix!(Hampton!Research)!and!Structure!screen!I!+! II,!PACT!premier,! JCSG=plus,!ProPlex,!Morpheus,!and!MIDAS!(Molecular!Dimensions)!screens.!
2.29.1.1!Claspin!protein!fragment!crystallography!Crystallization!studies!of!the!Claspin!protein!fragments!were!carried!out!using!the!purified! protein! fragments! B2C4,! A1G12,! B2C2! and! B1F8! at! concentrations!between! 5! and! 60! mg/ml.! Claspin=DNA! co=crystallization! studies! used! purified!A1G12!or!B2C2!protein!at!concentrations!of!5,!10!and!15!mg/ml,!mixed!with!either!20!bp!+!2!nt!dsDNA!or!20!bp!dsDNA!DNA!templates!(section!2.16)!at!a!2:1!or!5:1!ratio!(DNA:protein),!and!incubated!on!ice!for!20!minutes!prior!to!setting!up!trays.!




Crystal!screens!were!set!up!at!concentrations!between!2.5!and!6.0!mg/ml,!at!a!1:1,!2:1!or!3:1!drop!ratio!(protein!to!well!solution;!final!drop!volume!of!0.4,!0.6!and!0.8!μl! respectively).! Crystals! were! identified! for! Chk1=KD1=270=His! with! T916p!phosphopeptide!at!20!°C!and!these!were!optimized.!
2.29.2!Protein!crystal!optimisation!screening!Crystal!optimisation!screens!were!prepared!manually!as!a!1:1!drop!ratio!(protein!to!well! solution;! final! drop! volume! of! 1! μl)! in! sitting=drop! 48=well! plates! (MRC;!Molecular! Dimensions),! with! a! reservoir! volume! of! 100! µl.! Optimisation!crystallisation!conditions!were!prepared!around!the!original!identified!conditions.!
2.29.2.1!Chk1&KD1&289&His!protein!crystallography!Chk1=KD1=289=His! protein! at! 6.2!mg/ml,! was! used! for! apo! crystallisation! studies.!Crystals!grew!at!14!°C,!in!the!condition!of!8%!(v/v)!PEG!8K,!0.1!M!HEPES!pH!7.5,!36%! (v/v)! ethylene! glycol;! based! on! optimization! screen! for! PDB! 3JVR!(Vanderpool!et!al.,!2009).!The!resultant!crystals!were!harvested!(section!2.29.5).!This! screen! was! also! set! up! with! Chk1=KD1=289=His! with! the! S945p! CKB!phosphopeptide!at!a!5:1! (peptide:protein)! ratio,!with!and!without!STU!at!a!1.2:1!(STU:protein)!ratio;!incubated!as!described!in!section!2.29.1.2.!







2.29.5!Crystal!harvesting!Protein! crystals! were! harvested! using! a! CrystalCap! SPINE! HT! 0.1=0.2! mm! loop!(Hampton! Research)! by! Dr! Mark! Roe! (University! of! Sussex).! If! required,! the!protein!crystals!were!cryoprotected!by!increasing!the!concentration!of!glycerol!in!the! crystal,! by! transfer! and! soaking! in! reservoir! solution! containing! increasing!concentrations! of! glycerol! [up! to! 30%! (v/v)! glycerol].! The! crystals! were! flash!frozen! and! stored! in! liquid! nitrogen! prior! to! data! collection.! Cryoprotection,!protects! the! protein! crystal! in! a! vitreous! glass=like! nature,! which! enhances! the!diffraction!of!the!crystal!(improves!the!molecular!order),!prevents!the!formation!of!ice! on! freezing! (can! destroy! the! crystal),! reduces! the! radiation! damage! to! the!protein! crystal! by! X=rays! (slowing! free! radical!movement),! and! also! enables! the!storage!and!movement!of!the!protein!crystals.!











3.1!Introduction!The!production!of!multi=milligram!quantities!of!high=quality!recombinant!protein!presents!a!significant!bottleneck!for!downstream!applications!such!as!biochemical!and! biophysical! studies,! drug! discovery! and! structural! biology.! As! previously!described! in! section! 1.2.2,! sub=constructs! of! a! target! protein! often! have! a! high!level! of! success! in! yielding! high=quality! protein! suitable! for! further! biochemical!and!biophysical!analysis.!The!success!of!sub=construct!design! in!recent!years!has!come! from! high=throughput! techniques,! either! through! bioinformatics=driven! or!random! mutation! /! fragmentation! approaches! for! the! generation! of! construct!libraries!and!subsequent!high=throughput!protein!expression!screens.!Whilst!these!screens! readily! identify! highly=expressed,! soluble! protein! fragments,! if! such!constructs! are! to! be! used! for! drug! discovery,! they! must! actually! contain! the!‘domain!of!interest’!(DOI),!and!express!functionally!active!protein.!!A! combinatorial! library! technique,! termed! ‘Combinatorial! Domain! Hunting’! or!CDH,!was!developed!by!Dr!Renos!Savva!and!his! colleagues!at!Birkbeck!and!UCL,!London! (Reich! et! al.,! 2006).! CDH,! explained! in! Chapter! 1! and! undertaken! in!




Therefore,!additional!screening!is!generally!required!to!ensure!that!each!of!these!constructs!encodes!a!protein!capable!of! folding!to!a! functional! tertiary!structure;!thereby!identifying!those!suitable!for!use!in!both!drug!screening!and!/!or!protein!crystallography.!!Currently,! there!are!some!modifications!that!can!be!made!to!the!CDH!protocol! in!order! to! enhance! the! chances! of! identifying! constructs! expressing! a! DOI.! These!include:! the! selective! gel! purification! of! fragments! (from! the! total! DNA!fragmentation!library)!at!around!the!size!of!DNA!encoding!the!domain!you!wish!to!identify;! ensuring! that! the! fragmentation! library! is! of! sufficient! size! to! enable!sufficient!sampling!of!the!fragment!construct!pool;!and!focusing!expression!library!screening,!of!the!750!selected!clones,!to!only!those!encoding!proteins!that!are!of!a!sufficient! size! to! fully! encompass! the! DOI.! Despite! these! precautions,! the! vast!majority!of!‘hits’!identified!will!not!fully!encompass!a!particular!DOI,!and!of!those!that! do,! fewer! still! will! express! any! functional! protein.! To! overcome! this!fundamental!disadvantage!of!random!construct!screening,!we!planned!to!enhance!the! current!CDH!protocol,! and!enable! the! selection!of! ‘functional’! constructs!at! a!much!earlier!point!in!time!in!the!screen,!and!thereby!reduce!the!overall!number!of!positive,!but!‘off!target’!constructs.!!The! experiments! reported! in! this! Chapter,! aimed! to! develop! a! high=throughput!functionality=screening! methodology.! If! this! was! successful,! this! would! firstly!reduce! the! amount! of! parallel! clone! handling! –! and! thereby! reduce! the!considerable!amount!of!time!and!money!spent!on!the!identification!of!‘functional’!constructs!–!and!secondly!could!potentially!enable! the!rapid!sampling!of!a!much!larger!initial!CDH!library.!

































































Figure' 3.3' Schematic' showing' the' Octet' Affinity' Probe' screening'




















some!histidine!protein!kinases,!two!tyrosine!protein!kinases!and!has!some!cellular!serine/threonine!autophosphorylation!activity!reported;!there!are!no!reports!that!any!of! these!proteins! interact!with!STU!(Kennelly,!2002,!Macek!et!al.,!2008).!The!identification!of!any!protein!fragment/s!binding!to!the!AP!on!the!Octet!would!then!be! channelled! through! the! standard! CDH! protocol.! This! methodology! could!potentially!be!used!to!investigate!a!wide!range!of!proposed!druggable!targets,!for!which!the!tertiary!structures!have!yet!to!be!determined.!!In! summary,! in! this! Chapter,! the! intention! was! to! develop! a! novel! screening!technique! (Octet! /! AP)! and! show! this! could! readily! identify! soluble,! correctly!folded!protein!kinases!from!cell!lysates!during!a!CDH!screen.!
3.2.1!Preparatory!assay!development!by!Domainex!Prior! to! embarking! on! this! project,! preparatory! work! had! been! carried! out! at!Domainex!(Cambridge,!UK)!using!the!Octet.!However,!this!was!carried!out!using!an!alternative! biotinylated! drug! and! protein! target! (Proprietary,! unpublished! data).!This!preliminary!work!showed!promise,!as!specific!binding!of!a!purified!protein!at!nanogram!quantities!to!a!biotinylated!immobilised!drug!could!be!detected.!












matrix! and! the! protein! kinase,! whilst! keeping! the! interaction! distance! short!enough!to!facilitate!detection!of!kinase!binding!by!BLI!(Figure!3.4B).!
3.4!Synthesis!of!the!Affinity!Probe!The!STU=PEG4=BIOTIN!AP!was! synthesised!by!Michael!Paradowski! (University!of!Sussex)!(Figure!3.5A).!The!synthesis!was!based!on!that!previously!described!for!a!fluorescently=labelled!STU!compound,!used!in!high=throughput,!competitive!screen!of! kinase! inhibitors! (Kawaguchi! et! al.,! 2008).! The! conditions! described! by!Kawaguchi! et! al.! (2008)! to! form! the! pegylated! intermediate! proved! difficult! to!reproduce!and! led! to!difficulties! in!purification.!Therefore,! a!more! ‘classical’! and!alternative!approach!to!synthesis!was!considered.!STU!was!first!coupled!to!a!Fmoc!protected!acid!linker!(Fmoc=NH=PEG4=COOH)!to!give!the!required!intermediate!(1),!and! minor! impurities! were! removed! by! flash! chromatography! (Figure! 3.5B).!Standard! de=protection! of! intermediate! (1)! led! to! a! de=protected! amine!intermediate!(2),!which!was!also!purified!by!flash!chromatography!(Figure!3.5C).!The! primary! amine! of! intermediate! (2)! was! then! coupled! to! NHS=BIOTIN! by!acetylation! forming! the! STU=PEG4=BIOTIN!AP,!which!was! again! purified! by! flash!chromatography! (Figure! 3.5D).! Analysis! of! the! compound! by! NMR! and!subsequent!peak!assignments!confirmed!synthesis!of!the!expected!compound!with!an! experimentally! determined! mass! of! 925.40! Da,! in! good! agreement! with! the!calculated!mass!of!926.08!Da!(Figure!3.6).!The!STU=PEG4=BIOTIN!AP!was!provided!as!a!yellow,!lyophilised!powder.!




Figure'3.5'Synthesis'of'the'Affinity'Probe.'(A)$ Chemical$ drawing$ of$ STU_PEG4_BIOTIN.$ (B) Coupling of the carboxylic acid 
group of the Fmoc-PEG4 linker to the amine group of STU, in the presence of HBTU, 
DIFEA and DCM at room temperature for 16 hours, with a 63% yield of reaction 
intermediate (1). (C) De-protection of the second reactive group on the PEG4 linker by 
the removal of the Fmoc head group (1), leaving an amino group, in the presence of 
piperidine and DMF at room temperature for 4 hours, with a 70% yield of reaction 
intermediate (2). (D) Coupling of intermediate (2) to biotin, in the presence of Et3N and 
THF at room temperature for 2 hours, with a 68% yield of the final product. Michael 
Paradowski (University of Sussex) developed and synthesized the compound, and 


































3.5!A!‘Proof&of&concept’!protein!kinase!Before! using! this! method! on! a! structurally! undefined! kinase! target,! it! was!important!to!first!determine!if! this!type!of!method!could!actually!be!used,!and!to!investigate! any! factors! that! could! affect! the! experimental! outcome.! Therefore! a!‘proof=of=concept’!study!was!designed,!using!the!previously!characterised!protein!kinase!MEK1!(MAPK/ERK!kinase!1).!MEK1! is!a!dual! specificity!kinase!and! forms!part!of!the!RAF!/!MEK!/!ERK!signalling!cascade,!which!is!found!to!be!constitutively!activated! in! a! number! of! different! cancers.! MEK=1! is! a! 393! amino! acid! protein!comprised!of!a!regulatory!region!(aa!1=60)!and!a!catalytic!domain!(aa!61=393).!The!tertiary! structure! of! the! kinase!domain! of!MEK1! (PDB:! 1S9J)!was!determined! in!2004! (Ohren! et! al.,! 2004),! but! in! a! crystal! form! that! was! inimical! to! further!structure=based! drug! discovery! efforts.! Subsequently,! MEK1! was! put! through! a!CDH! screen,! which! identified! an! optimised! expression! construct! that! produced!recombinant! protein! more! suitable! for! fragment=based! drug! discovery! methods!(Meier!et!al.,!2012).!The!construct!4F11,!encodes!the!catalytic!domain!(aa!45=392)!of!MEK1,!and!the!expression!of!the!protein!was!further!improved!by!replacing!the!unstructured!activation!loop!(aa!264=307)!with!a!‘Gly=Ser=Gly=Ser=Gly=Ser’!linker.!











































































3.5.2!Testing!the!functionality!of!MEK1&KD!Isothermal! Titration! Calorimetry! (ITC)! was! used! in! order! to! confirm! if! the!modified! MEK1=KD! retained! its! ability! to! bind! to! STU.! ITC! measures!thermodynamic!parameters!of!an! interaction!–!allowing!the!determination!of! the!dissociation! constant! (Kd)! and! the! stoichiometry! of! interaction.! An! isotherm! for!binding! of! STU! to! MEK1=KD! is! shown! in! Figure! 3.7C.! Fitting! of! the! measured!experimental! data! indicated! a! 1:1! stoichiometry! (MEK1=KD:STU)! for! the!interaction! and! a! Kd! of! 3.3! ±! 4.5! nM.! The! Kd! value! is! associated! with! a! large!standard! deviation;! this! due! to! the! high! concentration! of! STU! injected! into! the!sample! cell,! leading! to! rapid! saturation! of! MEK1=KD! and! few! data! points!comprising!the!isotherm.!However,!the!experiment!confirmed!that!the!‘engineered’!MEK1=KD! protein! still! bound! to! STU! despite! the! shortening! of! the! activation!segment,!and!thus!validated!the!use!of!this!protein!in!our!‘proof=of=concept’!study.!








3.7!Experimental!parameters!for!the!ForteBio!Octet!RED96!The!Octet! in! our! laboratory! is! not! equipped!with! a! cooling! system,! therefore! all!experiments! were! carried! out! at! ambient! temperature! (typically! around! 20! ˚C).!Streptavidin! biosensors! were! used! for! each! of! the! following! experiments.!Following! the! manufacturer’s! recommended! protocol,! each! biosensor! was! pre=hydrated! for!30!minutes! in! the!appropriate!assay!buffer! (described! individually)!prior!to!use.!The!running!of!the!assays!is!described!in!section!2.11.1.!
3.7.1!Testing!the!Affinity!Probe!The! first! step! was! to! determine! if! our! AP! could! bind! to! the! sensors,! and! what!concentration!would!be!optimal!for!its!detection.!Sensors!were!first!hydrated,!and!moved! into! the! assay! buffer! (MEK! GF! buffer)! in! order! to! determine! a! baseline.!Sensors!were!moved!into!wells!containing!the!same!buffer!supplemented!with!25,!50! or! 100! μM! of! the! AP! (23.15,! 46.3! and! 92.6! μg/ml! respectively).! They! were!incubated!for!200!seconds!to!allow!association,!and!transferred!to!another!set!of!wells! =! again! containing! assay! buffer! =! in! order! to!measure! dissociation! (Figure!
3.9).!The!loading!step!of!the!experiments!showed!an!increase!in!signal!for!the!AP!binding!to!the!SAB,!indicative!of!interaction;!this!increased!with!the!concentration!of! AP! (Step! 2;!Figure! 3.9).! A! rapid! decrease! in! signal! was! observed! during! the!dissociation! phase! (Step! 3;! Figure! 3.9).! However,! once! equilibrium! had! been!achieved,! the!signal! stabilised!at!a!value!higher! than! that!observed! for! the! initial!baseline,! indicating! that! the! AP! had! bound! successfully! to! the! sensor.! Some!problems!were!observed!with!AP!insolubility!and!non=specific!binding!of!the!AP!to!the!surface!of!the!sensors!(i.e.!not!mediated!by!the!biotin!group).!It!was!found!that!it!was!necessary!to!supplement!the!experimental!buffer!with!2%!(v/v)!DMSO!and!to!include!Tween=20![initially!0.2%!(v/v)!Tween=20]!in!order!to!reduce!this!effect.!





Figure'3.9'Binding'of'the'AP'to'streptavidinFcoated'biosensors.'Sensors$were$pre_hydrated$for$30$minutes$in$MEK1$GF$buffer.$The$experiment$was$carried$ out$ at$ room$ temperature$ (~$ 20$ ˚C)$ with$ a$ mixing$ speed$ of$ 1000$ rpm.$Overlaid$ sensorgrams$ are$ shown$ for$ three$ independent$ sensors$ incubated$ with$increasing$concentration$of$AP$(25,$50$and$100$µM,$coloured$blue,$red$and$orange$respectively.$ Step$ 1$ represents$ baseline$ determination;$ Step$ 2$ represents$incubation$ in$ AP$ (loading);$ and$ Step$ 3$ represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$(disassociation).$The$figure$legend$details$Step$2$for$each$curve.$$
$$
Figure'3.10'Initial'‘proofFofFconcept’'test'on'the'Octet.'Sensors$ were$ pre_hydrated$ for$ 30$ minutes$ in$ MEK1$ GF$ buffer$ [with$ 2%$ (v/v)$DMSO$ and$ 0.2%$ (v/v)$ Tween_20].$ The$ experiment$ was$ carried$ out$ at$ room$temperature$(~$20$˚C)$with$a$mixing$speed$of$1000$rpm.$Overlaid$sensorgrams$are$shown$ for$ two$ independent$ sensors$ incubated$ with$ AP$ (10$ µM)$ and$ MEK1_KD$protein$ (10$ µM).$ Step$ 1$ represents$ baseline$ determination$ (both$ lines);$ Step$ 2$represents$ incubation$ in$ AP$ (green$ line)$ or$ buffer$ (pink$ line)$ (loading);$ Step$ 3$represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$ (both$ lines;$ disassociation);$ Step$ 4$represents$ incubation$ in$ MEK1_KD$ protein$ (both$ lines;$ association);$ and$ Step$ 5$represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$ (both$ lines;$ disassociation).

























sensors! to! fresh! buffer.! There!was! a! small! increase! in! signal! seen! for! the! buffer!control!(Step!2,!Figure!3.10).!However,!this!signal!did!not!change!when!the!sensor!was! moved! into! the! ‘washing’! stage! (Step! 3,! Figure! 3.10).! In! contrast,! a! large!change! in! signal!was! seen! for! the! sensor!dipped! into! the! solution! containing! the!AP,!which!was! retained! once! the! sensor!was! transferred! into! the! ‘washing’! step!(Step! 3,!Figure! 3.10);! again! indicating! successful! immobilisation! of! the!AP! onto!the!sensor!surface.!For!the!binding!experiment,!the!sensors!were!transferred!into!10!μM!MEK1=KD!(357!μg/ml)!for!the!association!step,!and!then!to!wells!containing!fresh!buffer! for! the!dissociation! step! (green! line,! Steps!4! and!5,! Figure! 3.10).!A!significant! increase! in! signal! was! seen! for! the! AP=bound! sensor,! indicating! an!interaction!with!MEK1=KD.!Moving! the! sensor! into! fresh! buffer! resulted! in! little!change! to! the!signal! =! indicating! little!dissociation!of! the!protein.!However,! some!level!of!non=specific!binding!of!MEK1=KD!to!the!control!sensor!was!still!observed!despite! the! presence! of! both! Tween=20! and! DMSO! (purple! line,! Step! 4,! Figure!
3.10).! However,! this! preliminary! experiment,! and! corroborating! data! from! pull=down! experiments! (section! 3.6),! indicated! that! the! immobilised! AP! could! still!interact!with!MEK1=KD,!and! that! the! selected! linker! length!connecting! the!biotin!and! STU! moieties! was! sufficient! to! allow! an! interaction,! enabling! detection! of!binding.!





Figure' 3.11'Determining' and' refining' the' optimal' TweenF20' concentration'
for'Octet'assay'development.'(A)$ Determining$ the$ optimal$ Tween_20$ concentration$ for$ the$ assay.$ (B)$Refinement$ of$ the$ optimal$ Tween_20$ concentration$ for$ the$ assay.$ Sensors$ were$pre_hydrated$for$30$minutes$in$MEK1$GF$buffer$[with$2%$(v/v)$DMSO$and$Tween_20$ concentration$ as$ specified].$ The$ experiments$ were$ carried$ out$ at$ room$temperature$(~$20$˚C)$with$a$mixing$speed$of$1000$rpm.$Overlaid$sensorgrams$are$shown$for$‘A’$eight,$and$for$‘B’$four$independent$sensors$incubated$with$AP$(1$µM)$and$ MEK1_KD$ protein$ (1$ µM),$ with$ changes$ in$ the$ Tween_20$ concentration$ as$indicated.$Step$1$represents$baseline$determination;$Step$2$represents$incubation$in$ AP$ or$ buffer$ (loading);$ Step$ 3$ represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$(disassociation)$(for$‘A’$Step$‘–‘$was$a$buffer$exchange$step$to$the$relevant$Tween_20$concentration);$Step$4$represents$incubation$in$MEK1_KD$protein$(association);$and$ Step$ 5$ represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$ (disassociation).$ The$ figure$legends$detail$Steps$2$and$4$for$each$curve.$AP=Affinity$Probe,$B=buffer.$
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20!was!sufficient!to!observe!this!effect.!Furthermore,!the!AP!was!stably!associated!with!the!sensors,!as!no!dissociation!could!be!seen!when!they!were!transferred!into!fresh!buffer.!The!sensors!were!then!moved!into!solutions!containing!MEK1=KD,!in!order! to!observe!binding.!The!10=fold!reduction! in!protein!concentration!did!not!have!an!effect!on!the!signal!generated,!although!the!association!phase!had!slower!kinetics!than!had!been!seen!previously!(10!μM!MEK1=KD!protein,!refer!to! Figure!
3.10).!The!concentration!of!Tween=20!did!not!greatly!affect!binding!of!MEK1=KD!to!the! sensors,! though! the! overall! level! of! binding! was! slighter! higher! with! the!increased!detergent!concentrations.!In!the!absence!of!Tween=20,!binding!of!MEK1=KD! to! both! the! unmodified! sensor! is! observed,! thus! indicating! a! high! degree! of!non=specific! binding.! These! results! indicate! that! the! presence! of! detergent! is!required! for!enhancing!binding!of! the!AP! to! the!sensor,!and!also!help! to!prevent!non=specific!interactions!of!MEK1=KD!protein!with!the!unmodified!sensor!surface.!!To! confirm! the!effect!of!detergent!on! the!assay,! the! experiment!described!above!was!repeated!as!described,!with!a!final!concentration!of!either!0.05!or!0.10%!(v/v)!Tween=20!in!all!experimental!buffers!(Figure!3.11B).!The!binding!curves! for!the!association!of! the!AP!with! the! sensor,! and! for!MEK1=KD!binding! to! the!modified!sensor!are!essentially!identical!to!those!described!above.!The!presence!of!Tween=20! eliminated! any! non=specific! binding! of! the! protein! to! the! unmodified! sensor.!Therefore,! in! order! to! (a)! prevent! the! artificial! solubilisation! of! expression!constructs! arising! from! the! CDH! method! (i.e.! false! positives)! and! (b)! ensure!robustness! and! reliability! in! the! Octet=based! assay,! the! lowest! detergent!concentration!of!0.05%!(v/v)!was!chosen![DTM!buffer:!MEK1!GF!buffer!with!2%!(v/v)!DMSO!and!0.05%!(v/v)!Tween=20].!




!!For!the!first!assay,!MEK1=KD!that!had!been!pre=incubated!with!STU!was!used!in!a!binding!experiment!(Figure!3.12).!Only!a!small!increase!in!signal!was!observed!for!the!AP=modified! sensor! that!was! dipped! into!MEK1=KD!pre=incubated!with! STU.!Movement!of!this!sensor!into!buffer!(for!dissociation)!resulted!in!a!drop!of!signal!back! to! the! baseline! level.! Pre=incubation! of! MEK1=KD! with! STU! prevented! the!interaction! of! the! protein! with! the! AP=modified! sensor,! thus! indicating! that! the!kinase!domain!was!making!a!functional!interaction!with!the!AP.!!For! the!second!assay,! a! second!protein!kinase!domain! termed! ‘Kinase!X’! and! the!protein!NF=κB!p65!(both!provided!by!Dr!Stefanie!Reich,!Domainex)!were!tested!in!the!assay,!to!confirm!that!the!AP!could!discriminate!between!constructs!encoding!protein!kinases!from!those!encoding!other!types!of!protein!(Figure!3.13).!Kinase!X!was!able!to!interact!with!the!AP,!but!the!overall!level!of!binding!(signal)!was!less!than!that!previously!observed!for!MEK1=KD.!For!AP!modified!sensors!dipped!into!NF=κB!p65,!there!was!an!initial!increase!in!signal,!but!this!rapidly!decreased!over!time.!As!this!type!of!binding!profile!had!not!been!observed!before,!the!experiment!was! repeated,! and! an! almost! identical! profile! obtained.! Despite! this! unusual!behaviour,!the!assay!still!indicated!that!folded!kinase=domains!could!ready!interact!with!the!AP=modified!sensors.!




Figure'3.12'Determining'the'specificity'of'the'AP'using'the'Octet.'Sensors$ were$ pre_hydrated$ for$ 30$ minutes$ in$ DTM$ buffer.$ The$ experiment$ was$carried$ out$ at$ room$ temperature$ (~$ 20$ ˚C)$ with$ a$ mixing$ speed$ of$ 1000$ rpm.$Overlaid$sensorgrams$are$shown$for$eight$independent$sensors$incubated$with$AP$(1$µM)$and$MEK1_KD$protein$(1$µM),$STU$(1.2$µM)$or$inhibition$of$MEK1_KD$with$STU$ (1.2$ µM).$ Step$ 1$ represents$ baseline$ determination;$ Step$ 2$ represents$incubation$ in$AP$or$buffer$(loading);$Step$3$represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$(disassociation);$Step$4$represents$ incubation$ in$STU,$MEK1_KD$or$STU_inhibited$MEK1_KD$protein$ (association);$ and$Step$5$ represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$(disassociation).$The$figure$legend$details$Steps$2$and$4$for$each$curve.$AP=Affinity$Probe,$B=buffer.$$$ $
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Figure'3.13'The'AP'binds'specifically'to'protein'kinases'on'the'Octet.'Sensors$ were$ pre_hydrated$ for$ 30$ minutes$ in$ DTM$ buffer.$ The$ experiment$ was$carried$ out$ at$ room$ temperature$ (~$ 20$ ˚C)$ with$ a$ mixing$ speed$ of$ 1000$ rpm.$Overlaid$sensorgrams$are$shown$for$seven$independent$sensors$incubated$with$AP$(1$µM)$and$MEK1_KD,$Kinase$X$or$NF_κB$p65$proteins$(1$µM).$Step$1$represents$baseline$ determination;$ Step$ 2$ represents$ incubation$ in$ AP$ or$ buffer$ (loading);$Step$ 3$ represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$ (disassociation);$ Step$ 4$ represents$incubation$ in$protein$ samples$ (association);$ and$Step$5$ represents$ incubation$ in$fresh_buffer$ (disassociation).$ The$ figure$ legend$ details$ Steps$ 2$ and$ 4$ for$ each$curve.$AP=Affinity$Probe,$B=buffer.$$$ $
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into! clarified! cell! lysates,! where! MEK1=KD! had! been! expressed,! or! into! lysates!where!no!recombinant!protein!was!present![both!containing!2%!(v/v)!DMSO!and!0.05%! (v/v)! Tween=20]! (Figure! 3.14).! Unfortunately! there! was! no! discernable!difference! between! the! obtained! binding! signals.! Movement! of! the! sensors! into!fresh! buffer! also! resulted! in! very! similar! dissociation! profiles.! Furthermore,!spiking!the!cell!lysate!with!previously!purified!MEK1=KD!(1!μM),!also!did!not!affect!either! the! observed! association! or! dissociation! profiles! (data! not! shown).!Together,!these!experiments!indicated!that!there!was!a!significant!amount!of!non=specific!or!background!binding!to!the!modified=sensors,!when!cell! lysates!instead!of!purified!proteins!were!used.!!To!determine!if!this!high=level!of!background!could!be!reduced!by!the!inclusion!of!detergent,! a! number! of! different! concentrations! of! Tween=20!were! tested,! using!the! same! two! lysates! as! described! above.! However,! despite! the! inclusion! of! 1%!(v/v)! Tween=20! in! experimental! buffers,! no! improvement! in! the! level! of! non=specific!binding!was!seen!(Figure!3.15).!
3.9!Octet&based!assay!with!auto&induction!cultures!!Although! these! initial! results! were! discouraging,! it! was! noted! that! the!experimental!protocol!was!somewhat!different! to! that!normally!used! in!CDH;! i.e.!cell!lysates!were!prepared!from!a!50!ml!culture!induced!with!IPTG,!whereas!4!ml!cultures! grown! in! auto=induction! medium! are! used! during! CDH.! Auto=induction!medium! allows! a! much! higher! cell=density! to! be! achieved! and! thus! it! is! often!possible!to!gain!a!substantially!higher!yield!of!recombinant!protein.!To!see!if!this!was! an! influencing! factor,! seven! different! protein! kinase! domains! [BRaf! V600E,!MEK1=KD! and! Chk2=KD,! and! four! different! constructs! of! NIK! (NF=κB=Inducing!Kinase)]!and!five!non=kinases!proteins!(p50,!GST,!NF=κB!p65,!NF=κB!p65!RHR!and!C/EBPβ)!(section!2.2.1)!were!tested!in!the!Octet!assay.!Each!protein!construct!was!expressed! in! 4!ml! auto=induction! culture,! and!was! lysed! following! the! standard!CDH! lysozyme! lysis! protocol,! with! lysate! clarification! by! centrifugation! (section!





Figure'3.14'Octet'assay'development'in'a'cell'lysate'background.'Sensors$ were$ pre_hydrated$ for$ 30$ minutes$ in$ DTM$ buffer.$ The$ experiment$ was$carried$ out$ at$ room$ temperature$ (~$ 20$ ˚C)$ with$ a$ mixing$ speed$ of$ 1000$ rpm.$Overlaid$sensorgrams$are$shown$for$four$independent$sensors$incubated$with$AP$(1$ µM)$ and$ MEK1_KD$ containing$ or$ clear$ cell$ bacterial$ lysate$ clarified$supernatants.$ Step$ 1$ represents$ baseline$ determination;$ Step$ 2$ represents$incubation$ in$ AP$ (loading);$ Step$ 3$ represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$(disassociation);$ Step$ 4$ represents$ incubation$ in$ supernatant$ (association);$ and$Step$ 5$ represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$ (disassociation).$ The$ figure$ legend$details$Step$4$for$each$curve.$$$ $


























Figure' 3.15' Octet' assay' development' in' a' cell' lysate' background' with'
increasing'the'detergent'concentration.'Sensors$ were$ pre_hydrated$ for$ 30$ minutes$ in$ DTM$ buffer.$ The$ experiment$ was$carried$ out$ at$ room$ temperature$ (~$ 20$ ˚C)$ with$ a$ mixing$ speed$ of$ 1000$ rpm.$Overlaid$sensorgrams$are$shown$for$12$independent$sensors$incubated$with$AP$(1$µM)$ and$ MEK1_KD$ containing$ or$ clear$ cell$ bacterial$ lysate$ supernatants$ with$Tween_20$ concentration$ as$ specified.$ Step$ 1$ represents$ baseline$ determination;$Step$ 2$ represents$ incubation$ in$ AP$ (loading);$ Step$ 3$ represents$ incubation$ in$fresh_buffer$ (disassociation);$ Step$ 4$ was$ a$ buffer$ exchange$ step$ to$ the$ relevant$Tween_20$ concentration;$ Step$ 5$ represents$ incubation$ in$ clarified$ supernatant$(association);$ and$ Step$ 6$ represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$ (disassociation).$The$figure$legend$details$Step$5$for$each$curve.$$$
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in'a'cell'lysate'background'by'following'a'typical'CDH'protocol.'(A)$Sensors$were$pre_hydrated$for$30$minutes$in$DTM$buffer.$The$experiment$was$carried$ out$ at$ room$ temperature$ (~$ 20$ ˚C)$ with$ a$ mixing$ speed$ of$ 1000$ rpm.$Overlaid$sensorgrams$are$shown$for$12$independent$sensors$incubated$with$AP$(1$µM)$ and$ recombinant$ protein$ containing$ bacterial$ lysate$ supernatants$ (as$indicated).$Step$1$represents$baseline$determination;$Step$2$represents$incubation$in$ AP$ or$ buffer$ (loading);$ Step$ 3$ represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$(disassociation);$ and$ Step$ 4$ represents$ incubation$ in$ clarified$ supernatant$(association).$The$figure$legend$details$Step$4$for$each$curve.$(B)$Alignment$of$‘A’$at$Step$‘3’;$curves$are$as$described$in$‘A’.$$

















































!prepared!as!above,!but!using!sonication!for!cellular!lysis,!however!as!before,!there!were!no!notable!differences!between! the!binding!profiles.!The!use!of! cell! lysates!and! AP=modified! sensors! for! the! detection! of! constructs! expressing! functional,!folded,!kinase!domains!was!deemed! to!be!unsuccessful,!due! to! the!high! levels!of!background! (non=specific)! signal! observed;! therefore! it! was! investigated! as! to!whether!this!Octet!methodology!could!be!applied!to!one=step!purified!proteins.!
3.10!Octet&based!assay!using!purified!proteins!For!modification!of! this!assay,!experiments!using!proteins!pre=purified!by!a!one=step! affinity! chromatography! step! were! carried! out.! This! modification! of! the!method!enables!the!target!proteins!to!be!available!in!a!buffer!suitable!for!binding!to! the! modified! sensors,! and! where! non=specific! background! binding! could!hopefully!be!eliminated!or!drastically! reduced.! In! this! format,! the!assay!detected!binding! for! five! of! the! different! protein! kinases! tested! (Figure! 3.17A;! aligned!
Figure!3.17B)!with!little,!if!any,!non=specific!background!binding.!Robust!binding!was!observed!for!MEK1=KD,!His6=NIK!(kinase!dead),!Chk2=KD!and!BRaf!V600E,!and!weak=binding!for!His6=NIK!(kinase!active).!No!binding!was!seen!for!the!GST=tagged!version! of! NIK! (kinase! dead)! or! for! the! other! (non=kinase)! proteins! tested.! To!ensure!that!protein!had!been!indeed!been!expressed!in!each!of!the!samples!tested,!there!were!all!analysed!by!SDS=PAGE.!High!levels!of!recombinant!protein!could!be!seen!for!five!of!the!proteins!tested!–!P50,!GST,!Chk2=KD,!NF=κB!p65,!C/EBPβ!and!MEK1=KD!(Figure!3.17C).!This!result!indicated!a!very!high!sensitivity!to!the!Octet!assay!by! the!detection!of! functional!protein!kinases! that!were!not!all! identifiable!by!SDS=PAGE!analysis.!Furthermore,! this!was!able! to!distinguish!between!highly=expressed! protein! kinases! and! non=protein! kinases! (only! identifying! protein!kinases)!that!were!detectable!by!SDS=PAGE!analysis.!




Figure'3.17'Octet'AP'binding'in'IMAC'purified'proteins.$(A)$Sensors$were$pre_hydrated$for$30$minutes$in$DTM$buffer.$The$experiment$was$carried$ out$ at$ room$ temperature$ (~$ 20$ ˚C)$ with$ a$ mixing$ speed$ of$ 1000$ rpm.$Overlaid$sensorgrams$are$shown$for$12$independent$sensors$incubated$with$AP$(1$µM)$ and$ one_step$ affinity_tag$ purified$ proteins$ (as$ indicated).$ Step$ 1$ represents$baseline$ determination;$ Step$ 2$ represents$ incubation$ in$ AP$ or$ buffer$ (loading);$Step$ 3$ represents$ incubation$ in$ fresh_buffer$ (disassociation);$ and$ Step$ 4$represents$incubation$in$supernatant$(association).$The$figure$legend$details$Step$4$for$each$curve.$(B)$Alignment$of$‘A’$at$Step$‘3’;$curves$are$as$described$in$‘A’.$(C)$One_step$ affinity_tag$ purified$ proteins$ used$ in$ ‘A’.$ 4_12%$Bis_Tris$ SDS_PAGE$ gel,$stained$with$Instant$Blue.'M=molecular$mass$marker,$1=GST_NIK$(kinase$active),$2=GST_NIK$ (kinase$ dead),$ 3=P50,$ 4=GST,$ 5=Chk2_KD,$ 6=BRaf$ V600E,$ 7=His_NIK$(kinase$active),$8=His_NIK$(kinase$dead),$9=NF_κB$p65,$10=C/EBPβ,$11=MEK1_KD.$$
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Figure'3.18'A'schematic'of'the'developed'methodology.$Sensors$pre_loaded$with$AP$would$be$moved$through$this$plate,$where$the$for$the$first$run,$eight$AP_loaded$sensors$would$move$sequentially$into$buffer$(wells$A1_H1),$ then$ into$protein$ samples$1_8$ for$association$ (wells$A2_H2)$and$ finally$ into$buffer$for$dissociation$(wells$A12_H12).$For$each$row$of$protein$samples,$a$new$set$of$sensors$would$sample$the$protein$interaction$of$that$row.$
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
A 1 9 17 25 33 41 49 57 65 73
B 2 10 18 26 34 42 50 58 66 74
C 3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 67 75
D 4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76
E 5 13 21 29 37 45 53 61 69 77
F 6 14 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78
G 7 15 23 31 39 47 55 63 71 79





















4.1!Introduction!The!tertiary!structure!of!a!protein!is!linked!to!the!function!of!the!protein,!and!this!is!more!highly!conserved! than! the!sequence!of!a!protein;!hence! the! requirement!for! the! determination! of! the! tertiary! structure! for! the! determination! of! the!functionality!of!a!protein.!Structural!genomics!aims!to!solve!the!tertiary!structure!of! all! the! proteins! encoded!within! a! selected! genome,! using! both! computational!and!experimental!approaches.!However,!the!accurate!prediction!of!a!domain!or!the!structure,! within! a! given! protein! sequence,! requires! some! degree! of! amino! acid!sequence! similarity! /!homology! to!other!proteins!where! the! structure! is! already!known.!Furthermore,!as!described!in!section!1.2.2,!sub=constructs!of!a!target!gene!often!are!more!tractable!in!yielding!soluble,!stable!protein!that!is!correctly!folded!and! these! can! be! identified! through! high=throughput! bioinformatics! or!fragmentation!/!mutation!library!approaches.!!A! vast! number! of! proteins! (and!ORFs)! in! the! human! genome! have! not! yet! been!characterised,!in!terms!of!their!component!domains,!due!to!their!lack!of!sequence!homology! to! other! proteins! (Prodromou! et! al.,! 2007).! Prediction! of! a! protein!structure!ab#initio!is!possible,!but!currently!only!suited!to!smaller!proteins,!and!can!take! many! months! of! computational! time! to! generate! models.! Lack! of! domain!information,! especially! when! working! with! very! large! proteins! that! potentially!contain!multiple! domains,!makes! it! very! difficult! to! rationally! design! expression!constructs! in! order! to! produce! sufficient! quantities! of! soluble! protein! for!biochemical! or! biophysical! analysis.! This! area! of! domain! hunting! is! especially!suited!to!fragmentation!library!approaches,!where!there!isn’t!a#priori!information!on!the!domain!structure!of!the!protein.!












Dunphy,!2003,!Jeong!et!al.,!2004,!Sar!et!al.,!2004,!Clarke!and!Clarke,!2005,!Lee!et!al.,!2005,! Yoo! et! al.,! 2006,! Chini! et! al.,! 2006,! Lindsey=Boltz! et! al.,! 2009,! Gold! and!Dunphy,! 2010,! Uno! and! Masai,! 2011,! Serçin! and! Kemp,! 2011).! However,! the!recombinant!protein/s!were!found!to!be!unstable!and!not!expressed!in!sufficient!quantities!for!structural!biology!approaches!(Sar!et!al.,!2004,!Uno!and!Masai!2011,!Serçin!and!Kemp,!2010).!
4.2.1!Bioinformatic!analyses!Initial! bioinformatic! analysis! of! the! amino! acid! sequence! of! human! Claspin! was!performed,!to!test!what!had!already!been!published!in!the!scientific!literature.!The!amino! acid! sequence! composition!of! Claspin! indicates! that! it! is! a! highly! charged!protein,!with! a! high! proportion! of! negatively! (Asp! and!Glu;! 22%)! and! positively!(His,! Arg! and! Lys;! 16%)! charged! residues.! In! general,! the! charged! residues! are!evenly! dispersed! throughout! the! protein,! although! there! are! a! number! of! small!sections! that! contain! solely! negative! or! positive! charge! (Figure! 4.1A).!Additionally,! there! are! a! large! number! of! Ser! and! Thr! residues,! which! could!potentially! be! phosphorylation! sites,! whilst! there! are! relatively! few! aromatic!residues! (Figure! 4.1B).!Amino!acid! compositional!bias! can!affect! the!ability!of! a!protein!to!fold!in!solution.!(Hansen!et!al.,!2006).!Claspin!is!rich!in!charged!residues!and! also! has! a! high! percentage! of! amino! acids,! which! are! commonly! associated!with!disorder!(Arg,!Gln,!Gle,!Pro!and!Ser),!whilst!having!a!low!percentage!of!amino!acids!associated!with!order!(Cys,!Iso,!Leu,!Phe,!Trp,!Tyr!and!Val).!A!web=based!PSI=BLAST!(Basic!Local!Alignment!Search!Tool)!search!for!proteins!with!similar!amino!acid!sequences! to!human!Claspin!did!not!produce! ‘hits’!with!high!Z=scores,!apart!from!Claspin!itself!and/or!Mrc1!from!other!species.!!Investigation!of!the!UniProt!entry!for!Claspin!(Q9HAW4)!identified!three!sequence!repeats! (between! aa! 910=985)! termed! the! CKB! motif! 1,! 2! and! 3! (described! in!section! 1.10.4! and! Chapter! 7);! these! are! required! for! Chk1! interaction! with!Claspin.!This!entry!also!identifies!two!coiled=coils!(CC):!CC1!(aa!162=196)!and!CC2!(aa! 592=681).! CC2! is! roughly! in! the! centre! of! the! human! Claspin! protein,! and! is!mostly!formed!of!a!poly=glutamic!acid!(poly=Glu)!repeat!(Consortium,!2015).!!
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Figure'4.1'Amino'acid'composition'analysis'of'human'Claspin.'(A)!The! amino! acid! sequence!of! human!Claspin! (Uniprot! ID:!Q9HAW4)! coloured!according! to! charge.! Negatively! charged! residues! are! coloured! red! (D:! Aspartic!acid,! E:! Glutamic! acid)! and! positively! charged! residues! are! coloured! blue! (R:!Arginine,! K:! Lysine,! H:! Histidine).! (B)! Human! Claspin! sequence! composition!analysis!(Gasteiger!et!al.,!2005).!!
Amino&acid Code Total&No. Content&(%)
Alanine A 71 5.3
Arginine R 60 4.5
Asparagine N 57 4.3
Aspartic&acid D 104 7.8
Cystine C 11 0.8
Glutamine Q 62 4.6
Glutamic&acid E 194 14.5
Glycine G 69 5.2
Histidine H 28 2.1
Isoleucine I 37 2.8
Leucine L 118 8.8
Lysine K 128 9.6
Methionine M 26 1.9
Phenylalanine F 42 3.1
Proline P 58 4.3
Serine S 139 10.4
Threonine T 62 4.6
Tryptophan W 4 0.3
Tyrosine Y 18 1.3
































Figure' 4.2' Secondary' structure' prediction' for' human'Claspin' generated' by'
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!with! 12%! α=helix,! 0%! β=sheet! and! 88%! disordered! content! (Figure! 4.5B).! Ab#

















Figure'4.7!CDH'fragmentation'library'quality'assessment.'(A)!Colony!PCR!analysis!of! the! fragmentation! library.!A!representative!1%!(w/v)!1x!TAE!agarose!gel!showing!amplicons!for!individual!clones.!M=Hyperladder!I!DNA!marker,! 1! to! 13=colony! PCR! reactions.! (B)! Alignment! of! the! fragment! library,!relative! to! the! fullSlength! synthetic! Claspin! gene! (blue),! as! determined! by!individual!sequencing!of!clones.!Constructs!in!the!‘correct’!orientation!with!respect!to! the! start! codon!of! the!pDXV4STOPO!vectors!are! coloured!purple,! and! those! in!the! reverse! or! ‘incorrect’! orientation! are! coloured! green.! (C)! Dot! plot! of! cloned!fragment!size,!with!a!mean!value!of!994!bp!indicated!by!the!vertical!black!lines.!! !


































































4.4!Creating!and!testing!the!expression!library!Parts!of!this!section!are!redacted!for!reasons!of!confidentiality.!!!To! rapidly! identify! clones! that! expressed! soluble! Claspin! fragments,! colony!expression! tests! were! carried! out! by! transformation! of! the! E.# coli! BL21! (DE3)!strain.! In! total,! >23,000! transformed! colonies! were! generated.! To! test! protein!expression,!a!colony!lift!was!carried!out!(with!a!nitrocellulose!membrane)!enabling!transfer!of! colonies! (colony! side!up)! to! a! replica!L=agar!plate! containing! IPTG! to!induce!recombinant!protein!expression.!After!a!period!of!4!hours,!cells!were!lysed!

























Purification!of!soluble!C=terminally!His6!affinity!tagged!proteins!was!carried!out!in!a! high=throughput! 96=well! plate! format,! using! a! one=step! IMAC! purification!procedure,! in! this! case!using!Ni=NTA!resin!and!a!96=well! filter!plate.!The!eluates!from! the! IMAC! plate! purification!were! analysed! by! SDS=PAGE! (Figure! 4.8B! and!

















Figure'4.9!Sequence'coverage'and'analysis'of' initial' ‘positive'hits’' from' the'
CDH'screen.'(A)!Alignment!of!the!fragment!library,!relative!to!the!fullSlength!synthetic!Claspin!gene! (blue)!as!determined!by! sequencing!of! selected!clones.!The!position!of!CC1!and! CC2! (orange),! the! central! polySGlu! repeat! (cyan)! and! the! CKBD! CSterminal!repeat! motif! (red)! are! highlighted.! Constructs! in! the! ‘correct’! orientation! with!respect! to! the! start! codon! of! the! pDXV4STOPO! vectors! are! coloured! purple,! and!those! termed! ‘outSofSframe,! inSframe’! constructs! are! coloured! green.! (B)! A!frequency!chart!showing!the!occurrence!of!a!particular!amino!acid!residue!in!the!soluble!Claspin!protein! fragments.!Observed!mutations! (amino!acid!substitution)!are!shown!at!their!respective!locations!(red!circles).!! !














































































Many! single! nucleotide! changes! (mutations)! were! found! the! sequences! of! the!Claspin! fragment! library.! One! third! of! the! constructs! sequenced! contained! a!mutation! resulting! in! a! single! amino! acid! substitution,! whereas! two! constructs!contained! two!amino!acid! substitutions! (see!Figure! 4.9B).!Taq!DNA!polymerase!was!used!as!it!does!not!have!any!proofreading!function,!which!is!essential!for!the!incorporation! of! dUTP,! as! other! DNA! polymerases! would! stall! at! uracil!incorporation.!The!PFU!Turbo!Cx!polymerase!can!also! incorporate!uracil!without!stalling,! whilst! retaining! proofreading! functionality.! But! single! /!multiple! amino!acid! substitutions! can! in! fact! help! to! solubilise! and/or! stabilise! a! recombinant!protein,!so!allowing!these!mutations!to!occur!can!be!beneficial!for!the!expression!of!recombinant!proteins;!some!library!techniques!have!been!developed!to!exploit!this,! such! as! the! technique! of! DNA! shuffling! (section! 1.4.1)! (Stemmer,! 1994a,!Waldo!et!al.,!1999).!However,!there!is!not!a!single!region!within!the!Claspin!gene!where!mutations!are!more!prevalent,!and!no!one!mutation!is!found!in!more!than!one!construct,!therefore!these!are!almost!undoubtedly!as!a!result!of!using!Taq!DNA!polymerase!for!the!dUTP=PCR!reaction.!!Another!observation,!is!that!all!of!the!soluble!proteins!migrate!aberrantly!on!SDS=PAGE!gels,!running!at!a!higher!molecular!mass!than!expected!based!on!their!amino!acid!sequence.!This!may!be!as!a! result!of! the!overall!acidic!nature!of! the!Claspin!protein,! leading! to! less! SDS! binding! (via! charge! repulsion),! and! therefore!retardation! in! the! gel.! This! anomaly! was! previously! reported! in! two! published!manuscripts;!Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!(2000)!and!Uno!and!Masai,!(2011).!





Figure' 4.10' SmallAscale' expression' screening' for' 24' Claspin' expression'



































































































































































auto=induction! medium,! and! the! recombinant! protein! was! then! purified.! Talon!resin! as! opposed! to! Ni=NTA! resin! was! preferentially! used! for! the! first! IMAC!purification!step,!due!to!its!higher!performance!with!concentrated!cellular!lysates!(non=blocking)!and!reduced!non=specific!binding.!The!IMAC=bound!proteins!were!eluted,! concentrated,! and! resolved! by! SDS=PAGE.! High=level! expression! of!recombinant! protein! was! seen! for! most! of! the! constructs! tested! including! 5! N=terminal!and!7!C=terminal!constructs!(marked!by!asterisks! in!Figure!4.10B),!but!the! constructs! A1G12! and! B1F8! both! expressed! significantly! higher! levels! of!recombinant!protein;!both!of!these!constructs!correspond!to!the!N=terminal!region!of! Claspin.! The! construct! A1H3!when! concentrated! consistently! resolved! as! two!migrating!species!on!SDS=PAGE!gels.!These!could!be!made!to!form!one!species!by!increasing!the!concentration!of!β=ME!in!the!SDS=PAGE!sample!loading!buffer;!thus!indicating! disulphide! bond! formation.! Analysis! of! this! sample! by! CD! showed! an!anomalous! CD! spectra! (strong! negative! ellipticity! at! 230! nm),! and! subsequently!this!construct!was!omitted!from!any!further!experiments.!The!five!constructs!that!contained! all! or! part! of! the! described! poly=Glu! repeat! had! low! to! undetectable!levels!of!recombinant!protein!expression,!again!indicating!that!the!heterologous!E.#
coli! host! had! particular! difficulties! in! making! /! folding! this! part! of! the! human!Claspin! protein.! Further,! the! two! ‘out=of=frame,! in=frame’! constructs! showed! no!recombinant!protein!expression!!
4.5!Large!scale!expression!and!purification!studies!One!of!the!primary!goals!for!this!project,!was!to!produce!soluble!protein,!to!enable!biochemical! and! biophysical! analysis! for! different! parts! /! regions! of! human!Claspin.! For! such! analyses,! milligram! quantities! of! stable! and! homogenous!recombinant!protein!are! required.!To!determine! if! any!of! the!Claspin!expression!constructs,! produced! from! the! CDH! screen,! had! the! required! characteristics! to!warrant! such! analysis,! 6! initial! constructs! were! taken! forward! into! large=scale!expression!/!purification!tests:!C=terminal!fragments:!A1A5!(aa!1102=1305),!A2A5!(aa! 688=1114)! and! B1A8! (aa! 2224=2926),! and! N=terminal! fragments:! A1D6! (aa!199=507),! A1G12! (aa! 104=413)! and! B1F8! (aa! 307=592).! Expression! and!purification!of!the!C=terminal!fragments!is!described!below,!whilst!the!N=terminal!fragments!purifications!are!expanded!upon!in!Chapter!5.!
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4.5.1!Expression!and!purification!of!A1A5,!A2A5!and!B1A8!Large=scale! expression! studies! were! carried! out! for! each! of! the! 3! C=terminal!constructs!(section!2.15.2)!The!soluble!fraction!resulting!from!1!litre!of!E.#coli#cell!culture,! induced! with! IPTG,! was! purified! using! Talon=IMAC,! Ion! Exchange!Chromatography!and!SEC;!the!eluted!fractions!were!analysed!by!SDS=PAGE.!!After! Talon=IMAC,! all! three! recombinant! proteins! were! found! to! migrate! at! a!greater! than! expected! molecular! mass,! but! consistent! with! those! previously!observed! in! the! initial! CDH! screen! and! small=scale! expression! tests.! The! A2A5!protein!seemed!particularly!prone!to!degradation!and!was!therefore!not!taken!any!further!(Appendix!1.6).!The!A1A5!and!B1A8!proteins!were!both!highly!expressed,!but!several!contaminants!were!visible!by!SDS=PAGE!(Appendices!1.7A!and!1.8A).!A! second! chromatography! step!was! introduced,! and! the!pooled! elution! fractions!from! Talon=IMAC! were! loaded! onto! a! Q=sepharose! ion! exchange! column! and! a!linear!salt!gradient!was!then!applied!to!the!column.!The!A1A5!protein!eluted!from!the!column!as!a!single!peak!(at!~500!mM!NaCl,!~25%!IEX!B!buffer),!but!there!did!not! appear! to! be! any! significant! improvement! in! the! purity! of! the! protein!(Appendix!1.7B).!For!B1A8!protein,!a!proportion!of!the!protein!was!retained!and!eluted! from! the! column! identified! in! the! first! peak! on! the! elution! trace! (‘bound’!sample)! (at! ~300! mM! NaCl,! 15%! IEX! B! buffer),! but! some! protein! had! flowed!straight! through! the! column! (‘unbound’! sample).! Interestingly,! the! ‘unbound’!sample! appeared! to! be! much! cleaner! than! that! had! been! retained! (Appendix!




concentration! was! significantly! reduced! compared! to! the! ‘bound’! sample!(Appendix!1.8D).!Therefore!the!B1A8!construct!was!not!taken!any!further.!Each!of!these! purifications! strategies! failed! to! produce! recombinant! protein! at! sufficient!quantity!or!quality!for!downstream!studies!for!these!C=terminal!Claspin!constructs.!




sequence!analysis!of!these!42!clones!indicated!the!presence!of!two!distinct!regions!producing!soluble!protein,!one!at!the!N=terminus!and!the!other!at!the!C=terminus!of! Claspin.! However! this! may! simply! be! due! to! unintended! bias,! due! to! the!presence!of!a!central!coiled=coil!(with!poly=Glu!repeat),!which!seems!to!present!the!heterologous!E.#coli!host!with!a!particular!expression!or!‘folding!challenge’.!Small=scale! expression! tests! of! 24! (selected)! constructs! indicated! that! approximately!50%! of! these! were! amenable! to! larger! scale! expression! and! purification.! Six!expression! constructs! were! selected! as! being! representative,! three! for! the! N=terminal!region,!and!three!for!the!C=terminal!region!of!Claspin.!However,!all!three!C=terminal! fragments! proved! refractory! to! purification:! either! remaining! at!insufficient! purity,! being! prone! to! degradation,! or! to! aggregation.! As! constructs!expressing!N=terminal! fragments!of!Claspin!proved! to!be! far!more! tractable! (see!
















5.1!Introduction!Claspin!was!originally! identified! through! its! interaction!with!Chk1,!and!has!since!been! identified! as! an! essential! component! of! the! intertwined! processes! of! DNA!replication!and!replication=coupled!repair! (Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2000,!Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2003,!Chini!and!Chen,!2003,!Lin!et!al.,!2004,!Petermann!et!al.,!2008).!Claspin!is!described!as!a!large,!highly!charged,!protein!‘adaptor’,!which!mediates!a!number! of! protein=protein! interactions! that! may! be! important! for! its! cellular!function! (Kumagai! and! Dunphy,! 2000,! Lee! et! al.,! 2005,! Kim! et! al.,! Gotter! et! al.,!2007,!Gold!and!Dunphy,!2010,!Uno!and!Masai,!2011,!Serçin!and!Kemp,!2011).!Both!full=length!protein!and!fragments!of!Claspin!have!been!purified!from!heterologous!hosts,! but! to! date! little! biochemical! or! biophysical! analysis! has! been! carried! out!(section!4.2.1).!Bioinformatic=based!structural!predictions!for!Claspin!indicate!that!it! has! a! high!α=helical! content,! in! addition! to! large! regions! of! disorder! (section!
4.2.1).! In!Chapter! 4,! CDH!was! used! to! identify! several! N=terminal! fragments! of!Claspin! suitable! for! biochemical! analysis! (those! corresponding! to! the! C=terminal!region! were! unsuitable).! This! chapter! therefore! focuses! on! the! expression! and!purification! of! N=terminal! fragments! of! Claspin,! and! their! subsequent!characterisation! by! ASEC,! CD,! AUC,! thermal! denaturation,! chemical! crosslinking!and!finally!structural!characterisation!by!bioSAXS!and!NMR!experiments.!





Figure!5.1!Sequence!alignment!for!the!N7terminal!CDH!fragment!library.!Alignment!of!the!13!N2terminal!Claspin!expression!constructs!(purple)!relative!to!the!predicted!coiled2coil!motifs!(CC1!and!CC2;!orange).!(A)!Alignment!with!respect!to! the! position! of! the! N2terminus! of! the! Claspin! fragments! (B)! Alignment! with!respect!to!the!position!of!the!C2terminus!of!the!Claspin!fragments.!!! !

















































5.3!Purification!of!N&terminal!Claspin!fragments!Large=scale! expression! studies! were! carried! out! for! each! of! the! 13! N=terminal!constructs!(section!2.15.2).!Typically,!recombinant!protein!in!the!soluble!fraction,!resulting! from! three! litres! of! E.# coli# cell! culture,! was! purified! in! a! three=step!protocol! consisting! of! Talon=IMAC,! Heparin! Chromatography! and! SEC.! Selected!fractions! from! each! of! these! purification! steps!were! analysed! by! SDS=PAGE! (see!
Appendices!2.1!to!2.13).!!Seven! of! the! 13! protein! fragments:! B2C4,! A1G12,! A1D6,! B2C2,! B2D9,! B1F8! and!B2D6,! produced! soluble! recombinant! protein! at! high! levels,! and! these! were!deemed! ‘positive=hits’.!The! initial! IMAC!step!achieved!substantial!purification! for!each! of! the! fragments,! but! some! contaminating! protein! species! remained! in! all!cases.! A! Heparin! chromatography! step! enhanced! the! purity! of! each! fragment.!Protein! fragments! B2D9,! A1G6D,! B1F8! and! B2D6! all! required! pre=dilution! (in!order!to!reduce!the!salt!concentration)!before!application!to!the!Heparin!column,!and! were! all! found! to! elute! in! buffer! containing! low! concentrations! of! sodium!chloride.!The!remaining!protein!fragments!eluted!in!relatively!high!concentrations!of!sodium!chloride,!indicating!a!strong!and!potentially!specific!interaction!with!the!resin! (discussed! in! section!6.7).! Finally,! SEC! recovered! each! of! the! recombinant!proteins!as!a!single!symmetrical!peak!=!albeit!eluting!at!a!lower!retention!volume!than! would! be! expected! for! their! molecular! mass! and! thereby! indicating! that! a!significantly! greater!hydrodynamic! radius! and!non=spherical!behaviour! (i.e.! non=globular).! It! is! worth! noting! that! similar! characteristics! had! previously! been!observed!for! full=length!Claspin!(Uno!and!Masai,!2011).!Furthermore,!each!of!the!protein!fragments!was!found!to!migrate!with!a!larger!relative!molecular!mass!than!expected! by! SDS=PAGE,! as! previously! described! in! section!4.6! and! described! in!Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!(2000),!and!Uno!and!Masai,!(2011).!Each!fragment!migrates!approximately! 10! kDa! above! its! predicted! mass.! This! is! likely! to! be! to!compositional!bias,!and!the!acidic!charge!of!these!fragments;!where!pI!is!predicted!to!be!between!5.1!and!6.7!in!each!case.!!The!remaining!six!protein!fragments!B1D4,!A1B1,!B1C3,!A2B10,!A1G6!and!B1G11,!were!intractable,!as!they!did!not!produce!highly=expressed!and/or!proteolytically!
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stable! recombinant! protein! at! sufficient! levels! for! study,! and!were! therefore! not!taken!any!further.!However,!for!three!of!these!constructs,!A1B1,!A2B10!and!A1G6,!a!stable!degradation!product!was!visible!during!purification.!The!exact!amino!acid!termini! of! the! degradation! products! were! determined! by! western! blot! analysis!and/or!Edman!degradation!(N=terminal!sequencing)!(see!Appendices!2.3E,!2.5E!and! 2.6D).! Both! A1B1! and! A1G6! were! found! to! have! a! common! N=terminal!sequence,!‘YQSSHH’,!starting!at!amino!acid!339.!The!DNA!encoding!the!proteolytic!product!of!A1G6!was!cloned!to!create!the!expression!construct!A1G6D,!which!was!then!expressed!and!purified!as!before.!This!protein!fragment!was!found!to!be!both!highly=expressed!and!proteolytically!stable!(Appendix!2.14).!!Together,!these!eight!constructs!spanned!the!N=terminal!region!of!human!Claspin.!An! alignment! of! the! constructs! to! functionally! annotated! regions! of! Claspin! is!shown!in!Figure!5.2A,!and!a!summary!figure!showing!the!purified!protein!samples!is!shown!in!Figure!5.2B.!






















































































































in!chromatin!(Sanchez!and!Zhou,!2009).!These!analyses!did!indicate!the!presence!of! a! HTH!motif! in! four! of! the! fragments,! A1G12,! A1D6,! B2C2! and! B2D9,! which!spanned! amino! acids! 276=342! (Figure! 5.3).! However,! the! overall! amino! acid!sequence! homology! was! very! low,! being! ~12=14%! homology! between! the!template! and! Claspin! sequence.! This! region! has! been! previously! predicted! as! a!HTH!motif!(aa!279=313)!and!is!thought!to!be!required!for!DNA!binding!(Zhao!and!Russell,!2004).!Additionally,!protein!threading!was!performed!for!A1G12!using!the!Raptor!X!server!(Kallberg!et!al.,!2012),!which!based!on!the!fold=template!for!RAP!(receptor=associated! protein;! PDB:! 2PO1),! a! Low! Density! Lipoprotein! receptor!molecular!chaperone,!predicted!three!HTH=like!motifs! in!the!sequence!with! large!regions!of!disorder!connecting!these!regions;!with!36%!α=helix,!0%!β=strand!and!63%!disordered!content!(Figure!5.4).!





Figure!5.3!Homology7based!model!of!human!Claspin.!Structural! prediction! for! Claspin! amino! acids! 2802342,! from! homology2based!modelling! using! the! template! TRIM24! (PDB:! 2YYN),! predicted! using! SwissModel!(Schwede,!2003).!Model! is!shown!in!molecular!cartoon!representations,!coloured!from!blue!to!red,!from!the!N2!to!C2terminus!respectively!(Jones’!Rainbow).!!!
!
!





Figure!5.5!ASEC!of!the!Claspin!protein!fragments.!Represenative! ASEC! chromatograms! for! purified! Claspin! protein! fragments.!Protein!fragments!at!a!final!concentration!of!5!mg/ml!(red!line)!or!10!mg/ml!(blue!line)!were!applied!directly!to!the!column!(10/300!SD200!Increase).!The!identity!of!each!of!the!protein!fragment!is!indicated!in!the!top!left!hand!corner!of!the!trace.!!

































































































































a! symmetrical! peak! profile,! indicating! monodispersity.! For! the! other! three!samples:! A1D6! and!B2D9! showed! that! the! trailing! edge! of! the! elution! peak!was!slightly! prolonged,! and! for! A1G6D! there! was! a! distinct! shoulder! on! the! peak,!suggesting! that! these! samples! were! not! monodisperse,! or! were! making! non=specific!interactions!with!the!resin!of!the!column.!!!Using!a!calibration!curve!generated! from!molecular!mass!standards!on! the!ASEC!column!(refer!to!Figure!2.1),!the!expected!relative!molecular!mass!for!each!of!the!fragments!could!be!calculated.!This!indicated!a!four!to!five=fold!increase!between!the!determined!molecular!mass!and!the!theoretical!relative!molecular!mass!(Table!
5.1).!Such!a!concomitant!increase!in!the!hydrodynamic!radius!of!these!apparently!monodisperse! protein! fragments,! indicates! that! they! are! likely! to! be! either!elongated!in!structure!or!contain!unstructured!regions.!A!second!calibration!curve!was! generated! for! the! ASEC! column,! using! the! theoretical! relative! molecular!masses! and! the! elution! volume! of! each! fragment.! This! showed! an! almost! linear!relationship!between!the!relative!molecular!mass!of!the!fragments!and!the!elution!volume.!A1G12!and!B2C2!did!not!follow!this!relationship;!eluting!as!a!smaller!mass!compared! to! the! remaining! Claspin! fragments;! indicating! these! may! contain!increased!structural!order!in!comparison!to!the!other!fragments!(Figure!5.6).!





Table!5.1!Claspin!protein!fragment!size!comparison!analysis.!Comparison! of! the! Claspin! protein! fragments! relative! molecular! mass! as!determined!from!bioinformatics!predictions!(ExPAXy!ProtParam;!Gastgeiger!et!al.,!2005),! SDS2PAGE! analysis,! and! ASEC! calibration! curve! extrapolation! for! the! 5!mg/ml! (or! 10! mg/ml! for! A1G6D)! elution! volume! from! Figure! 5.5.! The! fold2increase! in! the! relative! molecular! mass! with! respect! to! the! bioinformatics!calculated!molecular!mass!is!shown.! !
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B2C4 31.1 40.0 1.3 144.7 4.7
A1G12 36.5 47.0 1.3 162.1 4.4
A1D6 35.7 49.0 1.4 174.0 4.9
B2C2 26.4 38.0 1.4 106.9 4.0
B2D9 31.8 45.0 1.4 162.1 5.1
B1F8 32.8 45.0 1.4 160.6 4.9
A1G6D 33.0 45.0 1.4 166.0 5.1
B2D6 23.7 38.0 1.6 107.4 4.5
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































at! ~! 202! nm! and! slight! negative! ellipticity! at! 222! nm.! Increasing! the! protein!concentration!resulted!in!a!shift!of!the!negative!202!nm!peak!to!208!nm.!The!peak!at! 222! nm,! however,! remained! un=shifted.! CD! spectra! for! proteins! with! high! α=helical! content! typically! have! ellipticity! minima! at! 222! nm! and! 208! nm,! and! a!maxima!at!193!nm.!A!protein!consisting!of!mostly!random!coil!has!a!broad!maxima!peaking! at! 215! nm! and! a! minima! at! 198! nm! (see! Figure! 1.10).! The! negative!ellipticity!at!222!nm!recorded!for!each!of!the!protein!fragments!indicates!some!α=helical!content,!whilst!the!negative!ellipticity!at!202!nm!is!indicative!of!random!coil!(unfolded! chain),! therefore! it! is! likely! that! the! fragments! contain! a! mixture! of!helical!and!random!coil!structures.!The!DichroWeb!server,!using!CDSSTR!program!algorithm,! was! used! to! deconvolute! the! CD! spectra! for! each! protein! fragment!(Whitmore! and! Wallace,! 2004,! Whitmore! and! Wallace,! 2008,! Sreerama! et! al.,!2000a,! Sreerama! et! al.,! 2000b)! (section! 2.19.1).! In! each! case,! the! calculated!percentages! of! secondary! structure! elements! were! roughly! 6%! α=helix,! 32%! β=sheet!and!62%!unstructured!(random!coil),!with!no!apparent!trends!/!changes!due!to!protein!concentration!(Figure!5.7B!and!Appendix!2.16B).!!





fluorescent!signal.!To!measure!the!thermal!stability!of!the!eight!Claspin!fragments,!a!series!of!protein!concentrations!were!tested;!0.75,!1.9!and!3.75!μM,!each!of!which!were! incubated!with!5x!SYPRO!orange.!The!assay! indicated!a! single,! cooperative!transition!in!all!of!the!fragments,!which!occurred!between!temperature!of!52!and!55! °C! and! corresponded! to! a! single! unfolding! event.! However,! the! change! in!fluorescent!signal!was!very!slight!(Figure!5.8).!The!melting!of!a!globular!protein!with! a! large! hydrophobic! core! would! typically! have! shown! a! greater! change! in!fluorescent!signal! (as!shown!for!Chk1=KD1=270=His! in!Figure! 7.8A).! It! is! therefore!likely,! and! consistent,! that! the! observed! change! in! fluorescence! for! each! Claspin!fragment!is!due!to!melting!of!a!small!region!of!secondary!structure,!rather!than!a!large!hydrophobic!core.!




Figure!5.8!Thermal!denaturation!of!the!Claspin!protein!fragments.!For!thermal!denaturation,!protein!samples!were!mixed!with!5x!SYPRO!orange,!and!melting! profiles! were! obtained! from! 20! to! 80! °C,! with! a! temperature! ramp! of!0.02°C!s21!using!the!Roche!LightCycler!480.!The!protein!sample!is!shown!top!left!on!each! graph.! The!protein! concentration! as!well! as! the!melting! temperature! (Tm),!determined!by! the!point! of! the!minima!of! the!negative!peak!of! the!denaturation!curve,! is! shown! in! the! associated! key.! Each! plot! is! the!mean! of! three! individual!experiments.!!
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for!selected!N7terminal!Claspin!protein!fragments.!!(A)! CD! spectra,! measured! at! two! temperature! points,! for! selected! recombinant!Claspin! protein! fragments.! From! top! to! bottom:! B2C4,! A1D6! and! A1G6D.! The!protein! concentration! as! well! as! the! temperature! (80! °C)! is! shown! in! the!associated!key.! Samples!were!placed! in! a!0.1!mm!quartz! cuvette! and!CD! spectra!were! measured! at! wavelengths! between! 190! and! 240! using! a! JASCO! J2715!spectropolarimeter.! Samples! in! cuvettes! were! heated! at! 80! °C! for! 3! minutes!controlled!by!a! JASCO!PTC2384W!peltier! temperature!control! system!and! the!CD!spectra!were!re2measured.!Data!represents!an!average!of!three!scans,!from!which!the!spectrum!of!the!buffer!alone!has!been!subtracted.!(B)!Percentage!of!predicted!secondary! structure! for! recombinant! Claspin! protein! fragments.! The! protein!concentration!as!well!as! the! temperature!(80!°C)! is! shown! in! the!associated!key.!Spectral! deconvolution! was! carried! out! using! the! DichroWeb! server! and! the!CDSSTR! algorithm! using! six! individual! data! sets,! and! then! averaged.! Error! bars!show! one! standard! deviation! (Sreerama! et! al.,! 2000a,! Sreerama! et! al.,! 2000b,!Whitmore!and!Wallace,!2004,!Whitmore!and!Wallace,!2008).!
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5.8!Chemical!crosslinking!The! data! presented! thus! far! indicate! that! the! Claspin! protein! fragments! are!elongated!molecules!with! little!globular!structure!propensity.!However,! this!does!not!mean!that!they!are!unable!to! form!oligomeric!structures.!To!determine!if! the!protein! fragments! were! multimeric! (or! otherwise),! chemical! crosslinking!experiments!with! BS3,! which! irreversibly! crosslinks! primary! amines! that! are! in!close! proximity,! were! undertaken.! Crosslinking! was! performed! at! two! protein!concentrations,!30!and!60!μM,!and!incubated!with!a!dilution!series!of!BS3!(50!mM!to! 0.5! μM)! before! being! analysed! by! SDS=PAGE! (Figure! 5.10).! At! high!concentrations!of!BS3,!it!was!possible!to!visualise!higher!order!oligomers!of!each!protein! fragment.!However,!at! lower!concentrations!of!BS3,!only!monomeric!and!dimeric!species!were!observed.!It!was!also!noted!that!at!high!BS3!concentrations,!the!monomeric!species!of!the!protein!fragment!migrated!somewhat!faster!on!SDS=PAGE,!which!is!due!to!intramolecular!protein=crosslinks!resulting!in!compaction!of!the!protein.!The!results! from!the! two!different!protein!concentrations!were!very!similar.!The!crosslinking!studies!therefore!indicate!that!the!protein!fragments!are!most!likely!monomeric,!but!with!some!potential!for!dimerisation.!
5.9!Analytical!Ultra&Centrifugation!In! order! to! better! understand! any! potential!monomeric! to! dimer! transition,! the!protein!fragments!were!also!analysed!by!sedimentation!velocity!experiments!in!an!analytical! ultra=centrifuge! (SV=AUC;! Biophysics! Laboratories,! University! of!Portsmouth).! For! the! protein! fragments! B2D9,! A1G12! and! B2C2,! sedimentation!was! detected! by! absorbance! optics! —! these! can! be! set! to! measure! protein!concentration! at! different! wavelengths,! as! long! as! the! total! absorbance! of! the!sample! at! that! particular!wavelength! is! below! 1.5.! Data! for! fragment! B2D9! (0.6!mg/ml)!was!collected!at!a!wavelength!of!280!nm!(aromatic!residues),!whilst!data!for!fragments!A1G12!(0.3!mg/ml)!and!B2C2!(0.3!mg/ml)!were!collected!at!230!nm!(peptide!backbone).!!The! raw!absorbance! sedimentation!profile! for! the!proteins! are! shown! in!Figure!





















































































































































!model!using!DCDT+!software!(Philo,!2006)!(Figure!5.11B).!B2C2!and!A1G12!both!sedimented!as!a!monomeric!and!monodisperse!proteins;!B2C2!(molecular!mass!=!26.51! kDa)! had! a! sedimentation! coefficient! of! S(20,w)! 2.001! ±! 0.005! and! a!molecular!mass!of!27.57!±!0.30!kDa,!whilst!A1G12! (calculated!molecular!mass!=!36.52! kDa)! had! a! sedimentation! coefficient! of! S(20,w)! 2.361! ±! 0.004! and! a!molecular! mass! of! 36.69! ±! 0.40! kDa;! both! of! these! molecular! masses! are! just!slightly! larger! than! the! calculated! molecular! mass! of! the! proteins.! For! B2D9!(calculated! molecular! mass! =! 31.78! kDa),! dc/dt! analysis! indicated! a! protein!monomeric!in!molecular!mass!with!a!sedimentation!coefficient!of!S(20,w)!2.226!±!0.007!and!a!molecular!mass!of!31.86!±!0.47!kDa,!once!again!just!slight!larger!than!the! calculated! molecular! mass! of! the! protein.! However,! the! dc/dt! analysis!indicated!a!potentially!second! large!species! to!be!sedimenting! in! the!sample,!but!the! reduced! data! quality! in! this! region! prevented! accurate! study! of! this! region!(large! grey! error! bars! in! Figure! 5.11B! bottom).! This! data! showed,! that! at! the!protein!concentrations!tested!the!Claspin!protein!fragments!existed!as!monomeric!proteins! in! solution,! and! that! for! B2C2! and! A1G12! these! were! monodisperse!samples.!




precipitate.!The!precipitation!of!the!protein!fragments!with! lower!concentrations!of! TFE! could! be! due! to! partial! structural! changes,! which! either! destabilized! or!cause! non=specific! associations! of! the! protein! molecules.! However,! all! of! the!protein! samples!were! stable! in! 40%! (v/v)! TFE!when! rapidly!mixed,! and! the! CD!spectra!were!measured!as!described!in!section!5.6.!







Claspin!fragments!in!the!presence!of!TFE.!(A)! CD! spectra! of! recombinant! Claspin! protein! fragments;! from! top! to! bottom:!B2C4,! B2C2! and! B2D9!measured!with! and!without! 40%! (v/v)! TFE.! The! protein!concentration!and!the!TFE!concentration!are!shown!in!the!associated!key.!Samples!were! placed! in! a! 0.1! mm! quartz! cuvette,! and! spectra! were! measured! at!wavelengths!between!190!and!240!using!a!JASCO!J2715!spectropolarimeter!set!at!20! °C!controlled!by!a! JASCO!PTC2384W!peltier! temperature!control! system.!Data!represents!the!average!of!three!scans,! from!which!the!spectra!of!the!buffer!alone!has!been!subtracted.!(B)!Percentage!of!predicted!secondary!structure.!The!protein!concentration! as! well! as! the! TFE! concentration! is! shown! in! the! associated! key.!Spectral! deconvolution! was! carried! out! using! the! DichroWeb! server! and! the!CDSSTR! algorithm! using! six! individual! data! sets,! and! then! averaged.! Error! bars!show! one! standard! deviation! (Sreerama! et! al.,! 2000a,! Sreerama! et! al.,! 2000b,!Whitmore!and!Wallace,!2004,!Whitmore!and!Wallace,!2008).!! !
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!Liquid! Handling! System.! A! wide! range! of! different! commercial! crystallisation!screens!were!used!(PEG/Ion,!SaltRx,!Index,!Structure!screen!I!+!II,!PACT!premier,!JCSG=plus,! ProPlex,! Morpheus,! and! MIDAS),! and! duplicate! screens! were! also!incubated!at!different! temperatures!4,!14!and!20! °C.!As!predicted,!none!of! these!sparse!matrix!crystallisation=screens!yielded!crystals.!In!summary,!approximately!>50%!of! the! conditions! tested! resulted! in! some! form!of!phase! separation,!which!constitutes! a! separation! of! the! protein! from! the! mother! liquor.! Often,! these!conditions! can!be!optimised!using! a! screen!around! the!original! condition,!which!may!result!in!crystallisation.!However,!optimisation!of!a!variety!of!different!phase!separation=generating!conditions!failed!to!yield!any!crystals.!




maximum.! Increasing! flexibility! /! elongation! in! the! protein! chain! (with! globular!regions)!results!in!a!less!distinct!bell=shaped!curve,!whilst!for!randomly!orientated!proteins! there! is! no! bell=shaped! curve! and! the! plot! shows! a! plateau! or! further!increase! at! high!q! values! (Receveur=Brechot! and!Durand,! 2012)! (Figure! 5.13A).!The! Kratky! plots! for! protein! fragments! B2C4! and! A1G12,! show! a! slight! distinct!maxima,!but!not!a!bell=shaped!curve! (Figure! 5.13B);! these!plots!are! remnant!of!the! grey! plot! in! Figure! 5.13A,! potentially! indicating! some! local! secondary!structure,!but!not!a!compact!globular!protein.!The!Kratky!plots!for!B2C2!and!B2D6,!did!not!show!a!distinct!maxima,!but!showed!a!plateau!(Figure!5.13C);!these!plots!are!remnant!of!the!purple!plot!in!Figure!5.13A,!indicating!these!protein!fragments!are!highly!disordered.!This!was!also!true! for! the!Kratky!plots!of!B2D9,!B1F8!and!A1G6D;! although! these! plots! showed! more! severe! disorder! and! sample!aggregation! as! the! individual! plots! did! not! overlay! with! increasing! protein!concentrations!(Figure!5.13D).!!A! Guinier! plot! (ln[I(s)]! versus! s2)! was! also! used! to! analyse! the! scattering! data!obtained! for! each! protein! fragment.! This! can! be! used! to! determine! an! apparent!molecular!mass!and!radius!of!gyration,!and!to!ascertain!if!there!is!any!aggregation!present!in!a!sample.!The!Guinier!plots!indicated!that!all!the!protein!samples,!with!the! exception! of! B2C2,! showed! varying! levels! of! sample! aggregation.! Scattering!from! aggregates! is! most! detectable! at! small! s! values,! leading! to! spikes! on! the!Guinier! plots! that! are! not! linear;! linear! Guinier! plots! are! required! for! accurate!extrapolation! of! the! data! (Receveur=Brechot! and! Durand,! 2012).! As! a! result! the!B2D9,! B1F8! and!A1G6D! fragments! could! not! be! analysed! further! (B2D9;!Figure!


















Figure! 5.14! bioSAXS!Guinier! plots! for! Claspin! protein! fragments! B2D9! and!





and! radius! of! gyration! remained! fairly! constant! with! increasing! protein!concentration,! and! the! determined!molecular!mass!was! similar! to! the! predicted!masses! of! the! monomer! forms! of! each! protein.! However,! an! increase! in! the!calculated! molecular! mass! and! radius! of! gyration! was! seen! at! the! highest!concentration! for! B2C2! (9.5!mg/ml),! potentially! indicating! some! aggregation! or!association!of!the!sample.!!
!
!
Table!5.2!Summary!of!Guinier!plot!calculations.!Aggregation:!Y=yes,!N=no.!Rg=radius!of!gyration,!Io=calculated!molecular!mass.!!The!radius!of!gyration!of!each!fragment!is!very!large!for!the!determined!molecular!mass.!The!radius!of!gyration!for!a!number!of!proteins!standards![as!determined!by!bioSAXS! (Mylonas! and! Svergun,! 2007)]! previously! used! to! calibrate! the! ASEC!column! include;!7.05!Å! for! ferritin! (440!kDa),!3.51!Å! for!aldolase! (158!kDa)!and!2.66!Å!for!ovalbumin!(43!kDa)!(Mylonas!and!Svergun,!2007).!From!SAXS!analyses,!the! four! Claspin! protein! fragments! (at! the! lowest! protein! concentration)! had!calculated!radii!of!gyration!of!between!4.49!and!5.66!Å,!and!each!protein!fragment!has! a! predicted! relative!molecular!mass! of! below! 36.52! kDa.! However,! the! four!Claspin!proteins!eluted!at!or!before!aldoase!(3.51!Å),!thereby!the!predicted!radius!of! gyration! is! larger! than! would! have! been! expected! from! the! ASEC! retention!volumes.! This! potentially! indicated! the! samples! were! not! stable! after! flash!freezing;!which!is!discussed!in!section!5.15.!
Aggregation*
(Y/N) Rg*(Å) Io*(kDa)
0.33 Y 5.66 40.39
1.31 Y 6.38 48.10
10.1 Y 7.70 63.10
0.72 Y 4.49 36.28
1.04 Y 5.27 49.47
2.26 Y 5.88 61.50
4.98 Y 6.74 81.60
7.23 Y 7.67 95.71
1.83 N 5.19 33.78
5.13 N 5.12 31.39
7.03 N 5.04 34.58
9.5 N 5.52 37.55
2.73 Y 4.68 27.85
5.46 Y 5.03 29.20
7.13 Y 4.93 29.20

















Together,! these! data! indicate! that! these! protein! fragments! are! predominantly!unstructured! in! solution.! The! SAXS! data! is! therefore! consistent! with! previous!experiments.!
5.13!Nuclear!Magnetic!Resonance!Spectroscopy!!NMR!was!also!used!to!study!the!A1G12!(36.52!kDa)!and!B2C2!(26.41!kDa)!protein!fragments;!again! in!order! to!examine!their!degree!of! ‘foldedness’! in!solution.!For!these! studies,! A1G12! and! B2C2! were! expressed! in! 15N=labelled! auto=induction!medium.! For! A1G12,! there! was! almost! no! detectable! recombinant! protein!expression! in! this! medium.! B2C2! showed! relatively! low! levels! of! recombinant!protein,! but! this! could! be! purified! as! previously! described! (see! section! 5.3).!Purified! B2C2! was! concentrated! to! 260! µM! in! Claspin! GF! Low! Buffer! and!supplemented! with! 10%! (v/v)! deuterium! oxide;! this! was! somewhat! below! the!typical!concentration!of!~500!µM!that!is!normally!used!for!this!type!of!experiment.!NMR!data!was!collected!on!a!Varian!VNMRS!600!MHz!with!the!assistance!of!Dr!Iain!Day!(University!of!Sussex).!!A!1H–15N!HSQC!spectrum!was!collected!for!B2C2,!but!this!showed!a!very!compact!spectrum!with!very!few!distinct!peaks!(Figure!5.15);!a!well=dispersed!spectrum,!with! distinct! peaks! is! indicative! of! a! folded! protein,! whereas! condensed! peaks!overlapping!in!the!centre!of!the!plot!is!indicative!of!an!unstructured!protein.!
























Figure! 5.17! Identification! of! the! trypsin! protease! resistant! protein!




!279=313!(Zhao!and!Russell,!2004)!and!aa!276=342!(SwissModel;!Schwede,!2003)].!Mass! spectrometry! was! also! used! to! confirm! the! sequence! of! the! two! stable!proteolytic! species! derived! from! A1G12! and! B2C2.! This! method! identified! a!peptide! containing! a! continuous! region! of! the! C=terminus! for! both! A1G12! and!B2C2,! starting! at! ‘YQS’! (aa! 339)! and! ‘EIID’! (aa! 346)! respectively.! Additional!peptides! N=terminal! to! this! sequence! were! also! identified! (Figure! 5.17C).!Curiously,! the! ‘YQS’! sequence!was!previously! identified!as! the! cleavage!point! for!the! ‘initial!hit’!A1G6,!which!yielded!the!breakdown!product!and!subsequently!re=cloned!fragment!A1G6D!(section!5.3).!
5.14.1!Expression!and!purification!of!the!proteolytically!stable!fragments!To!further!investigate!the!proteolytic!resistant!fragments!of!both!A1G12!and!B2C2,!the!DNA!encoding!these!regions!was!sub=cloned!into!the!pDXV4!vector;!using!the!N=terminal! ‘MPENK’! (aa!308)!or! ‘YQS’! (aa!339)! sequences,! combined!with!either!the! C=terminal! sequence! of! A1G12! (aa! 413)! or! B2C2! (aa! 441)! to! create! four!expression!constructs;!MPENK=1!(aa!308=413),!MPENK=2!(aa!308=441),!YQS=1!(aa!339=413)! and! YQS=2! (aa! 339=441).! These! were! expressed! and! purified! as!described!in!section!5.3.!!!No!detectable!expression!could!be!seen!for!either!the!YQS=1!or!YQS=2!constructs.!An!example!for!the!purification!of!the!MPENK=1!and!MPENK=2!fragments!is!shown!in!Appendices!2.19!and!2.20!respectively.!After!the!Talon=IMAC!chromatography!step,!both!proteins!were!found!to!run!at!a!higher!than!expected!relative!molecular!mass,!when!compared!to!the!original!proteolytically=generated!species.!Additional!purification! steps! using!Heparin! chromatography! and! preparatory! SEC,! revealed!the! presence! of! a! degradation! product,!which!migrated! on! SDS=PAGE! at! roughly!the!molecular!mass!as!expected!for!the!original!proteolytically=generated!species.!!Optimal! expression! constructs! for! the! proteolytically! stable! protein! fragments!were! not! identified! during! this! process.! Whilst! a! proteolytic! stable! protein!fragment! can!appear!by!SDS=PAGE,! it! is!not!always!possible! to!express! the! same!fragment! as! a! recombinant! construct! in! a! stable! manner.! There! can! be! a!requirement! for! N=! and/or! C=terminal! regions! to! the! construct! identified,!which!
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are! cleaved! and! therefore! not! identified;! this! is! a! disadvantage! of! the! limited!proteolysis!technique.!








these!can!be!further!classified!as!intrinsically!disordered!proteins!(IDPs).!IDRs!can!exist! as! part! of! a! multi=domain! protein! as! the! large! flexible! linkers! between!globular!domains,!or!as!part!of!proteins!that!exist!in!a!pre=molten!globule!state,!or!in! proteins! that! are! either! partially! or! completely! unfolded.! Extensive! work! is!being! carried! out! by! several! different! laboratories,! looking! at! IDRs! and! IDPs! in!order!to!ascertain!their!function!within!a!cellular!environment!and!many!reviews!on! this! topic!have! recently!been!published! (Dyson,!2011,!Tompa,!2012,!Uversky,!2013,! Liu! and! Huang,! 2014,! Dunker! et! al.,! 2015).! IDRs! or! IDPs! can! be:!conformationally!plastic,!i.e.!becoming!ordered!upon!binding!to!a!partner!protein,!nucleic! acid! or! metal! ions;! exist! to! facilitate! the! interaction! of! multiple! binding!partners;!or! simply! function!as!a! region! capable!of!being!PTM!and! thus! to!allow!subsequent!interaction!with!binding!partners!(Liu!and!Huang,!2014,!Dunker!et!al.,!2015).!These! types!of! region!or!protein!have!been! identified! in!many!organisms!and!are!often!associated!with!highly!regulated!processes!such!as!the!cell!cycle!and!transcriptional!programmes! (Dunker!et!al.,!2015).!Furthermore,!many! IDPs!have!been! found! to! be! tightly! regulated! and!have! implications! in! a! number! of! human!diseases,!including!cancer!(Babu!et!al.,!2011).!!Structural!characterisation!of!this!type!of!protein!/!region!can!be!achieved!by!NMR!and! /! or! SAXS!methodologies;! but! to! truly! understand! their! function,! a! study! of!their! various! interactions! is! also! required.! Experimental! work! that! could! follow!this!Thesis!might!involve!the!identification!and!mapping!of!the!regions!of!Claspin!required!to!interact!with!its!various!protein!partners!in#vivo!and!verifying!these!in#











6.1!Introduction!The! N=terminal! region! of! human! Claspin! is! reported! to! have! DNA! binding!functionality,!in!particular!a!region!termed!the!RFID!(aa!265=605)!has!been!shown!to!interact!with!chromatin,!which!contains!the!two!basic!sequence!patches!BP1!(aa!265=331)!and!BP2!(470=600)!(Lee!et!al.,!2005).!Deletion!of!either!basic!region,!or!mutation! of! selected! conserved! residues,! directly! affected! chromatin! binding! in!Xenopus!extracts,!whereas!deletion!of!the!intervening!region!(aa!376=425)!had!no!effect!(Lee!et!al.,!2005).!In!addition,!a!region!of!human!Claspin,!dubbed!the!DBD!(aa!149=340)!has!been!shown! to! interact!with!DNA! in#vitro,! by!both!gel=shift! and!by!pull=down! assay! using! an! immobilised! DNA! molecule! as! bait! (Sar! et! al.,! 2004,!Serçin! and!Kemp,! 2011,! Uno! and!Masai,! 2011).! A! previous! amino! acid! sequence!conservation! analysis! of! both!Claspin! and!MRC1,! published!by!Zhao! and!Russell,!(2004),! identified! the!presence!of!a!potential!HTH!motif! (aa!279=313)! (Zhao!and!Russell,!2004)!–!a!motif!commonly!associated!with!nucleic=acid!binding!(Brennan!and! Matthews,! 1989).! Furthermore,! using! the! SwissModel! homology=modelling!server!(Schwede,!2003)!this!also!identified!a!HTH!motif!(aa!276=342),!which!was!modelled! on! part! of! a! bromodomain! fold! from! a! number! of! different! templates!(section! 5.4).! For! alignment! of! the! N=terminal! Claspin! protein! fragments! with!selected!identified!sequence!regions!refer!to!Figure!5.2.!!The!propensity!of!Claspin!to!bind!DNA,!shown!in!the!literature!by!EMSAs!and!DNA!pull! downs,! indicates! that! it! has! a! preference! for! dsDNA! over! ssDNA,! and! a!stronger! preference! for! branched=DNA! that! includes! overhangs,! Y=shaped!structures! and! fork! structures,! whilst! having! no! sequence! specificity! (Sar! et! al.,!2004,!Tanaka!et!al.,!2010,!Serçin!and!Kemp,!2011,!Uno!and!Masai,!2011,!Yilmaz!et!al.,! 2011).! Similar! DNA=binding! preferences! were! also! shown! for! the! yeast!homologue!Mrc1!(Zhao!and!Russell,!2004).!It!has!also!been!reported!that!there!is!a!preference!for!the!binding!of!Claspin!to!DNA!containing!bulky!adducts!(Yilmaz!et!al.,!2011).!!Whilst! DNA=binding! capability! has! been! crudely! mapped! to! the! N=terminus! of!Claspin,! the! precise! amino! acids! /! range! of! amino! acids! involved! has! not! been!determined.!As! the!CDH! fragment! library! contained! a! number! of! constructs! that!
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expressed!high!levels!of!soluble!protein!and!overlapped!the!regions!with!predicted!DNA!binding!propensity,!these!fragments!were!investigated!for!their!ability!to!bind!DNA,!using! a! range!of! techniques! including!EMSA,! FP! and!ASEC,!with! the! aim!of!identifying! a! smaller,! sub=region! of! the! N=terminus! that! encapsulated! the! DNA=binding!functionality,!for!subsequent!structural!characterisation.!




































!stable!under!the!conditions!used!for!the!EMSA!experiments!and!sample!resolution!in! the! gel!matrix! could! potentially! disrupt! the! interaction.! Therefore! in! order! to!further!characterise!the!Claspin=DNA!interactions,!the!alternative!technique!of!FP!was!used,!in!order!to!determine!binding!constants!for!each!interaction.!




Figure'6.2'Identifying'dsDNA'binding'from'the'Claspin'fragments.'Binding!of!the!Claspin!protein!fragments!to!5’AFITCA20!bp!dsDNA!was!tested!by!FP.!In!each!case,!the!dsDNA!was!at!a!final!concentration!of!100!nM.!Each!data!point!is!the! mean! of! three! individual! experiments,! where! the! error! bars! represent! one!standard!deviation.!The!identity!of!each!NAterminal!protein!fragment! is! indicated!in! the! top! left! hand! corner! of! each! graph.! Binding! constants! (Kd)! for! each!experiment!are!shown,!where!they!could!be!calculated.!! !






































































B2D9; Kd = 6.09 µM













































A1G12; Kd = 0.47 µM






















B2C2; Kd = 0.89 µM

















































Figure'6.3'Identifying'ssDNA'binding'from'the'Claspin'fragments.'Binding!of!the!Claspin!protein!fragments!to!5’AFITCA20!nt!ssDNA!was!tested!by!FP.!In!each!case,!the!ssDNA!was!at!a!final!concentration!of!100!nM.!Each!data!point!is!the! mean! of! three! individual! experiments,! where! the! error! bars! represent! one!standard!deviation.!The!identity!of!each!NAterminal!protein!fragment! is! indicated!in! the! top! left! hand! corner! of! each! graph.! Binding! constants! (Kd)! for! each!experiment!are!shown,!where!they!could!be!calculated.!! !








































































B2D9; Kd = 7.33 µM















































A1G12; Kd = 1.75 µM























B2C2; Kd = 2.64µM


















































A1G12,!B2C2!and!B2D9,!were!all!in!the!micromolar!range!when!tested!against!20!bp!/!nt!ds=!and!ssDNA!templates;!with!increasing!Kd!for!DNA!binding!in!the!order!A1G12!<!B2C2!<!B2D9!(Table!6.1).!One!protein!fragment,!A1D6,!showed!a!weak!interaction! with! both! ds=! and! ssDNA! but! the! Kds! could! not! be! accurately!determined.!No!interaction!with!either!ds=!or!ssDNA!was!identified!for!B2C4,!B1F8,!A1G6D!or!B2D6.!Of!note,!the!previously!determined!Kds!by!Sar!et!al.,!(2004)!for!the!interaction! of! full=length! Claspin! with! DNA! as! determined! by! 50%! EMSA! shift!found!the!Kd!for!a!50!bp!dsDNA!was!Kd!=!>!0.5!μM!and!for!50!nt!ssDNA!was!Kd!=!>!1.0!μM.!These!Kds!are!almost!identical!to!the!Kds!determined!by!FP!for!the!binding!of!A1G12!protein!fragment!to!20!bp!dsDNA!(Kd!=!0.47!μM)!and!to!20!nt!ssDNA!(Kd!=!1.75!μM).!!
!!
Table!6.1!Binding!constants!for!the!Claspin!fragments!with!DNA.!Binding!constants!(Kd)!for!the!N=terminal!Claspin!protein!fragments!for!20!bp!/!nt!ds=!and!ssDNA,!as!shown!in!Figures!6.2!and!6.3.!!From!FP!analysis,!DNA!binding!capability!has!now!been!demonstrated!for!each!of!the!Claspin! fragments,!which! contain! a!predicted!HTH!motif! (aa!279=313)! (Zhao!and! Russell,! 2004)! and! BP1! (aa! 265=331)! (Lee! et! al.,! 2005);! these! are! A1G12,!A1D6,! B2C2! and! B2D9,! although! the! strength! of! the! interaction! varies! with! the!construct.!!
















using!both!ss=!and!dsDNA!of!different!lengths!of!between!10!and!40!nt!/!bp!ss=!and!dsDNA!(as!in!section!6.3).!!When! longer! than! 18! bp,! the! calculated! binding! constants! for! A1G12! binding! to!dsDNA!were!highly! similar! (0.43! to!0.56!μM)! (Figure! 6.4A).!However,!when! the!DNA!length!was!reduced!to!less!that!18!bp,!a!slight!rise!in!the!Kds!was!observed.!It!was! not! possible! to! accurately! fit! the! data! once! the! length! of! dsDNA! had! been!reduced! to! 15! bp! or! less! (Figure! 6.4B).! This!was! similarly! observed! for! ssDNA!when! longer! than! 18! nt,! the! binding! constants! were! calculated! and! similar,!although! these! were! not! as! consistent! as! for! dsDNA! binding! (0.74! to! 1.75! μM)!(Figure!6.4C).!As!was!identified!for!dsDNA,!when!the!ssDNA!length!was!reduced!to!less! that! 18! nt,! a! slight! rise! in! the!Kds!was! observed,! and! it!was! not! possible! to!accurately!fit! the!data!once!the! length!of!ssDNA!was!15!nt!or! less!(Figure!6.4D).!The!calculated!binding!constants!for!A1G12!binding!to!varying!lengths!of!ds=!and!ssDNA!are!presented!in!Table!6.2.!!
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20 bp; Kd = 0.47 µM
40 bp; Kd = 0.56 µM
30 bp; Kd = 0.53 µM
19 bp; Kd = 0.43 µM
18 bp; Kd = 0.55 µM






















16 bp; Kd = 0.95 µM
15 bp; Kd = ND
10 bp; Kd = ND
18 bp; Kd = 0.55 µM
17 bp; Kd = 0.77 µM






















20 nt; Kd = 1.75 µM
19 nt; Kd = 1.43 µM
18 nt; Kd = 1.14 µM
40 nt; Kd = 0.74 µM
30 nt; Kd = 0.90 µM






















18 nt; Kd = 1.14 µM
17 nt; Kd = 1.93 µM
16 nt; Kd = 1.82 µM
15 nt; Kd = ND





Figure'6.5'Protein'fragment'B2C2'binds'to'both'dsE'and'ssDNA.'Binding!of!B2C2!to!5’AFITC!dsA!and!ssDNA!of!varying!lengths!was!tested!by!FP.!In!each!case,!the!DNA!was!at!a!final!concentration!of!100!nM.!Each!data!point!is!the!mean!of!three!individual!experiments!and!each!error!bar!represents!one!standard!deviation.! (A)!B2C2!protein!with!30,!20,!15!and!10!bp!dsDNA.! (B)!B2C2!protein!with!30,!20,!15!and!10!nt!ssDNA.!Binding!constants!(Kd)! for!each!experiment!are!shown,!where!they!could!be!calculated.!ND=Kd!not!determined.!! !






















15 bp; Kd = ND
10 bp; Kd = ND
20 bp; Kd = 0.89 µM
30 bp; Kd = 1.42 µM






















15 nt; Kd = ND
10 nt; Kd = ND
20 nt; Kd = 2.64 µM






Table!6.3!Binding!constants!for!B2C2!protein!with!DNA.!Binding! constants! for! A1G12! protein! fragment! for! varying! lengths! of! ds=! and!ssDNA,!as!determined!from!Figure!6.5.!!This!set!of!binding!data,!indicates!a!slight!preference!for!the!binding!of!N=terminal!Claspin! fragments! to! dsDNA! over! ssDNA,! which! had! previously! been! described!(Sar!et!al.,!2004,!Zhao!and!Russell,!2004,!Serçin!and!Kemp,!2011,!Uno!and!Masai,!2011! and! Yilmaz! et! al.,! 2011).! Furthermore,! there! is! a! minimum! length!requirement! for! this! interaction,! namely!DNA! greater! than! 16! bp! /! nt! in! length,!which!accounts!for!roughly!1.5!turns!of!dsDNA.!










































































A1G12 + 10 bp dsDNA (12.31 ml)
A1G12 + 15 bp dsDNA (12.34 ml)
A1G12 + 20 bp dsDNA (12.16 ml)




!appreciably!at!280nm;!and!thus!will!contribute!to!the!overall!size!of!each!peak!on!the!chromatograph;!resulting!in!an!increase!in!the!peak!height!as!seen.!The!shift!in!the!elution!peak! is!visible!by!SDS=PAGE!when! the!dsDNA!was! longer! than!20!bp!(Figure! 6.6B).!Native=PAGE! showed! co=elution! of! dsDNA!with! protein!when! the!dsDNA! was! longer! than! 20! bp! as! indicated! by! the! shifted! “bound”! DNA! band!(Figure!6.6C);!these!fractions!correlate!with!the!protein!containing!fractions!from!SDS=PAGE.!The!dsDNA!length!required!for!a!stable!interaction!with!A1G12!protein!corroborates!with!the!dsDNA!length!requirements!shown!by!FP!(section!6.3.1).!!For!B2C2,!these!analyses!indicated!that!the!B2C2!protein!did!not!interact!with!the!10!or!15!bp!dsDNA,! there!was! indication!of! complex! formation! seen!with!20!bp!dsDNA,! but! a! robust! interaction! was! only! seen! for! 30! bp! dsDNA.! On! the!chromatograms!there!was!a!shift!in!the!elution!volume!of!the!peak!for!the!longest!length!of!dsDNA!(Figure!6.7A).!The!shift!in!the!elution!peak!is!visible!by!SDS=PAGE!for! the! 30! bp! dsDNA! incubated! protein! sample! (Figure! 6.7B).! Native=PAGE!showed!the!slight!presence!of!co=elution!of!dsDNA!with!protein!for!20!bp!dsDNA,!but!a!strong!dsDNA!and!protein!co=elution!was!identified!for!the!30!bp!dsDNA!as!indicated!by!the!shifted!“bound”!DNA!band!(Figure!6.7C);!these!fractions!correlate!with!the!protein!containing!fractions!from!SDS=PAGE.!The!dsDNA!length!required!for! a! stable! interaction! with! B2C2! protein! corroborate! with! the! DNA! length!requirements!shown!by!FP!(section!6.3.1),!although!a!more!stable!interaction!with!20!bp!dsDNA!would!have!been!expected!by!ASEC!based!on!the!FP!data.!






























































B2C2 + 10 bp dsDNA (13.21 ml)
B2C2 + 15 bp dsDNA (13.01 ml)
B2C2 + 20 bp dsDNA (13.16 ml)




!(Figure! 6.8A),! where! B2D9! showed! a! more! robust! interaction! with! DNA! than!A1D6,! as! was! previously! indicated! by! the! FP! experiments! (section! 6.3).! The!fragments!that!did!not!show!an!interaction!by!FP,!also!showed!no!shift!in!elution!volume! or! increase! in! the! peak! height,! confirming! that! there!was! no! interaction!between!these!fragments!and!the!DNA!tested!(Figure!6.8B).!
6.5!The! degradation! product! of! B2D9! loses! DNA! binding!
capability.!During! a! purification! of! B2D9! (as! described! in! section! 5.3)! (aa! 261=534),! two!separate! species! (peaks)!were! found! to! elute! from! the! Heparin! column! (Figure!
6.9A).!SDS=PAGE!analysis!of!fractions!from!both!elution!peaks,!found!that!the!first!peak! contained! a! slightly! smaller! protein! than! expected! for! the! full=length!B2D9!protein,! which! was! found! to! elute! in! the! second! peak! (Figure! 6.9B).! Previous!purifications! of! B2D9! using! Heparin! chromatography! found! the! smaller! species!usually!eluted!in!the!void!‘unbound’!fraction!from!the!Heparin!column!(Appendix!





Figure'6.8'ASEC'of'weakly'or'nonEinteracting'Claspin'fragments'with'dsDNA.'Represenative! chromatograms! for! the! Claspin! protein! fragments! incubated!with!increasing!lengths!of!dsDNA.!Claspin!protein!fragments!at!a!final!concentration!of!5!mg/ml!were! either! applied! directly! to! the! column! (10/300! SD200! Increase),! or!incubated!with!20!bp!dsDNA!at!a!1:1.2!ratio,!for!30!minutes!on!ice,!prior!to!sample!injection.!Red!lines!represents!the!protein!fragment!elution!profile,!while!the!blue!lines!represent!the!protein!fragment!incubated!with!20!bp!dsDNA.!The!identity!of!each!of!the!protein!fragments!is!indicated!in!the!top!right!hand!corner!of!the!trace,!and!the!elution!volume! is!shown! in!brackets.! (A)!Chromatographs! for!weak!DNA!interacting!protein!fragments!A1D6!and!B2D9!(B)!Chromatographs!for!DNA!nonAinteracting!protein!fragments!B2C4,!B1F8!and!B2D6.!! !














A1D6 + 20 bp dsDNA (12.12 ml)














B2C4 + 20 bp dsDNA (12.60 ml)
















B2D6 + 20 bp dsDNA (13.39 ml)
















B2D9 + 20 bp dsDNA (12.37 ml)















B1F8 + 20 bp dsDNA (12.49 ml)
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A1D6 + 20 bp dsDNA (12.12 ml)














B2C4 + 20 bp dsDNA (12.60 ml)
















B2D6 + 20 bp dsDNA (13.39 ml)
















B2D9 + 20 bp dsDNA (12.37 ml)





































































B2D9 + 20 bp dsDNA; Kd = 6.09 µM
B2D9 + 20 nt ssDNA; Kd = 7.33 µM
B2D9D + 20 bp dsDNA; Kd = ND
B2D9D + 20 nt ssDNA; Kd = ND
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B2D9 + 20 bp dsDNA (12.37 ml)
B2D9D (13.17 ml)
B2D9D + 20 bp dsDNA (13.23 ml)
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in!either!peak!height!or!elution!volume!when!the!protein!was!pre=incubated!with!the!dsDNA!template,!which!is!in!contrast!to!that!previously!observed!for!the!B2D9!protein!fragment!(Figure!6.9F).!Collectively,!these!analyses!indicated!that!the!HTH!motif! and! some! surrounding! amino! acids! sequence! are! required! for! the! DNA!binding!capability!of!human!Claspin.!
6.6!Additional! experiments! to! characterise! the! complexes!
between!Claspin!protein!fragments!and!DNA!!In! addition! to! the! experiments! described! above,! both! limited! proteolysis! and!crystallisation! trials! were! carried! out! using! the! DNA! binding! Claspin! protein!fragments.! However,! as! these! were! unsuccessful,! only! a! brief! summary! is! given!below.!
6.6.1!Limited!proteolysis!of!protein:DNA!complexes!Limited! proteolysis! experiments! using! trypsin,!were! carried! out! as! described! in!section!5.14,! but!using!purified!A1G12!and!B2C2! in! complex!with! ss=! or!dsDNA.!Purified!protein! fragments!were!prepared! at! a! final! concentration! of! 10! μM!and!then!mixed!at!a!ratio!of!1:1.2!(protein:DNA)!with!either!a!20!nt!/!bp!ss=!or!dsDNA,!and! incubated! with! a! trypsin! dilution! series.! For! both! of! the! protein! fragments!tested,!the! ‘full=length’!protein!was!somewhat!stabilised!against!trypsin!digestion!in! the!presence!of!DNA,!but! there!was!no! significant!difference! in! the!pattern!of!breakdown!products!when!compared!to!the!unliganded!protein!(Figure!6.10).!
6.6.2!Crystallography!trials!with!Claspin!protein!fragments!in!complex!with!





Figure'6.10'Limited'proteolysis'of'protein:DNA'complexes.'SDSAPAGE! analysis! of! limited! proteolysis! reactions.! Purified! A1G12! (right)! and!B2C2! (left)! at! a! final! concentration!of!10!μM!was! incubated! for!15!minutes!with!trypsin! (at! varying! concentrations),! either! alone! (top)! on! in! complex!with! 20! nt!ssDNA! (middle)!or!20!bp!dsDNA! (bottom),! for!20!minutes!at! room! temperature.!M=molecular! mass! marker,! I=input! sample! (no! added! trypsin),! 1! to! 8=trypsin!protease! concentration:! 1=0.01! nM,! 2=0.14! nM,! 3=1.67! nM,! 4=2! nM,! 5=2.5! nM,!6=3.33!nM,!7=5!nM,!8=10!nM.!4A12%!BisATris!SDSAPAGE!gel,!stained!with!Instant!Blue.!
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plus,! ProPlex! and! PACT! premier),! and! duplicate! screens! were! also! incubated! at!temperatures! of! 4! and! 14! °C.! However,! as!with! the! crystallography! trials! of! the!Claspin!protein! fragments!(section!5.11),!no!protein!crystals!were! identified!and!typically! >50%! of! the! conditions! tested! would! produce! phase! separation.! The!conditions! that! resulted! in! phase! separation! were! not! explored! or! further!optimised.!






6.!Y=strong!interaction,!W=weak!interaction,!N=no!interaction,!==not!tested.!!Three! protein! fragments! (B1F8,! A1G6D! and! B2D6)! did! not! bind! showing! DNA!binding!propensity!by!these!methods.!B2C4!could!be!shown!to!interact!with!DNA!by!EMSA,!but!not!by!any!further!method.!It! is!worth!noting!that!for!B2C4,!the!FP!signal!was!consistently!and!strongly!negative!at!the!low!protein!concentrations!for!both! ds=! and! ssDNA! (see! Figure! 6.2! and! Figure! 6.3).! This! indicates! the!fluorophore=DNA! in! the! B2C4! protein! sample! is! tumbling! faster! than! in! the!fluorophore=DNA!in!the!background!sample.!Whilst!this!remains!an!anomaly,!this!could! indicate! there! is! interference! from! B2C4! protein! to! the! fluorophore=DNA!molecule,! but! there! was! no! further! evidence! from! EMSAs! or! ASEC! that! could!explain! this!phenomenon.!The! identification!of!a!N=terminal!degradation!product!of!B2D9,!termed!B2D9D!suggested!that!the!sequence!spanning!the!predicted!HTH!motif! (Zhao! and! Russell,! 2004)! was! necessary! for! DNA! binding! activity,! as!determined! by! FP! and! ASEC.! This! also! corroborates! with! data! for! the! protein!fragment!B1F8,!which!contains!a!small!part!of!the!HTH!motif,!and!does!not!show!DNA!binding!functionality.!!Further!corroboration!of!these!DNA!binding!results,!was!during!the!purification!of!the! protein! fragments.! The! second! purification! step! for! all! eight! Claspin! protein!fragments! was! application! to! a! Heparin! column! (section! 5.3).! This! resin! is!somewhat!unusual! as! it! acts! as! both! an! affinity!matrix,! as!well! as! a!weak! cation!exchange!resin.!The!‘affinity’!arises!from!the!fact!that!the!Heparin!functional!group!
ASEC
dsDNA ssDNA dsDNA ssDNA dsDNA
B2C4 Y W N N N
A1G12 Y W Y Y Y
A1D6 Y W W W W
B2C2 Y W Y Y Y
B2D9 W N Y Y W
B1F8 N N N N N
A1G6D N N N N 4








mimics!the!sugar!moiety!of!the!deoxyribose!chain.!One!observation!is!that!each!of!the!fragments!A1G6D,!B1F8!and!B2D6!(found!to!not!bind!DNA),!required!a!dilution!step! (to! reduce! the! overall! concentration! of! sodium! chloride),! before! they!were!retained! on! the! Heparin! column.! Furthermore,! these! all! eluted! at! significantly!lower! sodium! chloride! concentrations,! compared! to! the! other! ‘DNA=binding’!fragments.!!Limited! proteolysis! experiments! using! trypsin,! identified! for! both! of! the! protein!fragments!tested,!the!‘full=length’!protein!was!somewhat!stabilised!against!trypsin!digestion! in! the! presence! of! DNA,! but! there!was! no! significant! difference! in! the!pattern! of! breakdown! products! when! compared! to! the! unliganded! protein.!However,! tryptic!digests!with!DNA!were!not!carried!out!with!a!protein! fragment!that! did! not! interact! with! DNA,! therefore! the! effect! of! DNA! binding! on! overall!protein!stability,!as!measured!by!sensitivity!to!trypsin,!could!not!be!determined.!!Crystallisation!of!different!protein!fragments!in!complex!with!DNA!was!attempted,!but! unfortunately,! despite! exhaustive! screening! efforts,! crystals! of! a! Claspin!protein!fragment!in!complex!with!dsDNA!were!not!obtained.!In!Chapter!5,!I!found!the!protein!fragments!had!a!high!degree!of!structural!disorder,! it! is!not!known!if!DNA!binding!results!in!the!structural!ordering!of!the!protein!fragments!or!part!of!the!protein!fragments,!and!in!this!thesis,!this!was!not!determined.!!Whilst! DNA! binding! activity! has! been! reported! in! the! scientific! literature! for! a!number! of! different! fragments! of! human! Claspin,! to! date! there! has! been! no!consensus! as! to! how! much! of! the! N=terminal! region! of! Claspin! is! required! to!support! DNA=binding! (Lee! et! al.,! 2005,! Sar! et! al.,! 2004,! Zhao! and! Russell,! 2004,!Serçin! and!Kemp,! 2011,! Uno! and!Masai,! 2011! and! Yilmaz! et! al.,! 2011).! The! two!soluble!N=terminal!fragments!of!Claspin,!A1G12!and!B2C2,!identified!by!CDH,!both!interact! tightly! with! DNA,! and! in! fact! contain! a! significant! region! of! sequence!overlap!(aa!218=413).!Significantly,!this!region!of!overlap!contains!the!previously!predicted!HTH!motif!(aa!279=313)!(Zhao!and!Russell,!2004)!and!BP1!(aa!265=331)!(Lee!et!al.,!2005).!Furthermore,!the!fragment!A1G12!also!contains!the!entire!region!of! previously! experimentally! identified! DNA=binding! domain! (DBD;! aa! 149=340)!
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(Sar! et! al.,! 2004),!whilst!B2C2!only! contains!part!of! this.!A1G12!has! consistently!shown!a!tighter!interaction!with!DNA!throughout!this!work!indicating!a!region!of!sequence! found! within! A1G12! but! not! B2C2! is! required! for! enhancing! DNA!binding.! The! protein! fragments! A1G6D,! B1F8,! B2C4! and! B2D6,! found! not! to!interact!with!DNA,!do!not!contain!the!full!amino!acid!sequence!of!the!HTH!motif!or!BP1,! again! re=enforcing! the! idea! that! both! these! regions! are! required! for! DNA=binding.!Interestingly,!the!protein!fragments!A1D6!and!B2D9!have!only!weak!DNA=binding,! despite! containing! significant! sequence! overlap! with! A1G12! and! B2C2,!(containing!both!the!HTH!motif!and!the!DBD),!which!suggests!that!the!additional!(C=terminal!amino!acids)!found!in!these!constructs!(but!not!A1G12!or!B2C2)!may!in!fact!be!inhibitory!to!DNA=binding.!These!amino!acids!could!potentially!fold!back!over! the! DNA=binding! region,! occluding! the! DNA! binding! functionality! of! the!protein! and! thereby! mediate! the! interaction! of! Claspin! with! DNA.! However,! to!determine! if! this! or! if! something! else! was! restricting! DNA! binding! activity,! the!tertiary!structure!of!the!protein!fragments!would!need!to!be!determined.!!DNA! binding! proteins! can! interact! with! DNA! in! a! number! of! different! modes;!generally! sequence=! or! structure=specific.! Claspin! does! not! appear! to! have! any!sequence! specificity! and! therefore! is! likely! to! interact!with!DNA! through! simple!recognition! of! the! phosphodiester! backbone,! explaining! the! general! lack! of!discrimination! between! both! ss=! and! dsDNA! templates.! This! does! not! however,!exclude!the!possibility!that!other!parts!of!the!Claspin!protein!have!differing!modes!of! DNA=binding! activity;! this! would! require! further! characterization! through!structural!studies.!!For!further!work!on!the!Claspin!protein!fragment=DNA!complex,!the!stoichiometry!of! the! interaction! and/or! structural! studies! could!be! carried!out!using! ITC,!AUC,!NMR,!or!bioSAXS.!Preliminary!ITC!experiments!were!carried!out!(data!not!shown),!but!this!generated!very!large!heats!of!dilution!on!injection!of!DNA!templates!into!the! sample! chamber,! which! would! not! be! suitable! for! an! ITC! experiment,!potentially! through! buffer! incompatibilities! in! the! samples.! No! further! attempts!were! made! at! ITC! for! the! protein:DNA! interaction.! AUC! experiments! for! three!protein! fragments! determined! that! they! were! all! monomeric! at! the! protein!
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7.2.1!Baculovirus!expression!constructs!Chk1=KD!has!been!successfully!expressed!and!purified!from!Sf9!insect!cell!culture,!as! a! C=terminal! His6! affinity! tagged! fusion! (Chen! et! al.,! 2000,! Zhao! et! al.,! 2002,!Foloppe!et!al.,!2005,!Vanderpool!et!al.,!2009,!Oza!et!al.,!2010)!–!it!was!previously!reported! that! there!were!difficulties! in! expressing! the! recombinant! protein! in!E.#
coli! (Chen! et! al.,! 2000,! Arlander! et! al.,! 2006).! The! structure! of! the! human! Chk1!kinase! domain! (Chk1=KD)! has! previously! been! determined! using! recombinant!protein! (aa! 1=289)! expressed! in! the! baculovirus! /! insect! cell! system.! Here,! for!recombinant!protein!expression!in!Spodoptera#frugiperda!cells!(cell=line!Sf9),!three!different!expression!constructs!were!made:!His=Chk1!(full=length!Chk1!construct),!Chk1=KD1=270=His,! and! Chk1=KD1=289=His.!Note,! by! their! terminology,! that! the! first!construct!has!an!N=terminal!His6!affinity!tag,!whereas!the!latter!two!are!tagged!at!the!C=terminus.!These! expression! constructs!were! first! generated! and! confirmed!by!either!colony!PCR!or!restriction!digests!(Appendix!3.1A).!These!plasmids!were!used!to!transform!the!E.#coli!DH10MultiBac!cell!strain,!in!order!to!transpose!each!constructs! DNA! into! a! bacmid! suitable! for! transfection! into! insect! cells;!transposition!was!confirmed!by!PCR!(Appendix!3.1B).!
7.2.2!Transfection!
Sf9!insect!cells!were!transfected!with!the!transposed!bacmids!in!order!to!generate!recombinant! baculovirus! suitable! for! infection! of! Sf9! cells! for! large=scale!expression! cultures.! Protein! expression! levels! during! viral! amplification! stages!were! examined! by! western! blot! (anti=His)! (Appendix! 3.2A).! Protein! doublets!were! observed! in! some! cases,! potentially! due! to! some! level! of! N=terminal!degradation! (C=terminal! tagged! constructs).! Recombinant! baculovirus! was!amplified!by!the!infection!of!increasing!volumes!of!Sf9!cells,!and!the!resulting!viral!titre! (plaque! forming! units;! PFU! per! ml)! was! determined! by! plaque! assay! to!calculate! the! appropriate! volume! of! baculovirus! needed! to! uniformly! infect! Sf9!cells!in!order!to!produce!recombinant!protein.!!!
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7.2.3!Recombinant!protein!expression!A! small=scale! expression! test! (0.5! litre)! was! carried! out! for! the! baculovirus!expressing!Chk1=KD1=270=His.!Samples!of!infected!Sf9!cells!were!taken!at!24,!48!and!62! hour! time! points,! post=infection,! and! subsequently! analysed! by! western! blot!(Appendix! 3.2B).! Expression! of! recombinant! protein! was! readily! detected! and!showed!increased!levels!of!protein!expression!with!time.!Furthermore,!the!protein!doublet! visible! at! the! 48! hour! time! point! (and! also! seen! during! the! viral!amplification;! indicative! of! N=terminal! degradation),! was! not! present! at! the! 62!hour! time! point.! For! large=scale! expression! cultures,! 4=8! litres! of! Sf9! cells! were!infected! with! recombinant! baculovirus.! Infected! cells! were! harvested! by!centrifugation! around! 62! hours! post! infection! or! once! the! viability! of! cells! had!dropped! to! between! 92! and! 95%! (seemingly! optimal! for! high! yields! of!recombinant! Chk1=KD! protein),! these! were! frozen! in! liquid! nitrogen! prior! to!storage!at!=80!°C.!
7.3!Purification!of!Chk1!Recombinant! Chk1! protein! was! typically! purified! from! the! soluble! fraction!resulting! from! 2! litres! of! Sf9# cell! culture,! and! was! purified! in! a! two=step!purification!protocol!consisting!of:!Talon=IMAC!and!SEC!(section!2.15.3).!Selected!fractions!from!these!purification!steps!were!analysed!by!SDS=PAGE.!!The!initial!IMAC!step!achieved!substantial!purification!for!each!of!the!recombinant!Chk1! proteins! showing! a! modest! level! of! expression,! but! some! contaminating!species! remained! in! all! cases;! Chk1=KD1=270=His! (Figure! 7.1A),! His=Chk1!(Appendix!3.3A)!and!Chk1=KD1=289=His!(Appendix!3.4A).!Each!of!the!proteins!was!applied! to! an! SEC! column! and! eluted!within! the! column! resolving! volume.! SDS=PAGE!analysis!showed!that!the!purity!of!His=Chk1!was!not!significantly!improved,!as!shown!by!the!number!of!other!bands,!and!also!indicated!by!the!multiple!peaks!present!on! the!chromatograph!(Appendix! 3.3B).!However,! the!purity!of! the! two!constructs! expressing! the! Chk1=KD! domain! had! been! significantly! improved,! as!shown! by! the! single! migrating! species! by! SDS=PAGE;! Chk1=KD1=270=His! (Figure!









!concentrated!protein!samples!again!by!SDS=PAGE,!showed!that!His=Chk1!protein!was! highly! contaminated! with! co=purifying! species! of! lower! molecular! mass!(Appendix! 3.3C).! Again,! a! single! species! represented! both! Chk1=KD1=270=His!(Figure! 7.1C)! and! Chk1=KD1=289=His! (Appendix! 3.4C),! but! with! some! relatively!minor!level!of!impurities.!The!Chk11=270=His!and!Chk1=KD1=289=His!constructs!were!both!readily!purified!and!used!for!further!study,!whilst!the!His=Chk1!protein!was!not! amenable! to! further! study!and!was!not! taken! further.!Typically! though,! only!relatively! low!yields!of!both!Chk1=KD!proteins! (<0.5!mg!of!purified!Chk1=KD!per!litre! of! Sf9! cell! culture)! were! obtained;! a! phenomenon! previously! reported! and!attributed! to! the! intrinsic! kinase! activity! of! the! Chk1=KD!protein! (Foloppe! et! al.,!2005).!Additionally,! concentration!of!both!proteins!proved!challenging,! requiring!regular!mixing! throughout! the! concentration! process,! and! it!was! not! possible! to!concentrate! either! of! these! above! 6.5!mg/ml! due! to! precipitation! of! the! sample.!Both!proteins!were!used!to!investigate!the!binding!of!the!Chk1=KD!to!Claspin!CKB=motif!phosphopeptides!and!for!co=crystallisation!trials.!





Figure!7.2!Claspin!CKBD!sequence!alignments.!(A)! Amino! acid! sequence! alignment! of! the! CKBD! sequence! (CKB! motifs! are!highlighted! pink)! of! Claspin! from! human! (Uniprot! ID:! Q9HAW4)! (aa! 903(958),!
Xenopus!(Uniprot!ID:!Q9DF50)!(aa!851(967),!mouse!(Uniprot!ID:!Q80YR7)!(aa!880(994)! and! chicken! (Uniprot! ID:! D2XSJ5)! (aa! 898(1015).! The! alignment! was!prepared!using!Clustal!Omega!(Sievers!et!al.,!2011,!Goujon!et!al.,!2010).!(B)!Amino!acid!sequence!alignment!of!human!Claspin!CKB!motifs! (Uniprot! ID:!Q9HAW4)!as!synthesised! peptides,! where! yellow! highlight! indicates! the! phosphorylation! site.!Flu=Fluorescein.!The!alignment!was!prepared!using!Clustal!Omega!(Sievers!et!al.,!2011,!Goujon!et!al.,!2010).!! !
Q9HAW4 CLSPN_HUMAN  903  AMDANMDELLDLCTGKFTSQAE-KHL-PRKSDKKENMEELLNLCSGKFTSQDASTPASSE  960   
Q9DF50 CLSPN_XENLA  851  AMDANMDELLDLCSGQFKESLSGTSQAAESDAKKQPMDELLELCSGKFVSQADCSTQDSS  910   
Q80YR7 CLSPN_MOUSE  880  AMDANMDELLDLCTGQFTSQPEEKCQ-PRKNDKKENMEELLNLCSGKFPTQDASPVAPLG  938   
D2XSJ5 D2XSJ5_CHICK 898  AMDANMDELLDLCSGQFSSQAEH-VP-STSSNKKQNMEELLNLCSGKFVTQNSPTWASSV  955   
                         *************:*:*... .       .. **: *:***:****** :*          
 
Q9HAW4 CLSPN_HUMAN  961  LNKQEKESSMGDPMEEALALCSGSFPTDKEEEDE----EEEFGDFRLVSNDNEFDSDEDE 1016   
Q9DF50 CLSPN_XENLA  911  ASAKDRSTAVKKDISDEVATVSSSFLTEREQEED---EEEEFGEFKLLPCDDSESENEEQ  967   
Q80YR7 CLSPN_MOUSE  939  LRSQEKESSTEDPMEEALALCSGSFPTDREEEGE----EEEFGDFQLVSKENGFASDEDE  994   
D2XSJ5 D2XSJ5_CHICK 956  SSKAEKDSDIEDPMAEALALCSGSFPTDREEEDEEHEEHEELGDFQLVTDDNAFDSEEDE 1015   




Flu-T916p  Flu-GGMDELLDLCTGKFTSQ 
Flu-S945p  Flu-GGMEELLNLCSGKFTSQ 
Flu-S982p  Flu-GGMEEALALCSGSFPTD 




For! the! interaction! of! Chk1=KD1=270=His!with! each! of! the! phosphopeptides! it!was!possible!to!fit!binding!curves,!and!determine!disassociation!constants!(Kd),!as!these!had! the! expected! hyperbola=shaped! binding! curves! (Figure! 7.3);! each! of! which!were!in!the!low!micromolar!range,!with!an!observed!preference!for!binding!of!Flu=S945p! (motif! 2)! <! Flu=T916p! (motif! 1)! <! Flu=S982p! (motif! 3)! (Table! 7.1).! The!weakest! interaction!was! found!with!motif! 3,!which! is! the! least! conserved!across!the! Claspin! homologues! and! is! not! found! in! the! sequence! of! Xenopus# Claspin!(Kumagai! and! Dunphy,! 2003).! Longer! incubations! of! Chk1=KD1=270=His! with! the!phosphopeptides,!resulted!in!decreased!levels!of!signal!and!eventually,!all!binding!was! lost.! However,! signal! could! be! restored! by! the! addition! of! fresh!phosphopeptides.! This! strongly! indicated! the! purified! protein! was! potentially!contaminated! with! low! levels! of! a! protein! phosphatase.! For! all! subsequent!experiments!PhosStop! tablets! (a!phosphatase! inhibitor! cocktail)!were!used! in!all!experimental! buffers;! which! eliminated! the! observed! decrease! of! binding! signal!with! time.! For! each! of! the! non=phosphopeptides! no! robust! interaction! was!observed!(data!not!shown).!!
!!
Table! 7.1! Binding! constants! for! Chk1&KD1&270&His! binding! to! Claspin! CKB!
motifs.!Binding!constants!calculated!from!Figure!7.5.!!As! a! negative! control! for! phosphopeptide! binding,! the! assay!was! repeated!using!the!purified!Chk2=KD!(Oliver!et!al.,!2006),!which!does!not!interact!with!the!CKBD!of!Claspin!(Chini!and!Chen,!2003).!As!expected,!no!interaction!was!observed!by!FP!for!Chk2=KD!binding!any!of!the!CKB!peptides!tested!(Appendix!3.5).!












Figure! 7.3! Recombinant! Chk15KD152705His! binds! to! phosphorylated! CKB!
motifs.!Binding!of!Chk1(KD1(270(His!to!5’(fluorescein!synthetic!peptides!(representing!the!CKB!motifs!of!human!Claspin)!was!tested!by!FP.!In!each!case,!the!indicated!peptide!was! at! a! final! concentration! of! 100!nM.!Data!were!measured!using! a! POLARstar!Omega!multimode!microplate!reader!(BMG!Labtech).!Each!data!point!is!the!mean!of!three!individual!experiments!and!error!bars!represent!one!standard!deviation.!The! identity!of!each!CKB!peptide! is! indicated! in! the! top! left!hand!corner!of!each!graph.!Binding!constants!(Kd)!for!each!experiment!are!shown,!where!they!could!be!calculated.!ND=!Kd!not!determined.!!! !
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Figure! 7.5! STU! inhibited! recombinant! Chk15KD152705His! binds! to! the! S945p!
CKB!phosphopeptide.!Binding!of!STU!inhibited!Chk1(KD1(270(His!to!Flu(S945p!was!tested!by!FP.!In!each!case,! the! indicated! peptide! was! at! a! final! concentration! of! 100! nM.! Data! were!measured!using!a!POLARstar!Omega!multimode!microplate!reader!(BMG!Labtech).!Each! data! point! is! the!mean! of! three! individual! experiments! and! each! error! bar!represents!one!standard!deviation!from!this!mean.!Binding!constants!(Kd)!for!each!experiment!are!shown.!! !
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tested!if!the!CKB!phosphopeptide!that!bound!with!the!highest!affinity!(Flu=S945p)!was! affected! by! the! binding! of! Chk1=KD! to! STU.! Chk1=KD1=270=His! was! pre=incubated!with!STU!at!a!ratio!of!1:1.2!protein:STU!prior!to!setting!up!the!FP!assay!as!in!section!6.3.!!STU=inhibited! Chk1=KD1=270=His! retains! the! ability! to! bind! to! the! Flu=S945p!phosphopeptide.! It! was! possible! to! fit! binding! curves,! and! determine!disassociation! constants! (Kd)! for! both! the! uninhibited! and! inhibited! protein,! as!these! had! the! expected! hyperbola=shaped! binding! curves.! There! was! a! good!agreement!between!the!Kd!obtained!for!Chk1=KD1=270=His!binding!to!the!Flu=S945p!phosphopeptide!(Kd!=!0.84!μM)!in!this!experiment!and!the!previous!one!(Kd!=!0.67!μM).!The!relatively!small!differences!could!be!attributed!to!the!binding!curves!not!completely! reaching! saturation! (due! to! low! protein! yields),! resulting! in! the!concomitant!inaccuracy!in!the!Kd!values!obtained,!or!could!be!due!to!slight!batch=to=batch!differences!in!the!purity!of!the!recombinant!protein.!There!was!however!a!2=fold!reduction! in! the!Kd!of!Chk1=KD1=270=His! for! the!Flu=S945p!phosphopeptide,!when! bound! to! STU! (Kd! =! 1.62! μM)! (Figure! 7.5).! STU! is! a! relatively! large!compound!that!occupies!the!active!site!of!the!kinase!and!a!large!area!surrounding!it,!whilst!this!does!not!interfere!with!the!sulphate!ion!binding!(refer!to!Figure!7.4),!this!may!interfere!with!other! interactions!the!CKB!peptide!makes!with!the!Chk1=KD!(i.e.!by!structural!alteration!or!blocking!the!interaction),!causing!the!reduction!in!the!binding!affinity.!!
7.4.2!Mutation!of!the!CKB!motif!abolishes!Chk1&KD!binding!The!sequence!of!the!CKBD!is!highly!conserved!across!the!Claspin!homologues!and!there! are! a! number! of! highly! conserved! amino! acids! in! the!motif! sequence! (see!
Figure!7.2B).!The!four!most!conserved!amino!acids!in!the!motif!were!individually!mutated! in! the! context! of! the! previously! tested! Flu=S945p! phosphopeptide!(tightest! interaction).! Prior! to! synthesis! of! these! peptides,! it! was! advised! to!remove! the!N=terminal!methionine! due! to! its! proximity! to! the! Fluorescein! label,!which!could!result!in!the!oxidation!of!the!methionine!and!difficulties!in!obtaining!sample! purity! (personal! communication! with! Peptide! Protein! Research).!Therefore,!the!original!Flu=S945p!phosphopeptide!was!re=synthesized!without!the!
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N=terminal!methionine!(Flu=937M=),!as!were!the!mutants;!Lys941Gly!(Flu=L941G),!Lys943Gly! (Flu=L943G),! Cys944Ala! (Flu=C944A)! and! Phe948Ala! (Flu=F948A)!(Figure!7.6A).!Binding!was!measured!using!FP!as!in!section!6.3.!!Binding! of! the! (control)! Flu=937M=! phosphopeptide! to! Chk1=KD1=270=His! was!greatly! reduced,!with!an!apparent!10=fold! reduction! in! the!binding!affinity!when!compared! to! that! for! binding! to! Flu=S945p;! Kd! =! 7.29! μM! verses! 0.67! μM!respectively.!(Figure!7.6B).!This!reduction!in!binding!affinity!may!be!through!loss!of!secondary!structure!propensity;!the!methionine!residue!being!directly!required!for!the!interaction;!or!due!to!the!Fluorescein!tag!interfering!with!the!interaction.!Mutation!of!any!of! the! four!highly=conserved!CKBD!residues!resulted! in!a! loss!of!interaction!with!Chk1=KD!(Figure!7.6C).!Again!these!data!indicate!a!requirement!for! the! highly! conserved! amino! acids! within! the! motif,! either! through! specific!interactions!between!these!amino!acids!with!Chk1,!or!through!an!alteration!in!the!secondary!structure!of!the!motif!by!mutation.!





Figure!7.6!Mutation!of!the!CKB!motif!inhibits!Chk15KD152705His!binding.!(A)! Alignment! of! the! human! Claspin! CKB!motif! 2! (Uniprot! ID:! Q9HAW4)!where!yellow!highlight!indicates!the!phosphorylation!site!and!red!indicates!the!individual!phosphopeptide! mutation.! The! alignment! was! prepared! using! Clustal! Omega!(Sievers!et!al.,!2011,!Goujon!et!al.,!2010).!(B(C)!Binding!of!Chk1(KD1(270(His!to!5’(fluorescein! synthetic! peptides! (representing! the! mutated! CKB! motifs! of! human!Claspin)! was! tested! by! FP.! In! each! case,! the! indicated! peptide! was! at! a! final!concentration! of! 100! nM.! Data! were! measured! using! a! POLARstar! Omega!multimode!microplate!reader!(BMG!Labtech).!Each!data!point!is!the!mean!of!three!individual!experiments!and!error!bars!represent!one!standard!deviation.!Where!‘B’!is!Chk1(KD1(270(His!binding!to!Flu(S945p,!Flu(945!and!Flu(M928(!peptides,!and!‘C’!is!Chk1(KD1(270(His!binding!Flu(M928(,!Flu(L941G,!Flu(L943G,!Flu(C944A!and!Flu(F948A! peptides.! Binding! constants! (Kd)! for! each! experiment! are! shown,! where!they!could!be!calculated.!ND=!Kd!not!determined.!!! !
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M928-  EELLNLCSGKFTSQ 
L941G  EELGNLCSGKFTSQ 
L9436  EELLNGCSGKFTSQ 
C944A  EELLNLASGKFTSQ 
F948A  EELLNLCSGKATSQ 




Full=length! Chk1! or! Chk1=KD1=289=His! were! pre=incubated! with! the! Flu=S945p!phosphopeptide!or!Flu=S945!peptide,!at!1:2!molar!stoichiometry!(protein:peptide).!The! assay!was! carried! out! in! triplicate! using! a! 384=well! plate,! and! the! resulting!luminescence!measured! using! a! PHERAstar! FS! plate! reader! (BMGLabTech).! The!assay! confirmed! that! Chk1=KD1=289=His! was! active,! as! has! previously! been!described!(Chen!et!al.,!2000).!Furthermore,!the!activity!of!both!this!protein!or!the!full=length! protein! did! not! change! after! incubation! with! either! the! CKB!phosphopeptide!or!peptide!(Figure!7.7).!
7.6!Enhancing!the!stability!and!solubility!of!Chk1&KD!The!kinase!domain!of!human!Chk1!has!previously!been!crystallized! in!a!range!of!different!conditions,!typically!at!neutral!pH,!in!sulphate=containing!conditions,!and!in! complex!with! an! inhibitor! (Chen! et! al.,! 2000,! Zhao! et! al.,! 2002,! Foloppe!et! al.,!2009,!Vanderpool!et!al.,!2009).!It!was!found!to!be!necessary!to!have!>500!mM!NaCl!in!the!buffer,!when!the!protein!was!concentrated!to!above!2!mg/ml!–!as!at!lower!salt!concentrations!the!protein!started!to!precipitate.!Additionally,!the!protein!was!(at! times)! difficult! to! produce,! so! it! was! decided! that! key! factors! that! could!enhance!protein!stability!and!solubility!needed!to!be!determined!in!order!to!obtain!sufficient!protein!for!crystallographic!trials.!Thermal!denaturation!(ThermoFluor)!of!Chk1=KD1=270=His!and!Chk1=KD1=289=His!was!carried!out!as!described! in!section!




Figure!7.7!Chk1!is!not!further!activated!by!the!CKB!phosphopeptide.!ADP(Glo!assay!of!(left)!Chk1(KD1(289(His!and!(right)!full(length!Chk1!(Promega),!or!protein! incubated!with! Flu(S945p! or! the! Flu(S945!CKB!phophopeptides! at! room!temperature! for! 20!minutes.! A! 5!µl! kinase! reaction! in! 1x! kinase! reaction! buffer!prepared!with!50!µM!ATP!and!200!µg/ml!Chktide!as!the!substrate.!Samples!were!transferred! into! rows! in! a! white! 384(well! plate! and! incubated! at! room!temperature!for!40!minutes.!The!remaining!ATP!was!depleted!using!5!µl!ADP(Glo!reagent!by!incubation!at!room!temperature!for!40!minutes.!The!conversion!of!ADP!to!ATP! (detected!by! a! luciferase! /! luciferin)!was!by! the! addition!of! 10!µl! kinase!detection!reagent!and!incubation!at!room!temperature!for!40!minutes.!Luciferase!luminescence! was! measured! using! a! PHERAstar! FS! with! a! luminescence! optic.!Each! data! point! is! the!mean! of! three! individual! experiments! and! each! error! bar!represents! one! standard! deviation.! The! identity! of! each! peptide! with! Chk1! is!indicated!in!the!bottom!right!hand!corner!of!each!graph.!! !










































Full-length Chk1 + Flu-S945p





Figure!7.8!Thermal!denaturation!of!Chk15KD!proteins.!For!thermal!denaturation,!protein!samples!were!mixed!with!5x!SYPRO!orange,!and!melting! profiles! were! obtained! from! 20! to! 80! °C,! with! a! temperature! ramp! of!0.02°C!s(1!using!the!Roche!LightCycler!480.!Each!additive!was!incubated!with!the!protein! on! ice! for! 20!minutes! prior! to! preparation! of! the! assay.! Each!plot! is! the!mean!of!three!individual!experiments.!(A)!Chk1(KD1(270(His!protein.!(B)!Chk1(KD1(289(His! protein.! (C)! Chk1(KD1(270(His! protein! thermal! denaturation! buffer! pH!stability! screen.! (D)! Chk1(KD1(270(His! thermal! denaturation!with!MgADP!or! STU.!(E)! Chk1(KD1(270(His! thermal! denaturation! with! the! CKB! Flu(S945p!phosphopeptide.! (F)! Chk1(KD1(270(His! thermal! denaturation! with! the! CKB! Flu(S945p! phosphopeptide! and! STU.! The! identity! of! each! sample! is! indicated! at! the!bottom!of! each! graph,!where! the! ratio! is! given!with! respect! to!Chk1(KD1(270(His.!The!melting!temperatures!(Tm)!were!determined!by!the!point!of!the!minima!of!the!negative!peak!of!the!denaturation!curve!(see!Tables!7.2,!7.3,!7.4,!7.5!and!7.6).!!







































































































































































1:1.2 STU + 1:5 Flu-S945p


















































!tested,! but!with! no! obvious! enhancement! in! the! stability! of! the! protein! (Figure!
7.8C! and!Table! 7.3).! Subsequently,! the! thermal! stability!was! determined! in! the!presence!of!MgADP!or!STU!at!molar!ratios!of!1:1.2,!1:5!and!1:10!(protein:additive).!The!presence!of!MgADP!did!not!change!the!Tm!of! the!protein!(47.6!°C),!whereas!incubation!with!STU!resulted!in!a!10!°C!positive!shift!(57.8!°C)!(Figure!7.8D!and!



























7.7!Crystallisation!trials!with!the!Chk1!kinase!domain!Purified! Chk1=KD1=289=His! was! concentrated! to! 6.2! mg/ml! and! set! up! in! an!optimisation! screen! (as! previously! described! for! Claspin,! section!5.11)! that!was!based!on!the!previously!published!crystallisation!conditions:!2.5!=!8%!(w/v)!PEG!8000,! 0.1! M! HEPES! pH! 7.4,! 32! =! 36%! (v/v)! ethylene! glycol! (Vanderpool! et! al.,!2009).! These!were!manually! set! up! as! sitting! drops,! by!mixing! 0.5! µl! of! protein!with! 0.5µl! of!mother! liquor,! against! a!well! volume!of! 100!µl,! and! incubated! at! a!temperature!of!14! °C.!Microcrystals!were!visible!after!3!days,!and!after!2!weeks,!small! crystals! could!be!harvested! from!a! crystallisation! condition! containing!8%!(w/v)!PEG!8000,!0.1!M!HEPES!pH!7.5,!36%!(v/v)!ethylene!glycol.!These!were!then!flash=frozen!in!and!stored!under!liquid!nitrogen.!!Diffraction!data!was! collected! from!a! single! crystal! at! a! temperature!of! 100K!on!beamline!I02!at!the!Diamond!Light!Source!(DLS,!Didcot,!UK).!Diffraction!data!was!automatically! processed! at! the! beamline! using! the! Xia2! pipeline! (Winter,! 2010).!Using! programs! from! the! CCP4! suite! (Collaborative! Computational! Project,!Number!4;!Winn!et!al.,!2011),!phases!were!solved!by!molecular!replacement!using!PDB:! 1IA8! as! a! search! model! (Chen! et! al.,! 2000).! Iterative! model! refinement!indicated! that! the! structure! of! Chk1=KD1=289=His! was! essentially! identical! to! the!previously!solved!structure!by!Chen!et!al.,!(2000)!(Figure!7.9A).!











!phosphorylated! motifs,! potentially! required! for! bringing! two! Chk1! molecules!together! for! dimerisation! and! cooperative! activation! by! phosphorylation.! An!individual!CKB!motif! is! small,!which! is! ideal! for! co=crystallisation!studies,! as! this!would!potentially!fit!into!the!current!crystal!form,!without!disruption!of!the!lattice.!However,! a! number! of! crystal! contacts! are! made! in! the! lattice! surrounding! the!proposed!CKB!interaction!site,!which!may!hinder!the!complex!co=crystallisation!in!the!current!lattice!form!(Figure!7.9C).!Whilst!a!larger!CKB!peptide,!containing!two!phosphorylated! CKB! motifs,! could! be! used! for! crystallography,! this! would! be!expensive!to!produce!(discussed!in!section!7.9).!
7.8.1!Chk1&KD1&289&His!optimisation!co&crystallisation!The! optimisation! conditions! that! yielded! Chk1=KD1=289=His! crystals! (section! 7.7)!were! used! for! initial! co=crystallisation! screens.! Chk1=KD1=289=His! protein! was!incubated!with!the!S945p!phosphopeptide!(at!a!1:5!molar!ratio,!protein:peptide),!with! and!without! the! addition! of! STU! (at! a! 1:1.2!molar! ratio,! protein:STU),! and!were!put!into!crystallisation!trials!as!described!in!section!7.7.!However,!no!crystals!or!signs!of!crystal!growth!were!obtained.!
7.8.2!Soaking!of!Chk1&KD1&289&His!crystals!Additionally,! soaking! the! Chk1=KD1=289=His! protein! crystals! with! the!phosphopeptides!in!reservoir!solution!was!attempted,!in!order!to!incorporate!the!phosphopeptide! into! the! crystal! lattice.! Crystals! of! Chk1=KD1=289=His! were!harvested!and!then!placed!into!mother!liquor!that!was!supplemented!with!0.8!mM!of!either!the!Flu=S945p!or!S945p!phosphopeptides,!for!a!period!of!16!hours!at!4!°C.!However,!after! incubation,! the!visual!quality!of! the!protein!crystals!was! found!to!have! deteriorated! substantially.! The! crystals!were! harvested! and! then! frozen! in!liquid! nitrogen! by! Dr! Mark! Roe! (University! of! Sussex).! Diffraction! data! were!collected! for! a! soaked! crystal! on! beamline! I04! at! DLS.! However,! the! observed!diffraction! pattern! was! streaky! and! smeary,! indicating! the! presence! of! several!overlaying!crystal!lattices.!The!resolution!of!the!diffraction!data!collected!was!also!severely!reduced.!
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7.8.3!Sparse! matrix! co&crystallisation! screening! of! Chk1&KD1&270&His! and!
T916p!CKB!phosphopeptide!complexes!!Sparse! matrix! co=crystallisation! screens! were! set! up! with! Chk1=KD1=270=His! at! 6!mg/ml! mixed! with! the! T916p! phosphopeptide! at! a! molar! ratio! of! 1:5!protein:peptide!and!incubated!on!ice!for!2!hours.!These!were!set!up,!in!sitting!drop!plates,!as!0.2!µl!protein!with!0.2!µl!mother!liquor!drops,!incubated!against!a!50!µl!well!volume,!using!an!ARI!Crystal!Phoenix!Liquid!Handling!System!with!different!commercially! available! crystallisation! screens! (PEG/Ion,! Structure! Screen! I! +! II!and!JCSG=plus),!and!incubated!at!a!temperature!of!20!°C.!!Small! protein! crystals! and! crystalline! precipitates!were! detected! in! a! number! of!different!conditions!including:!PEG/Ion!A2!(Figure!7.10A)!and!C9!(Figure!7.10B),!and! Structure! Screen! I! +! II! (Figure! 7.10C).! These! conditions!were! then!used! to!inform!subsequent!optimisation! screens,! to! (a)! reproduce! the! initial! crystals,! (b)!improve! crystal! quality! and! (c)! to! hopefully! generate! single! crystals! that! would!diffract!to!high!resolution.!Screens!were!set!up!manually,!in!sitting!drops!as!0.5µl!protein! with! 0.5µl! mother! liquor! drops,! against! a! well! volume! of! 100! µl,! and!incubated!at!20!°C.!Crystals!of!varying!visual!quality!were!detected!after!five!days!–!these! included;! condition! ‘1E6’! (Figure! 7.10D),! condition! ‘2C2’! (Figure! 7.10E)!and! condition! ‘2B6’! (Figure! 7.10F).! Single! crystals! from! both! initial! and!subsequent!optimisation!screens!were!harvested!after!~2!weeks!by!Dr!Mark!Roe!(University! of! Sussex).! These! were! cryo=protected! using! glycerol,! by! step=wise!changes! of! buffer! with! increasing! concentrations! of! glycerol! [to! 30%! (v/v)!glycerol]!and!then!frozen!and!stored!under!liquid!nitrogen.!!Diffraction! data!were! collected! for! 14! different! crystals! on! beamline! I04! at!DLS,!and!these!were!processed!as!before!(section!7.7).!The!resolution!of!diffraction!data!ranged!from!2.51!to!3.95!Å.!In!each!of!these!crystals,!the!unit!cell!dimensions!were!larger!that!those!previously!found!for!crystals!of!Chk1=KD!alone!(Chen!et!al.,!2000),!and! could! be! sub=categorised! into! three! groups;! large! orthorhombic,! small!orthorhombic,!and!monoclinic!(Table!7.7).!In!each!case,!phases!were!determined!using! molecular! replacement! using! PDB:! 1IA8! as! previously! described! (section!










calculated! maps! (aa! 1=! ~36),! and! a! number! of! amino! acids! appeared! to! be!structurally!disordered!and!were!not!able!to!be!modelled!(aa!~36=!~60).!However,!the!remainder!of!the!protein!structure!was!identical!to!that!previously!determined.!Crystals! obtained! in! sulphate=containing! conditions,! had! regions! of! electron!density!consistent!with!a!bound!sulphate!ion,!and!were!correctly! liganded!by!the!side=chain! of! Arg162,! as! previously! reported! in! Chen! et! al,! (2000).! The! highest!resolution! datasets! were! subjected! to! sequential! rounds! of! model! building! and!refinement,! but! did! not! show! any! difference! density! consistent! with! a! bound!phosphopeptide.!The!observed!changes! in!unit! cell!dimensions!were!driven!by!a!crystal! contact! formed! between! the! degraded! N=terminus! of! Chk1=KD1=270=His!protein,!resulting!in!two!protein!molecules!forming!the!asymmetric!unit!instead!of!one!molecule! as!previously!described!by!Chen!et! al.,! (2000).!As! these! structures!did!not!contain!the!desired!phosphopeptide,!these!were!not!refined!any!further.!!
!!
Table!7.7!Unit!cell!dimensions!of!Chk1&KD1&270&His!crystals.!Parameters! for! M5S2,! M6S11! and! M5S5! datasets! are! shown! (in! comparison! to!PDB:! 1IA8),! as! representative! examples! of! the! 14! different! crystal! datasets!collected!on!beamline!I04!at!DLS.!1Chk1=KD!(PDB:!1IA8),!2Chk1=KD1=270=His!protein!crystal![0.25!M!Sodium!sulphate,!18%!(v/v)!PEG!3350],!3Chk1=KD1=270=His!protein!crystal![0.2!M!Sodium!acetate,!0.1!M!Tris!pH!8.0,!25%!(v/v)!PEG!4000],!4Chk1=KD1=270=His! protein! crystal! [0.25! M! Sodium! fluoride,! 24%! (v/v)! PEG! 3350].! L=large,!S=small.!!To! investigate! protein! degradation,! purified! Chk1=KD1=289=His! protein! samples!incubated!with!the!Flu=S945p!phosphopeptide!were!incubated!at!a!temperature!of!4! °C! for! a! period! of! 6! weeks,! and! then! analysed! by! SDS=PAGE.!Whilst! a! sample!incubated!with!STU!remained!stable,!with!no!obvious!signs!of!degradation,! those!that!were!not!ran!as!a!smaller!species!at!a!molecular!mass!roughly!equivalent!to!that!observed! in!the!protein!crystals!(Figure!7.11).!This!analysis! indicated!there!was! likely! to! be! problems! with! protease! contaminants,! which! was! not! able! to!cleave! the! N=terminus! of! Chk1! KD! in! the! presence! of! STU;! likely! as! STU! greatly!
a"(Å) b"(Å) c"(Å) α"(°) β"(°) γ"(°)
1IA81 Monoclinic P"1"21"1 45.20 65.70 58.10 90.00 93.90 90.00
M5S22 L."Orthorombic P"21"21"2 120.52 63.56 76.44 90.00 90.00 90.00
M6S113 S."Orthorombic P"21"21"2 66.02 109.96 45.18 90.00 92.64 90.00

















!increases! the! stability! of! the! protein! kinase! structure.! This! contaminant! could!have!been!carried!through!during!the!purification!of!Chk1!KD!(discussed!in!section!
7.9).!
7.8.4!Additional!sparse!matrix!co&crystallisation!screening!Further!attempts!at!co=crystallography!used!either!Chk1=KD1=270=His!or!Chk1=KD1=289=His! in! complex!with! the!CKB!phosphopeptides! (Flu=T916p,!Flu=S945p,!T916p!or!S945p).!Crystal!screens!were!set!up!at!a!protein!concentration!of!between!2.5!and!6.5!mg/ml! in!sitting!drops!as!1:1,!2:1!or!3:1!drops!(protein!to!mother! liquor!ratios;! final! drop! volume! of! 0.4,! 0.6! or! 0.8! μl! respectively)! using! an! ARI! Crystal!Phoenix! Liquid! Handling! System! or! a! Douglas! Instruments! Oryx8! robot.! Crystal!screens! were! set! up! with! a! wide! range! of! different! commercially! available!crystallisation!screens!(PEG/Ion,!Structure!screen!I!+!II,!PACT!premier,!JCSG=plus,!ProPlex,!Morpheus,!and!MIDAS)!and!duplicates!plates!were!incubated!at!4,!14!and!20!°C.!The!plates!were!regularly!checked,!and!mostly!showed!either!light!or!heavy!precipitate,!although!a!number!of!conditions!remained!clear!or!had!a!granular!type!of!precipitate.!Attempts!at!optimising!a!number!of!these!conditions!did!not!result!in! the! growth! of! protein! crystals.! The! only! protein! crystals! obtained! from! these!screens,!were!found!to!be!in!similar!conditions!to!those!described!above;!and!were!also!identified!as!forming!as!a!result!of!Chk1=KD!degradation.!No!protein!crystals!were!identified!from!any!screen!where!STU!was!additionally!included.!
7.9!Summary!The!aim!of!this!chapter!was!to!first!express!and!purify!the!kinase!domain!of!human!Chk1!and!then!further!characterise!the!phospho=specific!interaction!of!this!protein!with! the! CKBD! of! human! Claspin.! The! kinase! domain! of! human! Chk1! was!successfully! expressed! as! a! soluble! protein! in!Sf9! insect! cells! from! two!different!recombinant! baculoviruses:! Chk1=KD1=270=His! and!Chk1=KD1=289=His.!Whilst! it! had!been!possible!to!express!a!full=length!version!of!the!protein!(His=Chk1)!is!was!not!readily!amenable!to!purification.!!The!active!form!of!the!Chk1!kinase!domain!was!shown!to!interact!with!each!of!the!three! CKB! phosphopeptide!motifs! found! in! Claspin,!with! the! tightest! interaction!
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It! has! long! been! known! that! fragments! (sub=constructs)! of! target! genes! that!encode! domains! are! often!more! tractable,! yielding! soluble,! proteolytically! stable!protein!that!is!correctly!folded!(Littler,!2010,!Prodromou!et!al.,!2007,!Savva!et!al.,!2007,! Hart! and! Waldo,! 2013).! Both! bioinformatics=based! and! fragmentation! or!mutation!library!approaches!have!been!developed!to!overcome!difficulties!in!sub=construct! design! as! discussed! in! Chapter! 1.! One! such! methodology! is!‘Combinatorial! Domain! Hunting’! (CDH)! (Reich! et! al.,! 2006);! in! this! method! a!random! fragmentation! library! of! constructs! is! created! for! subsequent! protein!expression! trials.! This! has! successfully! been!used! to! identify! sub=constructs! that!are! expressed! at! high! levels! in! the! heterologous! host! E.# coli! to! investigate! the!domain/s! from! a! target! protein! for! subsequent! biochemical,! biophysical! and!structural!characterisation!(Reich!et!al.,!2006,!Littler,!2010,!Meier!et!al.,!2012).!!In! this! thesis,! expansion! of! the! CDH! methodology! has! been! explored.! The! first!approach!involved!the!development!and!assessment!of!a!functionality!screen,!to!be!implemented!as!a!novel!step!during!the!CDH!methodology,!in!order!to!identify!sub=constructs! that! express! the! functional! domain! of! interest! in! the! correctly! folded!tertiary! structure.! Subsequently,! CDH! was! used! to! identify! expression! sub=constructs! for! the! protein! Claspin,! in! order! to! investigate! potential! domain!architecture! in! the! protein.! Biochemical! and! biophysical! characterisation! of! the!Claspin! sub=constructs! was! undertaken,! with! further! investigation! into! the! DNA!binding! propensity! of! these! protein! fragments.! Finally,! the! known! PPI! between!Claspin!and!Chk1!was!investigated.!
8.1!‘Super’!CDH!methodology!development!CDH,! as! well! as! the! described! bioinformatics! and! mutation! or! fragmentation!libraries,! identifies! constructs! that! encode! well=expressed,! soluble! and!proteolytically! stable! protein,! regardless! of! the! biochemical! functionality! of! the!construct.! In! a! conventional! CDH! screen,! the! ‘initial=hit’! constructs! have! their!sequence!verified,!and!are!subsequently!analysed!to!determine!if!the!domain!has!a!stable! tertiary! structure! and!whether! this! is! functional.!Chapter! 3! describes! the!development!and!incorporation!of!an!affinity!selection!screening!methodology,!to!identify! constructs! that! expressed! a! specified! functional! domain! of! interest;!
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specifically! focussing! on! protein! kinases! for! ‘proof=of=concept’! studies.! This!functionality!screen!was!to!be!incorporated!during!a!conventional!CDH!expression!screen! and!would! ideally! be! developed! for! use! for! high=throughput! screening! of!cell!lysates!from!CDH!fragment!protein!expression!libraries.!!An!AP! (STU=PEG4=BIOTIN)! containing! STU!was!designed!and! synthesized! for! the!identification! of! functionally! folded! protein! kinases! on! an! immobilised! matrix!using! the! ForteBio! Octet.! Preliminary! screening! tests! identified! the! optimal!conditions!for!use!of!the!Octet!with!the!AP,!and!subsequent!studies!were!successful!in! identifying! specific! binding! of! purified! functional! protein! kinases.! However,!attempts! to! extend! this! methodology! for! screening! in! cell! lysates! containing!recombinant! protein,! proved! unsuccessful! due! to! very! large! background! signals!that! could! not! be! eliminated.! This! prevented! useful! discrimination! between! cell!lysates! that! contained! functional! protein! kinases! and! those! that! did! not.!Subsequently,! this!methodology!was!assessed!using!one=step!affinity=tag!purified!proteins,! which! had! been! purified! through! the! traditional! high=throughput! CDH!methodology.! This! resulted! in! the! successful! discrimination! between! protein!kinases! and! non=protein! kinases,! with! varying! recombinant! protein! expression!levels.!Whilst! this! screening!methodology!could!be!made! to!work!under!selected!circumstances! using! the! Octet,! it! could! not! be! adapted! to! a! streamlined!functionality! assay! that! could! be! used! to! probe! a! CDH! cell! lysate,! which! would!result!in!the!desired!reduction!of!parallel!clone!handling.!Therefore,!this!screening!methodology!was!not!taken!any!further!forward.!
8.2!Biochemical! and! biophysical! investigation! of! human! Claspin!
protein!
Chapter! 4! used! the!CDH!methodology! for! the! identification!of! sub=constructs! of!human!Claspin!protein!that!were!well!expressed,!soluble!and!proteolytically!stable.!These!were!subsequently!characterized!by!biochemical!and!biophysical!techniques!in! Chapter! 5.! The! Claspin! sequence! only! has! a! few! bioinformatic! annotations,!contains! no! defined! or! known! domains! and! has! little! sequence! homology! to! all!other!known!proteins!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2000),!making!it!an!ideal!test=bed!for!an! empirical! method! such! as! CDH.! To! date,! the! only! structural! information!
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available! for! human! Claspin! is! a! low=resolution! EM! image,! which! indicates! that!Claspin!has!a!ring=shaped!structure!when!bound!to!branched!DNA!(see!Figure!1.7)!(Sar! et! al,! 2004).! Bioinformatic! analyses! indicated! that! Claspin! is! composed!predominantly! of! α=helices,! but! with! a! high! degree! of! predicted! structural!disorder.! Two! regions! of! sequence! were! predicted! to! be! coiled=coils,! there! is! a!predicted!HTH!motif,!and!a!region! in! the!C=terminus! is!defined!as!a!repeat!motif!(CKB).!Homology!modelling!for!full=length!Claspin!did!not!identify!any!conserved!folds!/!domains!with!significant!sequence!homology,!whilst!protein!threading!for!both!the!N=!and!C=terminus!of! the!protein,! identified!a!mostly!α=helical!structure!but! with! a! high! percentage! of! disordered! structure.! Furthermore,! two! existing!structural!models!were!identified!for!Claspin!but!these!had!a!low!sequence!identity!/!homology!between!Claspin!and!the!template.!!CDH!was!used! to! create! a!DNA! fragmentation! library! and! these! constructs!were!screened!for!recombinant!protein!expression!levels,!which!indicated!the!presence!of! two!distinct! regions,! one! at! the!N=terminus!of! Claspin! and! the!other! at! the!C=terminus.!Expression!and!purification!tests!found!the!C=terminal!Claspin!fragments!refractory!to!purification,!whilst!N=terminal!fragments!of!Claspin!proved!to!be!far!more! tractable,! and! these! were! characterised! further.! Eight! N=terminal! Claspin!fragments! were! successfully! purified! and! subsequently! investigated! using! a!number! of! biochemical! and! biophysical! techniques.! Biochemical! studies! showed!that!the!N=terminal!fragments!of!Claspin!were!elongated!and!had!a!high!degree!of!disorder.!However,!α=helical! secondary! structure!was! readily! inducible,!with! the!incubation!of! the!protein! fragments!with!the!co=solvent!TFE.!The!Claspin!protein!fragments! proved! refractory! to! crystallisation.! Furthermore,! SAXS! and! NMR!analysis!confirmed!the!proposal!that!the!N=terminus!of!Claspin!has!a!high!degree!of!intrinsic!structural!disorder.!!Claspin!is!described!as!an!‘adaptor’!protein!that!mediates!a!number!of!interactions!with!other!proteins.!The!unstructured!nature!of!the!N=terminus!of!Claspin!and!the!number!of!interactions!full=length!Claspin!protein!is!predicted!to!mediate,!suggests!that!Claspin!could!be!a!protein!with!intrinsic!disorder.!This!flexibility!may!provide!Claspin! with! the! ability! to! mediate! the! multiple! protein! interactions! that! it! has!
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been! identified! to! make! during! DNA! replication! and! replication=coupled! repair,!thus!providing! functionality! to! the!protein!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2003,! Jeong!et!al.,!2003,!Lee!et!al.,!2005,!Brondello!et!al.,!2007,!Kim!et!al.,!2008,!Gold!and!Dunphy,!2010,!Nakaya!et!al.,!2010,!Uno!and!Masai,!2011,!Serçin!and!Kemp,!2011,!Rainey!et!al.,!2013,!Broderick!et!al.,!2013,!Yuan!et!al.,!2014).!
8.3!Investigating!the!interaction!of!Claspin!with!DNA!In!Chapter!6,!the!eight!N=terminal!Claspin!protein!fragments!were!used!to!further!investigate! the! DNA! binding! propensity! described! in! the! literature! for! the! N=terminus! of! Claspin.! All! protein! fragments! that! bound! DNA! showed! a! strong!preference!for!dsDNA!over!ssDNA,!consistent!with!published!observations,!which!also!showed!an!overall!preference!for!complex!branched!DNA!structures!(Sar!et!al.,!2004,!Zhao!and!Russell,!2004,!Serçin!and!Kemp,!2011,!Uno!and!Masai,!2011!and!Yilmaz!et!al.,!2011).!In!this!work,!the!required!DNA!length!for!a!strong!interaction!was! found! to! ≥! 16! nucleotides! or! base=pairs;!where! increasing! lengths! of! ss=! or!dsDNA!did!not!increase!the!Kd!for!interaction.!!Construct!analysis!identified!that!the!sequence!(aa!261=317)!covering!a!predicted!HTH! motif! [aa! 279=313! (Zhao! and! Russell,! 2004)! or! aa! 276=342! (SwissModel;!Schwede,!2003)]!was!required!for!DNA!binding!functionality.!However,!for!a!tight!interaction!with!DNA,!a!larger!region!was!required!(aa!104=413);!including!the!full!region!of!basic!patch!sequence!BP1!(aa!265=331)!(Lee!et!al.,!2005)!and!part!of!the!RFID! (aa!265=605)!both! shown!previously! to! interact!with! chromatin! (Lee!et!al.,!2005),! as! well! as! the! experimentally! identified! DBD! (aa! 149=340)! previously!shown! as! interacting! with! DNA! (Sar! et! al.,! 2004).! These! DNA=binding! protein!fragments!showed!micromolar!affinity!for!DNA,!which!correlated!with!previously!calculated! binding! affinities! for! full=length! Claspin! with! DNA! (Sar! et! al.,! 2004).!Furthermore,!stable!complex!formation!was!observed!after!resolution!by!ASEC!for!selected! DNA=binding! protein! fragments! containing! these! sequence! regions.! The!stoichiometry!for!full=length!Claspin!with!DNA!was!previously!calculated!by!EM!to!be!a!1:1!(protein:DNA)!complex!(Sar!et!al.,!2004).!However,! through!the!analysis!presented!here,!the!stoichiometry!of!the!complex!was!not!able!to!be!determined.!!
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Furthermore,! a! number! of! fragments! displayed! significantly! lower! binding!affinities! for! DNA,! but! had! significant! sequence! overlap! with! these! high=affinity!DNA=binding!protein!fragments;!these!proteins!with!lower!DNA!binding!affinities!had! additional! sequences! C=terminal! to! the! identified!DNA! binding! regions.! This!could!indicate!inhibition!of!binding!by!these!residues;!potentially!through!folding!back!onto!the!DNA!binding!region!thereby!reducing!/!inhibiting!the!DNA!binding!functionality!of!these!proteins.!!Structural! characterization! of! this! complex! was! attempted! by! protein!crystallography,!but! this!did!not!yield!protein!crystals.!This!was! likely!due!to!the!high! degree! of! inherent! structural! disorder! identified! in! the! Claspin! protein!constructs.!
8.4!Investigating!the!interaction!between!Claspin!and!Chk1!In!Chapter!7,! the!interaction!between!Claspin!and!Chk1!was!further!investigated!for! structural! characterization! of! the! complex.! Chk1! binds! to! Claspin! in! a!phosphorylation!dependent!manner!to!CKB!motifs,!in!the!CKBD,!in!the!C=terminus!of!Claspin;!this!enables!the!activation!of!Chk1!by!ATR!(Kumagai!and!Dunphy,!2003,!Lee! et! al.,! 2005,! Jeong! et! al.,! 2003,! Clarke! and! Clarke,! 2005,! Chini! et! al.,! 2006,!Lindsey=Boltz!et!al.,!2009).!!Recombinant!Chk1=KD!protein!was!previously!shown!to!interact!with!a!composite!phosphorylated!Claspin!CKB!motif!(Clarke!and!Clarke,!2005),!and!was!here!found!to!interact!with!the!three!individual!phosphorylated!CKB!motifs!of!Claspin;!where!the! tightest! interaction! was! seen! with! motif! 2! (>! motif! 1! >! motif! 3)! with! a!micromolar!affinity.!Furthermore,!this!interaction!was!maintained!when!Chk1=KD!inhibited!with!STU,!although!there!was!a!slight!reduction!(two=fold)!in!the!binding!affinity!for!the!CKB!phosphopeptide.!Mutation!of!the!conserved!amino!acids!in!the!CKB!motif!prevented!interaction!with!Chk1,!indicating!sequence!recognition!or!the!secondary!structure!propensity!is!required!in!addition!the!phosphorylated!residue!for! interaction.! Furthermore,! the! activity! of! active! Chk1=KD! or! active! full=length!Chk1! was! not! altered! by! incubation! with! the! CKB! phosphopeptides.! Thermal!denaturation!assays!showed!the!binding!of!the!Claspin!CKB!phosphopeptide!to!the!
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SP|Q9HAW4|CLSPN_HUMAN  MTGEVGSEVHLEINDPNVISQEEADSPSDSGQGSYETIGP---------LSEGDSDEEIF 51 
SP|Q9DF50|CLSPN_XENLA  MAAL--CEEEQVFLEPEDISLKIVETDSDSGQGSCEMADQNKL---LGCVEDKDTDDEIL 55 
TR|D2XSJ5|D2XSJ5_CHICK MA-AAPVELQPEELDVAVAVLKAHGSDSDSGQGSAEPPSPGRPPTGSTSPQDGDSEEEIF 59 
SP|Q80YR7|CLSPN_MOUSE  MTGEVGSEVNLEVNDLKLLSQEAADSPVDSGQGSFETLEP---------LSERDSDEEIF 51 
                       *:     * .    :      :   :  ****** *              .: *:::**: 
 
SP|Q9HAW4|CLSPN_HUMAN  VSKKLKNRKVLQDSDSETEDTNASPEKT-TYDSAE--EENKENLYAGKNTKIKRIYKTVA 108 
SP|Q9DF50|CLSPN_XENLA  VRKKSKKKEVLVDSDSDEELEMRNF--ADNVKGHSDNEENEET-MSAYREKPRKIRSAVL 112 
TR|D2XSJ5|D2XSJ5_CHICK VSRKAKGKKVLQDSESEDGEDGDSSVHNDTLGGDTENGEEKEKVTAQ-RNKKSRIRQGLL 118 
SP|Q80YR7|CLSPN_MOUSE  VSKKPKSRKVLQDSDSEAEDRDDAPEKP-TYDDSA--EDTQENLHSGKSQ-SRSFPKALA 107 
                       * :* * ::** **:*:            .        : :*.  :        : . :  
 
SP|Q9HAW4|CLSPN_HUMAN  DSDESYMEKSLYQENLEAQVKPCLELS-LQSGNSTDFTTDRKSSKKHIHDKEGTAGKAKV 167 
SP|Q9DF50|CLSPN_XENLA  DSDNSDHELDVQISTSQNA--AEIPESEHDSLEKETHTVKPKTSKSLKKQ-TDTNKEEIV 169 
TR|D2XSJ5|D2XSJ5_CHICK DSDDSDTGDHLQIENLDTSRKSVLSENEVEEGR--PLKSGKKS-RKHKHSFEDEAAEKAV 175 
SP|Q80YR7|CLSPN_MOUSE  DSDESDMEETPSQESPETQEAPSLEPG-HQTGHSVDFTTGRKLSKTLLRE--GA--EGKA 162 
                       ***:*        .. :      :     :  .    .   *  :.  :.      :  . 
 
SP|Q9HAW4|CLSPN_HUMAN  KSKRRLEKEERKMEKIRQLKKKET-----KNQEDDVEQPFNDSGCLLVDKDLFETGLEDE 222 
SP|Q9DF50|CLSPN_XENLA  KNKSK---RKIPKEKIKRRTKQK------SKAVAEARPNLNDSGCLLTDGDLFDNGVENE 220 
TR|D2XSJ5|D2XSJ5_CHICK GKPRRRKERERRAESIKQLIKGKKPSSEGQQVDGGEGYPFNDSGCLLDDKELFDNGLEEE 235 
SP|Q80YR7|CLSPN_MOUSE  KSKRRLEKEERTMEKIRRLKKKET-----RCEESDADRPLNDSGCLLEDSDLFETGLEEE 217 
                        .  :   .:   *.*::  * :                :******* * :**:.*:*:* 
 
SP|Q9HAW4|CLSPN_HUMAN  NNSPLEDEESLESIRAAVKNKVKKHKKKEPSLESGV--HSFEEG--SELSKGTTRKERKA 278 
SP|Q9DF50|CLSPN_XENLA  MDSN-EEEDSLEAIRAKMKSKLNSHSAENF--------EDFELDTEGNQESPEKRKERKA 271 
TR|D2XSJ5|D2XSJ5_CHICK NNSFPGDEESIESIRAAVKEKIKKYKNKERFSEDEGYKHVFDDDNEESALKEPKRKERKA 295 
SP|Q80YR7|CLSPN_MOUSE  NDSALEDEESLESIRAAVKNKVKNRKKKEPTLESEA--FSLEDG--NELSKGSARKERKA 273 
                        :*   :*:*:*:*** :*.*::. . ::           ::     .  .   ****** 
 
SP|Q9HAW4|CLSPN_HUMAN  ARLSKEALKQLHSETQRLIRESALNLPYHMPENKTIHDFFKRKPRPTCHGNAMALLKSSK 338 
SP|Q9DF50|CLSPN_XENLA  ARLGKEAMKQMHSETQRLIRESSVSLPYHLPEPKTIHDFFKRRPRPLCQGNAMQLIKSTK 331 
TR|D2XSJ5|D2XSJ5_CHICK ARLSKEAIKQLHSETQRLIRESSVSLPYHMPEAKSVHEFFKRRSRPVYEGNAMALLKSTK 355 
SP|Q80YR7|CLSPN_MOUSE  ARLSKEALKKLHSETQRLVRESALNLPYHMPESKTIHDFFKRKPRPTCQGSAMALLKSCK 333 
                       ***.***:*::*******:***::.****:** *::*:****: **  .*.** *:** * 
 
SP|Q9HAW4|CLSPN_HUMAN  YQSSHHKEIIDTANTTEMNSDHHSKGSEQTTGAENEVETNALPVVSKETQIITGSDESCR 398 
SP|Q9DF50|CLSPN_XENLA  YQPCTEEKKKP---NEEICAEVPEFDYVSKEDLEISPEQPLLNTQCSHAAVLCVVQNDAR 388 
TR|D2XSJ5|D2XSJ5_CHICK YEFTLNEEAAGTKTSSTDCKDGPTEGGQ---SAANEPE-----------ANLGGHTDPAA 401 
SP|Q80YR7|CLSPN_MOUSE  YQSGHYKETVNPADAAGMGAEDSSRGSEQRTGAGIAAETNVLSEVSEEAGITAGSDEACG 393 
                       *:    ::            :                *                  : .  
 
SP|Q9HAW4|CLSPN_HUMAN  KDLVKNEELEIQEKQ-----KQSDIRP---SPGDSSVLQQESNFLGNNHSEECQVGGLVA 450 
SP|Q9DF50|CLSPN_XENLA  -----TEGLSKSTEAVVTG-QMN-DHEDA--FSDSNIVHEQETVGLITVTE----TFQTP 435 
TR|D2XSJ5|D2XSJ5_CHICK KDPLLGEGENLTEDSAEKSRKNNDDSHSAVTVTTASETEEQQSVLN----TDCSEQKE-S 456 
SP|Q80YR7|CLSPN_MOUSE  KDPVRRGELEIEETE-----KHSDDRPY--SPGDRSMSQQESSIPRIEDNEGHQAGDLTE 446 
                                .          : .            .  .::...                 
 
SP|Q9HAW4|CLSPN_HUMAN  FEPHALEGEGPQNPEETDEKVEEPEQQNK----------SSAVGPPEKVRRFTLDRLKQL 500 
SP|Q9DF50|CLSPN_XENLA  FIPQPESVVCEQIQ------------------NDVVEMQRMPEQPTHKPKLSKLEKLKAL 477 
TR|D2XSJ5|D2XSJ5_CHICK EIPLPVGGNALEQRDETA-----------PGLENSQQVGPGLAAQPEKVRKSKLDKLREL 505 
SP|Q80YR7|CLSPN_MOUSE  SDPPALEGEELKTVEKTDAKEGMPEQKTQSAAAAAVAVVTAAAAPPEKVRRFTVDRLRQL 506 
                         *        :                                  .* :  .:::*: * 
 
SP|Q9HAW4|CLSPN_HUMAN  GVDVSIKPRLGADEDSFVIL-EPETNRELEALKQRFWKHANPAAKPRAGQTVNVNVIVKD 559 
SP|Q9DF50|CLSPN_XENLA  GVDLSIKPRLCPDDGSFVNLDEPKPNKEFEALKERFLKHTLQKSKPRTERKVNLNIIRKE 537 
TR|D2XSJ5|D2XSJ5_CHICK GIDLTIKPRICSGNESFINLDESDSNKELEALKARFLKHTLQTSKPKLERTINMSIIRKE 565 
SP|Q80YR7|CLSPN_MOUSE  GVDVSSQPRLGADEDSFVILDEPKTNRELEALKQRFWRHANPAASPRACQTVNVNIIVKD 566 
                       *:*:: :**:   : **: * * . *:*:**** ** :*:   :.*:  :.:*:.:* *: 
 
SP|Q9HAW4|CLSPN_HUMAN  MGTDGKEELKADVVPVTLAPKKLDGASHTKPGEKLQVLKAKLQEAMKLRRFEERQKRQAL 619 
SP|Q9DF50|CLSPN_XENLA  TTADGKEELKADVVPIVMATEKPDKSIYQKPGEKLQVLKVKLQEAMKIRRSEERLKRQAL 597 
TR|D2XSJ5|D2XSJ5_CHICK TTSEGKEELKADVVPAVLAAESLDEAVHTKPGEKLQVLKAKLQEAMKLRRTEERQKRQAL 625 
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       CATATGACGG GTGAGGTGGG TTCTGAAGTA CACCTGGAGA TCAACGATCC GAACGTAATC        60 
TCTCAGGAAG AAGCGGACAG CCCGTCCGAC AGCGGTCAAG GTTCCTACGA AACTATCGGT       120 
CCGCTGAGCG AGGGTGATTC AGATGAAGAA ATTTTCGTCA GCAAAAAGCT GAAAAACCGC       180 
AAAGTGCTGC AAGATTCCGA TAGCGAAACG GAAGATACTA ACGCCAGCCC TGAAAAGACC       240 
ACCTATGATA GTGCTGAAGA AGAAAACAAA GAAAACTTAT ATGCTGGTAA AAACACGAAA       300 
ATCAAACGTA TCTACAAAAC TGTAGCTGAC TCTGATGAAT CTTACATGGA GAAGTCGCTG       360 
TATCAGGAAA ATCTGGAAGC ACAGGTTAAA CCGTGTCTGG AACTGAGCCT GCAGTCCGGC       420 
AATTCAACGG ATTTTACCAC CGATCGCAAG TCCTCCAAAA AGCATATTCA CGATAAAGAG       480 
GGCACCGCAG GCAAAGCGAA AGTTAAGAGC AAGCGTCGCC TGGAAAAAGA AGAGCGCAAA       540 
ATGGAAAAGA TCCGCCAGTT AAAGAAGAAA GAAACGAAAA ATCAGGAGGA TGATGTTGAA       600 
CAGCCGTTTA ACGATAGCGG CTGCCTGCTG GTAGATAAAG ACCTCTTTGA GACTGGCCTG       660 
GAAGATGAAA ACAACAGCCC TCTGGAAGAC GAAGAATCTT TAGAATCCAT TCGTGCCGCA       720 
GTTAAGAATA AAGTCAAGAA ACACAAGAAA AAGGAACCAT CTCTGGAATC TGGTGTTCAC       780 
TCCTTCGAAG AAGGCAGCGA ACTGAGCAAA GGCACGACCC GCAAAGAACG TAAAGCAGCA       840 
CGTTTATCTA AAGAAGCTCT CAAGCAGCTG CATTCCGAGA CCCAACGCCT GATTCGCGAA       900 
TCTGCTCTGA ACCTGCCGTA TCACATGCCG GAGAACAAAA CCATCCACGA CTTCTTTAAA       960 
CGCAAGCCAC GTCCGACCTG TCATGGTAAC GCGATGGCCT TACTCAAAAG CAGCAAGTAC      1020 
CAGTCGTCGC ACCATAAAGA AATTATCGAT ACTGCGAATA CCACGGAGAT GAATAGCGAT      1080 
CATCACAGCA AGGGTAGCGA GCAGACCACC GGCGCCGAAA ATGAAGTCGA AACTAACGCA      1140 
TTACCAGTCG TGTCTAAAGA GACCCAAATT ATCACGGGCA GCGATGAAAG CTGCCGCAAG      1200 
GACCTGGTAA AGAACGAGGA GCTGGAAATT CAGGAAAAAC AGAAACAGTC CGACATTCGT      1260 
CCGAGCCCAG GCGATAGCAG CGTTTTACAG CAGGAGTCTA ACTTTCTCGG TAACAATCAC      1320 
AGCGAGGAAT GCCAGGTAGG TGGCCTGGTG GCATTTGAAC CGCACGCATT AGAGGGTGAA      1380 
GGCCCTCAAA ACCCGGAAGA AACCGATGAA AAGGTTGAGG AACCTGAGCA GCAAAATAAA      1440 
TCTAGCGCAG TTGGTCCACC GGAAAAAGTG CGTCGCTTCA CGCTGGATCG TCTGAAACAG      1500 
CTGGGCGTGG ACGTATCAAT CAAACCGCGT CTGGGTGCGG ATGAAGATAG CTTCGTTATT      1560 
CTCGAACCGG AAACCAACCG CGAACTGGAG GCGTTAAAGC AACGTTTTTG GAAGCACGCA      1620 
AACCCTGCAG CCAAACCGCG TGCTGGTCAA ACCGTCAACG TAAACGTCAT TGTTAAAGAC      1680 
ATGGGTACCG ATGGCAAGGA AGAACTGAAA GCGGATGTAG TCCCTGTGAC CTTAGCTCCG      1740 
AAAAAGCTCG ACGGTGCATC TCATACGAAA CCGGGTGAAA AACTGCAGGT GCTCAAAGCA      1800 
AAACTGCAGG AGGCCATGAA ACTGCGTCGT TTTGAAGAAC GTCAGAAGCG TCAGGCGCTG      1860 
TTCAAATTAG ATAACGAGGA CGGCTTCGAG GAAGAAGAAG AAGAGGAAGA GGAAATGACC      1920 
GATGAGTCTG AAGAAGACGG TGAAGAGAAA GTTGAAAAAG AAGAAAAGGA AGAAGAATTA      1980 
GAGGAGGAGG AAGAAAAGGA GGAGGAGGAA GAAGAAGAGG GCAATCAAGA AACCGCTGAG      2040 
TTCCTGCTCA GCTCCGAAGA AATCGAGACC AAAGATGAAA AAGAGATGGA TAAAGAAAAC      2100 
AACGACGGTA GCTCAGAAAT TGGTAAAGCA GTAGGTTTTC TGAGCGTTCC GAAGTCTCTG      2160 
AGCTCGGACT CCACGCTGCT GCTCTTCAAG GACTCTAGCA GCAAAATGGG TTACTTTCCG      2220 
ACGGAAGAAA AATCTGAGAC TGATGAAAAT TCAGGTAAAC AGCCGTCTAA ACTGGACGAA      2280 
GACGACTCTT GCTCCCTGCT GACGAAAGAA TCCAGCCACA ATTCCAGCTT CGAGCTGATC      2340 
GGCTCCACCA TCCCTAGCTA CCAGCCGTGT AACCGTCAAA CGGGTCGTGG CACGTCATTC      2400 
TTCCCAACTG CGGGCGGCTT CCGCAGCCCG TCTCCTGGCC TGTTTCGCGC TTCCCTGGTT      2460 
AGCAGCGCAA GCAAATCCTC CGGTAAACTG AGCGAACCGT CCCTGCCGAT CGAAGATTCT      2520 
CAGGATTTAT ATAACGCGAG CCCAGAACCT AAAACCCTGT TCCTCGGTGC GGGTGACTTC      2580 
CAGTTTTGCT TAGAAGATGA CACCCAGAGC CAACTGCTGG ACGCAGATGG CTTCCTCAAT      2640 
GTGCGCAATC ATCGCAACCA ATATCAGGCT TTAAAACCGC GTCTGCCGCT GGCTAGCATG      2700 
GACGAGAACG CTATGGATGC GAACATGGAC GAACTGCTGG ATCTGTGTAC GGGCAAATTC      2760 
ACCTCTCAGG CAGAGAAACA CCTGCCTCGT AAATCCGATA AGAAAGAGAA CATGGAAGAG      2820 
TTACTGAATC TGTGCTCTGG CAAGTTCACT TCTCAGGATG CTTCTACGCC AGCTTCGTCT      2880 
GAGCTGAATA AACAAGAAAA AGAAAGCTCT ATGGGCGACC CGATGGAAGA AGCTCTGGCA      2940 
TTATGTAGCG GCTCGTTCCC TACCGACAAG GAAGAGGAAG ATGAGGAAGA AGAGTTCGGT      3000 
GATTTTCGCC TGGTAAGCAA TGATAACGAG TTCGATTCTG ACGAAGACGA ACATTCTGAC      3060 
TCCGGTAACG ACCTGGCCTT AGAAGATCAC GAGGACGATG ATGAAGAGGA ACTGCTTAAA      3120 
CGTTCTGAAA AGCTGAAACG TCAGATGCGC CTGCGTAAAT ATCTGGAAGA CGAAGCGGAA      3180 
GTCAGCGGTT CTGATGTGGG CTCAGAAGAT GAATATGACG GTGAGGAAAT TGACGAATAC      3240 
GAAGAAGACG TAATTGATGA AGTCCTGCCG TCTGATGAGG AGCTGCAATC TCAGATTAAG      3300 
AAAATTCACA TGAAAACCAT GCTGGATGAC GATAAGCGCC AGCTGCGCTT ATATCAAGAG      3360 
CGTTATCTGG CGGATGGTGA CCTCCACTCC GACGGTCCAG GCCGTATGCG TAAATTTCGC      3420 
TGGAAAAACA TCGATGACGC TAGCCAGATG GATCTGTTCC ATCGCGACTC CGATGATGAT      3480 
CAGACGGAAG AACAATTAGA TGAAAGCGAG GCACGTTGGC GTAAGGAACG TATTGAGCGC      3540 
GAACAGTGGC TGCGTGATAT GGCTCAGCAA GGTAAGATTA CGGCTGAAGA GGAGGAAGAG      3600 
ATCGGTGAAG ATTCCCAGTT CATGATTTTA GCGAAGAAAG TGACCGCGAA GGCGCTGCAG      3660 
AAAAATGCTT CGCGTCCAAT GGTGATTCAA GAATCCAAAT CTCTGCTGCG TAACCCTTTC      3720 
GAAGCGATCC GTCCGGGTAG CGCTCAACAG GTCAAGACCG GTAGCCTGTT AAATCAACCG      3780 
AAAGCTGTTC TCCAGAAACT GGCTGCACTG TCGGACCACA ACCCATCGGC TCCACGCAAC      3840 
TCCCGTAACT TTGTATTCCA CACGCTGAGC CCAGTCAAAG CAGAGGCTGC GAAAGAATCC      3900 
TCAAAATCTC AAGTCAAAAA GCGTGGTCCG TCGTTCATGA CCAGCCCGTC CCCAAAACAC      3960 
CTGAAAACCG ATGACTCTAC CTCCGGTCTG ACCCGTAGCA TTTTCAAGTA CCTCGAATCC      4020 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix(2.5(Purification(of( expression( construct(B1C3:( IMAC(and(Heparin(






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix( 2.13( Purification( of( expression( construct( B1G11:( IMAC,( Heparin(












































Appendix( 2.14( Purification( of( expression( construct( A1G6D:( IMAC,( Heparin(



























































































































































































































































































































Claspin(protein(fragments.((A)! CD! spectra! of! recombinant! Claspin! protein! fragments! from! top! to! bottom:!A1G12,! A1D6,! B2D9,! B1F8! and! B2D6! (labelled! top! left).! Protein! samples! were!placed! in! a! 0.1! mm! quartz! cuvette! and! the! spectra! measured! between! a!wavelength!of!190!and!240!nm!using!a! JASCO!J9715!spectropolarimeter,!at!20!°C!controlled! by! a! JASCO! PTC9384W! peltier! temperature! control! system.! Data!represents!the!average!of!three!scans,!from!which!the!spectrum!of!buffer!alone!has!been! subtracted.!The!protein! concentration! is! as! indicated! in! the!associated!key.!(B)! Percentage! of! predicted! secondary! structure.! Spectral! deconvolution! was!carried! out! using! the! DichroWeb! server! and! the! CDSSTR! algorithm,! using! six!individual!data!sets,!and!then!averaged.!Error!bars!show!one!standard!deviation.!Protein! concentration! is! indicated! in! the! associated! key! (Sreerama! et! al.,! 2000a,!Sreerama! et! al.,! 2000b,! Whitmore! and! Wallace,! 2004,! Whitmore! and! Wallace,!2008).!
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Appendix( 2.17( Two( temperature( point( CD( spectra( and( Dichroweb(
deconvolution(for(the(NRterminal(Claspin(protein(fragments.((A)! CD! spectra,! measured! at! two! temperature! points,! for! selected! recombinant!Claspin! protein! fragments.! From! top! to! bottom:! A1G12,! A1D6,! B2D9,! B1F8! and!B2D6.!The!protein! concentration!as!well! as! the! temperature! (80! °C)! is! shown! in!the!associated!key.!Samples!were!placed!in!a!0.1!mm!quartz!cuvette!and!CD!spectra!were! measured! at! wavelengths! between! 190! and! 240! using! a! JASCO! J9715!spectropolarimeter.! Samples! in! cuvettes! were! heated! at! 80! °C! for! 3! minutes!controlled!by!a! JASCO!PTC9384W!peltier! temperature!control! system!and! the!CD!spectra!were!re9measured.!Data!represents!an!average!of!three!scans,!from!which!the!spectrum!of!the!buffer!alone!has!been!subtracted.!(B)!Percentage!of!predicted!secondary! structure! for! recombinant! Claspin! protein! fragments.! The! protein!concentration!as!well!as! the! temperature!(80!°C)! is! shown! in! the!associated!key.!Spectral! deconvolution! was! carried! out! using! the! DichroWeb! server! and! the!CDSSTR! algorithm! using! six! individual! data! sets,! and! then! averaged.! Error! bars!show! one! standard! deviation! (Sreerama! et! al.,! 2000a,! Sreerama! et! al.,! 2000b,!Whitmore!and!Wallace,!2004,!Whitmore!and!Wallace!2008).!
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30 µM 40% TFE
A1G12
30 µM

































































































30 µM 40% TFE




























Claspin(protein(fragments(in(the(presence(of(TFE.((A)! CD! spectra! of! recombinant! Claspin! protein! fragments;! from! top! to! bottom:!A1G12,!A1D6,!B1F8,!A1G6D!and!B2D6,!measured!with!and!without!40%!(v/v)!TFE.!The!protein!concentration!and!the!TFE!concentration!are!shown!in!the!associated!key.!Samples!were!placed!in!a!0.1!mm!quartz!cuvette,!and!spectra!were!measured!at!wavelengths!between!190!and!240!using!a!JASCO!J9715!spectropolarimeter!set!at!20!°C!controlled!by!a!JASCO!PTC9384W!peltier!temperature!control!system.!Data!represents!the!average!of!three!scans,! from!which!the!spectra!of!the!buffer!alone!has!been!subtracted.!(B)!Percentage!of!predicted!secondary!structure.!The!protein!concentration! as! well! as! the! TFE! concentration! is! shown! in! the! associated! key.!Spectral! deconvolution! was! carried! out! using! the! DichroWeb! server! and! the!CDSSTR! algorithm! using! six! individual! data! sets,! and! then! averaged.! Error! bars!show! one! standard! deviation! (Sreerama! et! al.,! 2000a,! Sreerama! et! al.,! 2000b,!Whitmore!and!Wallace,!2004,!Whitmore!and!Wallace,!2008).!
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Appendix( 3.1( PCR( amplification,( sub:cloning( and( confirmation( of( bacmid(
transposition(for(different(expression(constructs(of(human(Chk1.((A)!Analysis!of! the!colony!PCR!reactions! for!1=His;Chk1!and!2=Chk1;KD1;270;His,!and!a!diagnostic!restriction!digest!using!BamHI!and!HindIII!confirming!sub;cloning!of! Chk1;KD1;289;His! into! pFastBac1.! (B)! PCR! analysis! of! recombinant! bacmids,!confirming!successful!transposition!1=His;Chk1,!2=Chk1;KD1;270;His,!3=Chk1;KD1;289;His.!1%!(w/v)!agarose!gel!in!1x!TAE!buffer.!M=Hyperladder!I!DNA!Marker.!!!!
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Appendix( 3.4! Purification( of( expression( construct( Chk1:KD1:289:His:( IMAC(

















































































Appendix(3.5(Recombinant(human(Chk2:KD(does(not(bind(CKB(motifs.(Binding!of!human!Chk2;KD!to!5’;fluorescein!synthetic!peptides!(representing!the!CKB!motifs!of!human!Claspin)!was!tested!by!FP.!In!each!case,!the!indicated!peptide!was! at! a! final! concentration! of! 100!nM.!Data!were!measured!using! a! POLARstar!Omega!multimode!microplate!reader!(BMG!Labtech).!!Each!data!point!is!the!mean!of!three!individual!experiments!and!error!bars!represent!one!standard!deviation.!!
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